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= Office Memorandum * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

i. TO.. :Dr. Howard KE, Thomas, Chief, RDD DATE: Ooteber 19, . 1962. 

x 
FROM : JW. Macgiuse, ROD, Paka eh 
‘ i oe a 

SUBJECT: LoGation of Self-Help Projects, Your memo October 9, 1962 

7 In eccordanee with your memorendum of October 9, 1962 
we are submittiag a list of completed hurel Self-Help 

: Sub-Projects as requested by USIS for the That Luang Pestival, 

; It is net possible to guarantee 100 percent accuracy 
r@garding the names o! villaces and their location because 
villege sometimes have more thas ons mane and spelling, 
We do not have a map indicating the new gto therelors ‘ 

, we have listed the nawes of the mucngs oa indicated / 
a . ev the sub-project ayreements, ; 

€ .» Tae requested information is as follows: 

Sedone Provinces. : : 

Ban fasseag Huong Type of Preject 

iad He Pakse Pakse School 
} Thehine : x ® " 

¥ Phabet ‘ * * a 
Tenekho Saphay f * ” 
Nakhonang Pakso > * ‘ 
Houeichiang ¥ o Sala 
Vat Tham s # w 

Paksong Pakseag Pakeong, School : 
Houei Peuse Pakse Pakse Bridge 
Saphay Saphey * Sala 
Phones hay Pakse - Pakse Seheol 
Wakhouang Saphsy ® * 
Naxone-Noy - : ¥ - ; 
Saphay # ; " e 

Thaloung Phabat Pakse * es. 
Saphay Saphay " Market 
Houei Mesaag Pathoumphoas Pathoumphone School 
Yong Youg Pakse = 
Houei Lao rae ¥.# 
Pathoumphore ; Pethoumphone Markel 

Sieess 2 Ban Yon, Pakae School 
aksore > Pekae * * 

Mapkou Ben Moung ® Rr 
- Pathoumphore Pathoumphone * 
Mek Buk Pakse Pakse = 

* 7 Army-Admin Gen-Japin,
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; Champassak Province. 

Ban Tasseng Muong Type of Projec 

Done Nhang Nonghaikok Phonethong School 
Bek Nonghaikok Phonethong - 
May ® " « 

‘ Mo " " e 

Bone Khourns * * 8 
Moung Cao 5 ~ = 

. Deu wv ® " 

Nonghaikok * Le - 
Phonethong Phonethong 9 . 
Nong Viene Nong Vieue Chanpassak * 
Nong Mak-keo Donetalat ” * 
Sang Deva - * = 
Nong Som=-Mo = . S. . 
Houei-Sahoua Nong Viene n ¥ 
Thateng Wong Pham we " 
Photak Nong Viene - s 
Nong Moung " « " a 

Phone Sac E, * be s * 

Sithandone Province. 

Ban Tasseng Moung Type of Projeci 

Hat saikoun Khong Khong Schocl 
Moung Sene Moung Sene * s 
Dome Thane Done Thane “ * 
Eouei. ' Ban Housi s = 
Done Det Bankhone ~ ; = 
Hine Siou Ban Houei ~ ® © 
Khinak Khinak i a 
Khone Khone r r 
Houakhongepha-Nhay Khong 5 . - 

Attopeu Province 

Ban Tasseng Muong Type of projec’ 

Se Nhay Sekong Sekong School 
Vat Kang Sekomane Sekong # 
Vat That Cao Cac * 
Houei Khong Houeikhong Senamnoi Bispensary 

Saravane Province . ; 

Ban : Tasséng ~- Moung Type of Projec! 

Toumlane Toumlane Saravane Sehool 
Thateng Thateng Thateng " 
Taopoun Saravene Sarevane . 
Nong Say Buragtham Safavane Dhapensary 
Bung Sai Bungkham Saravane Sehool 
Thateng Thateng Thateng Dispensary
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eet pe ae 
et Office Memorandum * UNITED STATES GOVERNMARRE . 

io a SS ee pate: Oeteber $1, 1968 ‘a 

"FROM Je We Macdufdicy RDD, Pakse ; : ‘ 

SUBJECT: USAID Accemplishnents - Seutherm Area 

References : Administrater Hamiltens Letter, Oct. 10, 1962. 
i Director's Meme, Octeber 25, 1952 ; i 

Meme frem J.H, Berryhill thru Dr. H.R. Themes, Oct, 26, 1962 © 

Wa ave enclosing cur report on accomplishments in the séu- 

". therm Are per order of above references. : 

Laoie-of tine and comnunication with the previnces did net 4 

: ' permit the preparation of 2 more cemprekeusive repert. 1 

ae ‘Wgre as alse enclosed e report on the Reglmnel Zeacher 

freining Couter, Pakse, prevared by Mr, Oliver St. Peo, IVS/Pakse 

and reperts from the Chackhousag,o! Sithendome, Champagsak and j 

‘Sedene Provinces. ‘The Chaskheveng of Sedone Previnee has act Ce 

had the time to prepare a narrative report om the pregren. dete 

the many bouas that have beer eccurring of late. He expects te 2 

submit a merration suring tne acxt few days and we will send it 

te you by the firat available eivereft. et 

; Leek of tine aghia does nob pani trie eifice to tranvlate 

and summarize the merrative reports from the Chackheuengs, theres . . ' 

fere, we submi¢ them in the original, Kindly return te this 4 

office the narrative report from aithandone Previncas | 

d



FP cat 
3 J USAID/RDD/ PAKSE 

} Osteber 31, 1962 

REPORT ON ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
(RSS ase. a Sa eee 

fhe Pakse region ef USAID/iacs is responsible fer six pre- 
i 3 vVineea; namely, Wapikhamtneng, Sedene, Chanpassak, Sithandone, 

Attepeu and Saravame. As of August 15, 1962 tke number ef Self- 
\ Help Prejeets appreved and funded are as fellews - 

Sekeols - 165 Bridges (Cenerete Culvert) - 45 
Markets <- 6 Bridges (weed) ~ 42 

| Dispensaries 10 Salle de malades - a 
Sala 12 Water Reserveir = ade 
Radeaux 7 Wells - 25 

The mumber ef Self-Help Prejects that have beom completed 
te date are as fellews - ’ 

Scheols 55 
Markets 2 
Dispensaries Sn 
Sala 3 
Radeaux a> > e 
Bridges a 

' Appreximately 25 perceat ef the remaining prejects have net 
been started but werk will begin as soon as the curreat riee har- 
vest is completed. A large percentage of the appreved Self-Help 
Prejests are 25 te 75 percent complete, most ef this categery ef 
prejects sheuld be completed during the current dry seasen. 

Seheols - Self Help 

: The Self-Help sehool buildings wheih have been completed 
provide classroems for appreximately 4500 students im grades 
1 through 4. Im villages where self-help schools have been con- 
atructed me previous class-reem facilities existed. There prevails 
such an intense interest in schools and elementary education on 
the part of the villagers that many of the partially completed 
buildings are being used. Im many villages classes begin as seen 
as the framewerk and reof has been completed. Werk centinues on 
cempleting these seheols on weekends or whenever there is a schoel 
vacation. The students very cften assist their parents in the 
building construction, These village schools could net have be- 
come a reality witheut outside assistance through making available 
reofing, cement, hardware, ete. Student population ef the part- 
lally completed facilities is not included in the abeve estimate. 

Dispemsaries - Self Help 

Villagers classfy dispensaries as being next in importance 
after schools in the self-help program designed te improve their 
existence. The sole reason why more dispensary prejects have net 
beer approved and constructed is the lack of trained medica, in~ 
firmiers and sanitarians to staff them. Accerding te information



| . Weeelved a village dispensary im this regien treats an average 
| ef at leadt 50 patients per day. When a villager cuts his feot, 

leg er otherwise suffers an ingury while clearing jumgle, karves- 
, ting rice, censtructing a building, etc., he has no alternative 

in the absence of a dispensary than to treat a wouhd with native 
herbs, weeds or etker material or, as in mest cases, let the wound 

i remain untreated, The idfection rate is always high, up te 90 
\ pereent fer wounds and injuries. This incapasitates the injured 

, @ften times fer several weeks, When a villager is incapacitated 
- { | de is nagaelne prepare land er tend his rice crep which intura 

i effects the daily existense of his entire family. Where dispen- 
f ' { saries Yn operation villagers think nething of walking twe 

eT. days in wedge to ebtain medecines for common ailments and te have 
‘ wounds aga injuries treated. 

| oe a 

Market - Self Help 

Only two village self-help markets have been completed, the 
ether appreved market prejects are im various stages ef develep- 
ment,-lumber is being cut amd prepared, reck, gravel and sand is 
being celkected and fer some prejects the villagers are awaiting 
roefing and cement. A village market means more te a villager 
than just an outlet fer the sale and exchange ef geeds and preduces, 
it is also an impertant comunity center for meetings, festivals 
and ether functions which are essential te village life and exis-+ 

i temee, Since the desire fer scheels is foremes$ in the minds of 
the villagers market projects for the time being are ef lewer 

prierity. Previncial Develepmeat Pre jects 

fhe Previndial Develepment Prejeets appreved fer this region 
are as fellews - 

Regienmal Teacher Training Sehool - Pakse 
Market ; - Pakse 

ee 4 a - Champassak (Bassac) 
@laire Schoel oo. ong 

Bri - Kheng Island : 

Of the abeve prejeets the fellowing have been completed and 
are in use by the commnities in which they are lecated. 

Regienal Teacher Training Sehool - Pakse | P 
Market . - Champassak (Bassac) 
Greupe Scelaire - Pakseng 
na A ae eA A, EINE LES ETE. at Ae TO Rene rE 

Tae Champassak Market prevides a central peint for the exch- 
ange ef preduse and wares in a community of appreximately 5000 
peeple. Ne market existed in the ceommmity uatil this structure 
was completed, the inhabitants sold their preduce along the main 
street whetih was always muddy er dusty, depending upem the seasen, 
and in view ef the fact that ne central eutlet existed farmers 

; ' and merchdts bad ne incentive te bring their produee and wares 
inte the tewa fer sale or exchage. ; 

Greupe Scelaire in Pakseng prevides classreem space fer six 
classes tetaling appreximately 500 students. This new, two stery, 
weoden strueture replaces twe small, imadequate, dark and delapi- 
dated sehool buildings which eould net preperly house ene half of



| _ the student bedy, The new building has previded facilities fer 
i teaching twice as many students from Pakseong and surreunding vil- 

lages. The area has approximately 4000 inhabitants. 

Thahine is a rapidly grewing village acress the Sedone River 
j from Pakse (Nerth). Phe building has been completed and will ve 

used as seen as the entrance and parking area has been improved, 
This structure will serve ag a market center for approximately 
4000 inhabitaats of Thahine,must use the Pakse market wheih requires 

i travelling on feet, by bicycle and sanlor over a narrew and traffic 
eongested read and them ever a one lane bridge te the center ef 

| Pakse. The market will influence the further expansion and develop- 
ment ef Thahiane,. 

t The Paksomg market repair and renovatiom is 6° percent com- 
pleted. The eriginal building was on the verge of collapsing and 
wes ea hazard te anyone desiring to sell his preduoe im the building, 
Pakseng is the leading vegetable producing and livesteck area of 
the regien, The renovated building will permit Pakseng to become 
an important outlet and center fer preduce from that area and most 
ef the renewn Bolevens Plateau. 

Refugee Resettlement - Self Help 

,.., Ta additien te Rural Self-Help and Previneial Development 
*“prejects this effice has d@urigg the past year planned and cempl- 

eted a refugee resettlement project im cooperation with the RIG 
Social Welfare Serviee. A yroup of 14 regugee families were given 
government land at Km. 15 on the Pakse-Pakseng read. The group 
under the direction of the Pheban (village Chief) cleared the jun- 

' gle, cut and prepared pests and framing, prepared bambee fer wea- 
ving wall panels and constructed their homes. USAID and the Seeial 
Welfare representative laid out the village and prepared a typical 
Plen for the houses. USAID provided, through the Secial Welfare 
agency, tin roofing, suwm lumber, nails, hardware and teols. Sup- 
ervisien was given te the prejeet by USAID and the RLG@ agency. 
Seed rice was previded te the group fer their first crep as vas ~ 
vegetable seed. USAID with the assistance ef IVS/Pakse is r@mdering 
teshnical assistance for the constructien ef a small dam to «li- 
mirmate a seurce ef malaria and te provide water for gardens, live- 
steek and domestic use, 

Tred is a summary ef the Pheban's story. - Pheban Meon is 
67 years eld, he and his villagers are Kha of the Kha Ta Oie tribe. 
They originally lived in the village of Bam Yang Keh Tame Lice 
whéth is appreximetely 2 full days walk noth ef Saravane. This 
was the heme of Pheban Moen and his ancesters for generations. He 

| reperts that the land is rich im timber, bambee, wild game and 
preduses geed rice, 

About five years age the Pathet Lae began te infiltrate and 
harass the inhabitants of this remete area. Villagers were fersed 
te hide their rice in the jumgle in order te subsist. The Pathet 
Lae teok Pheban Meen and the youmg villagers several times te a 
central point where they were forsed to attend prepaganda and in- 
dectrination meetings along with ihmabitants of other villages sf 
the regien. These meetings were very often cenducted for 5 te 1 
days and anyone unwilling te attend was forced te do se at gun-peint.



| ; . Im addition te having their crops stelen from them the villagers 
Wived in a state of continual fear. 

| After ome year of harmssment some of the villages, that ef 
Pheban Moon incliided, decided to move to the Lae Ngam area, lecated 

| em the northern slepe ei the Beloveng Plateau and abeut a six day 
Walk in distance, in order to escape harassment and begim a new 
life. The refugees settled in a villauye named Bam Tone Dong Bang. 
After abeut three years in this village the Pathet Lae began te 
harass the villazers in the same manner as when they were living 
in their ancestral region. Thoge who refused te attend indestri- 
matien meetings er te ceeperate in ether ways were foreed to become 

j paek ceolies for transpertinag supplies and ammunition for the Pathet 
Lee, Thai forced laber would last from 10 te 30 days before the 
villagers could return te their homes and work their fields. 

f ‘When a PAR battealien ceonmander askei Phobam Moen if he would 
like te move his villagera to a secure areas he agreed and it was 
decided that the village would meve from Lao Ngam te Pakse by way 

‘*f Saravane. Am escort of 88 FAR trceps was formed ah@ after a 
three day walk, during whith they were attacked by the Pathet Lee, 
the villagers arrived in Saravane, Ome village chief remained in 
the Seravane area but Pheban Moen decided to meve to Pakse area. 
Bight families made the trip from Saravane te Pakse by truck while 
6 ether families walked because they had no funds fer truck hire, 
The 14 families chese Km 15 and cemmstructed temperary homes. Peur 
menths later the ALG Secial Welfare Service and USAID began the 
preject te resettle the villagers ef Phobam Moon at Km 15. Rice, 
Salt, milk, medecines, soap, mesquite nets, blankets and clothing 
were previded the villagers through the Social Welfare Service and 
USAID refugee relief program. There are 73 imhabitaats in the 
vilaage where they are now conducting a normal life free of Pathet 
Lae harassment. 

Abeut five months ago another Fefugee group ef 14 families 
frem the same tribe ( Kha Ta Ole) from the Saravane area arrived 
at Km. 15 where they have constructed temporary shelter, This 
group experienced the same type of harassment and abuse from the 
Pathet Lae and were forced to flee frem their eriginal home area. 
They have cleared eff the jungle and plan te construct a permanent 
village adjeining that of Phebam Meen, hoping te receive assistance 
frem USAID and the RLG Social Welfare Service and begin a new life 
in peace.



TO: Dr. H.E. Thomas, Chief, RDD December 14, 1962 

FROM: J.W. MacQueen, Field Representative, Pakse 

| 
SUBJECT: Field Activity Report - Week of December 2 through 8, 1962 | 

Population of Saravane Province is 150,000 of which 2, 300 inhabit Saravane 

town. There are 10-12 minority groups. 

Attopeu is calm at present but travel by road is restricted to not more than 

20 Km. in any direction due to PL strength around the town. See memo of 
4 December regarding demobilization. 

The population of Attopeu is 87,460 of which 58,000 are tribes people, consis- 

ting of 9 Kha tribes. There are 32 Kha and 8 Lao Tassengs or 40 in all, 
There are 3 Moungs and 334 villages. 

ORA:5-ll-7l:ps. | 
|



OF Be ee es Nd OS 5 Ue eta 
| “Office Memorandum » ontrep states GOVERNMENT “> 

i To + DF. He 5. Thomas, Chief, ROD DATE: D@G. 14; 1962 

be ee gins A 
“or “ROM :. Je We acqueew\\)'rie1d Representative, Paksé 

“), sunyect: Field Activity Report - Week of December 2 through 8, 1962 | 

, 1, Pobnts visited - 
i a . * Leper Colony, Km. 30 Saigon Yoad, ~ Sunday 2 Dec, 

oe " Saravane = Friday 7 Dec. 
ys : ; Attopeu = Saturday 8 Dec. 

ni  Houel Khong - Saturday 8 Dec. : ‘ 

¥ ; : : ; oe 

ee 2, Visited Leper Colomy with Dr. H, , Thomas, Chisf RDD. Compossed of 2 vill- 
: ages, ome assisted by the Mission Evangelique and the other by a Catholic miss« 

donary, due to lack of time the latter was not visited, 4 clear strean separ-.. 

o ates ‘the two villages. The village visited is gomprised of 60 families totell= ~~ 
: ing 212 population, Tuhabitants are Lac & tribes people,from all over southern | 
( ni region. Very limited medical care is administered by a Swiss murse because me- 

ny @ical ‘supplies: are im very short supply. athe Z nn rae 

: ‘Vegatable seed beds have been prepared, seed given to the villagers by ; 

this office has germinated well, ; ; 2 : 

' Made aerial recomnaisance of Paksong = Tkateng Road Sunday afternoon. a 

Me Arranged for military excort for Clement smith (3PR) for his inepsetion are 
_ PaksOng - Theteng Road by jocp 7 December, This to be @ work project for de= 

ie ee mobilized troops. : : gee 78 

_ Went to Saravane 7 Decuber with D. Buschman to investigate possibility of ° 
’ drilling wells for the nospital and Groupe Scolaire. Measured oWisting dug wells 

: ia Saravene. “ALL dug wells are shallow mea suring 10-12 geste deap, most wells Lf 

ce are dry midway through the winter and inhabitants have to carry water from 

s | Sedene River. /Population of Saravane Province is 150,000 of which 2,300 inhabit. 
te | Saravane town. There are 10~12 minority groupa,/ Trageportation of goods Rakaé ss 2 

\ . geravane has doubled from 1 Kip to 2 ktp per kilo, Riven Soe 

‘Visited Attopew-@ Deeswith Dry Hy Ss Thomas, Was URONRS USATD Lage | \ortn ominhe



( Visited Attopeu 8 Dec. with Dr. H. 2, Thomas, Wm. Thomas USAID/Laos and Thomas 

Niblock amD/W. Conferfed with Deputy Chaokhouengy Col, Khong Vong Narath,in 

charge of provinee. The Chaokhoueng has been absent in Vientiane since early 

November, Col. Khong gave a briefing of military situzticn, Attopeu is calm 

at present but travel by road is restricted tc not more than 20 Km, in any di- 

r rection due to PL strength aroung the town, Seo memo of 4 December regarding 

demobilization. 

The population of Attopeu is 87,460 of which 58,000 are tribes people, consis- 

ting of 9 Kha tribes. There are 32 Kha and 8 Lao Tassengs or 40 in all, There 

are 3 moungs and 334 villages. Currsnt market prices in Attopsu are as follow:- 

Rice (very lowest grade) 12 Kip per kilo 

Eggs : 5 “" each 

Bugfalo 5,000 “ each 

Chickens , Fo. awe tt 

Ducks ‘ 25 = 150 fanaa 

2 1 small bottle soy sauce . 8 " " (40 kip-paksé) 

Everything except food items must be flown in from Pakse because thers is no 

passable road, The old road passes through Ban Phone a PL, strogghold,/ 38 schools 

are closed due +o PL activity, 19 are still open and functionang. 

The visit to Attopeu was fo)!owed by an inspection of the Civic Action pro- 

ject at Houei Khong. The flight was made in a Dornier, the airstrip is more t 

than adequate for this aircraft with a full load, 

3. The leper Colony requires andy assistance available from any and all agencies. 

Little or no suport is received from the RLG. Mugh can be done towards improv- 

ing housing, school & dispensary facilities through Self-elp projecta with 

USAID and RLG commission of Rural Affairs coopsrating. The villagers are able 

to participafe in construction projects. 

Prospects for potable water in Saravane are dim without deep well drilling 

: equipment. In spite of this we will send our smail equipment to explore the 

possibility of drilling shallow wells, 

Much work will have to be done to reactivate the Rural Development program 

in Attopeu expecially since the “haolhoueng prefers to remain in Vientiane, 

The Deputy Chaokhoueng is an intelligent and active individual byt unfortuaately 

is occupied with his duties as military commander of the district. USAID has



| " initiated a program to assist demobiliged tribe people whe have again become 

refugees. A work program for demobilized troops in Attopeu is also in the 

planning stage. 

The Civic Action program inherited from MAAG is still beset with many problems. 

a This program was developed unilaterally by MAAG witholt the knowledge of the RLG 

civil government and little or no coordination with FAR according to advices 

given to this office by Chaokhouengs and the commander of this region, Much 

hard work is still required to make anything out of this scheme, 

Distribution :- 

Mission Director Z 

Special Assistant Mr. Berryhill + , 

OP oe 

OEFA : 1 

con 2: 

Embassy (Econ) 1 

Agriculture Division 2 

Public Health Div, 1 

File (Paks6) 1



“What it was Like Before; The First Year in Kong Se Nam Noi" 

by 
Edwin T. McKeithen III 

The following paper, which was first written for a course in 
anthropology, was dosie after the author had been away from Kong Se 
Nam Noi for a year and a half. He was a member of the I.V.S. team 
mentioned in the report and is now om direct hire with AID/Laos. It 
is written in the third person in an attempt to provide a more 
objective viewpoint of the failures and successes for which he was 
in part responsible. It is by no means a complete account of what 

t happened but is an attempt to describe the most significant aspects of 
his experience during that year. 

One day a villager asked the Americans for plywood seeds. He knew the 
kind of wood which the drums of helicopter fuel were tied to when they came down 
on parachutes, and he had seen that this was unusually strong wood. He said that 
he would like to grow the trees from which this wood came and had therefore come 
to see if the visitors could get him the right kind of seeds. The villager did 
not understand the nature of plywood, nor did he understand why the Americans 
laughed when they heard his request. When they had explained what plywood was 
and why they too would like to have seeds for growing it he laughed along with 
them. After several beers and more discussion of the plywood situation every- 
one came away knowing each other and each other's world a little bit better. 

The villager's visit formed a small part of the experience of several 
Americans who worked on the Bolovens Plateau in southern Laos during the year 
September 1963 through September 1964. They and the tribespeople they worked 
with built bridges, installed culverts, built dispensaries, trained medics, 

cut roads, and experimented with new methods of agriculture. The Americans 
came to feel that they knew a lot about the region and its people and the tribes- 
people seemed to show that they came to know something about the foreigners. } 
Yet it is certain that neither group ever clearly understood the other, and 
more specifically, it is certain that the Americans never fully understood 
the effects or "impact" that their activities had on the villagers. 

This is thea a reflection on what the outsiders learned and what they 
did; more important, however, it is an examination of the questions that were 
never answered and of those which were never asked. It will begin with a brief 

account of what they found out and what they did, will then @iscuss some of the 
unanswered questions and the unfilled gaps in their activities, and will close 
by presenting several ideas on what should be dome in the future. It is intended 
to be a very practical discussion that might enable Americans who are now om the 
Bolovens as well. as those who might go there in the future to better understand . 

their role and to better prepare themselves to perform effectively. 

Kong Se Nam Noi, or the "district of the Little Se (River)," covers 
the eastern half of the Bolovens Plateau. Its 3400 people belomg to two tribes,



~ oo. 

the Neru' and the Hziny'*, or as the Lao call them, the Laven and the Nyahew. 
About eight hundred Neru' live in eight villages and about twenty six hundred 
Hziny’ live in thirty six villages. Although the two tribes are physically, 
culturally and linguistically similar, the first thing that one notices is 
that the construction of their villages differs markedly according to tribe. 
Neru' villages are cleaner and are located closer to each other than Hziny' 
villages; Neru' houses are usually built of wood, are higher off the ground, 
and are more substantial buildings than Hziny’ houses. The Neru’ organize 
themselves into cooperative work groups - normally the entire village - to 
put up a house, whereas the Hziny' consider housebuilding to be less of a 
communal responsibility. The Neru' move their villages much less frequently 
than the Hziny', the most recent move having taken place in 1949 when three 
villages (Nong Mek Kang, Nong Kin Nyai, and Nam Liang) created unusually large 
settlements by moving in with three others (Nem Tang, Nong Ioi, and Nong Panuan); 
the latter villages had been in their present locations for about a hundred ‘ 
years. The Hziny', on the other hand, tend to shift location much more 
frequently. While the Hziny' mught be expected to move more often because of 
the poorer soil found in their area, it is noteworthy that no fewer than twelve 
villages changed locations between 1953 and 1955. Even though this was a period 

of abnormal instability as a result of maximum Viet Minh pressure, the tendency 
of —— Hziny' villages to fragment themselves into several different 
locations illustrates:the Hziny’ tendency to de-emphasize village consolidation 
and permanence. 

This fragmented approach of the Hziny’ to communal living runs parallel 
to other characteristics ‘that tend to separate these and related highland tribes 
into highly et =ocentric groups. Both the Neru' and the Hziny' are physically 

. related to the various types of Austronesian peoples who form the "Kha (slave) 
tribes of Laos and the "Moi" (savage) tribes of South Viet-Nam. Their approaches 
to agriculture, religion, dress and social organization are remarkably sialler 
they tend to live at the same altitudes and tend to view their lowland neigh- 
bors with the same distrust, but among themselves they seem to cultivate lin- 
guistic distinctions in an almost conscious effort to emphasize their differences. 
They all speak languages of the southeasterm Mon-Khmer group* and further divide 

them into countless dialects which are sometimes confined to small villages. The 

languages are all polysyllabic and non-tonal, and are characterized by unusually 

large numbers of consonant and vowel. phonemes; (an incomplete study of Neru' 
came up with 96 consonant and 36 vowel phonemes). The Americans found that 
tribesmen rarely talked about their own language in isolation but usually made 

a point of comparing it to the other tribe's tongue. 

The Neru' feel that they are culturally and economically superior to 
the Hziny’ in much the same way that the valley Lao and Vietmamese feel that they 

are superior to the hill tribes. The feelings are not strictly mutual, however, 

in that there seems to be a definite pecking order that extends downward from the 

Lao through the Neru' to the Hziny’. Practically all historical contacts that the 

disorganized hill peoples have had with the valley groups have been in the nature 
of subservience or outright slavery. Relationships between the hill tribes have 

* Pronounced Han 
*% The only exception to this pattern is found among the:Rhade and Jarai hill tribes 

of South Viet-Nem, who speak languages of the Malayo-Polynesian group.
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not been as severely strained as they have been with the valley peoples; never- 
theless the Neru' tell a story which illustrates the nature of their feelings 

toward the Hziny’. 

During a battle between the two tribes about a hundred years ago, the 
Neru' discovered that the iron crossbows they were using lost their spring after 
each shot and therfore offered to exchange weapons with the Hziny’. The Hziny' 
agreed to the transfer, believing that their wooden crossbows were less powerful 
than those of the Neru'. As the Neru' tell it, the Hziny' foolishly exchanged 
weapons and lost the battle. 

Both groups practice swidden, or slash-and-burn agriculture, both plant 
nearly the same varieties of rice and vegetables and both raise the same kinds 
of livestock. But the Neru'’ are quick to point out that they use hoes to plant 
thelr seeds whereas the Hziny' use digging sticks. The Hziny', on the other 
hand, are much better animal husbandrymen. They raise about five times as many 
pigs per capita as the Neru' and they make a practice of feeding them paddy 
(ummilled rice) several times a day, rather than follow the Neru' practice of 
letting them forage on their own. The Hziny’ also own many more water buffalo 
than the Neru’ and seem to attach a much greater value to buffalo as prestige 
possessions. 

These differences in the cdre of livestock are in part dependent on 
different approaches to religion, which differ more in the degree of participation 
than in the nature of the religion itself. Neither group has incorporated Buddhist 
traits into its belief system and both continue to organize their lives around 
essentially animistic beliefs; although both have been exposed to Christianity. 
The sacrifice of animals; primarily chickens, pigs and water buffalo, constitute 
the major tribute paid to the spirits. Ancestral and rice spirits claim the 
major share of sacrifices, while river, trail, forest, fire and other lesser 
spirits hold positions of secondary importance. Ancestral spirits continue to 
deniand attention for several years after the bearer's death, while rice and 
field spirits are worshipped as a matter of course no matter what other spirits 
are immediately concerned. i 

The Hziny' participate much more intensively and frequently than the 
Neru' in religious ceremonies and are thus forced to maintain more abundant stocks 
of animals to meet their religious requirements. They tend to close off their 
villages to outsiders for much longer periods of time in the case of death or 
other disasters; they seem more willing to follow the advice of shamen in slaughter- 
ing several pigs or buffalo to satisfy the spirits, and they maintain much larger 
collections of the rice wine urns which play an indispensible part in religious 
ceremonies. A well-to-do Hziny' household will have several walls lined with 
urns which are both larger and more ornately decorated than those found in Neru' 
houses. 

According to accounts from both tribes, there recently seems to have 
occurred rather considerable relaxation in the observance of traditional religious 
rites and practices. This might well be attributed to a slightly lower inci- 
dence of disease as a result of the spread of medical services in recent years. It 
is more probable,however, that these changes have coincided with more fundamental
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alterations that have taken place in the lives of the villagers. The establish- 

ment of Laos as a country, the intervention of the Viet-Minh, the organization of 
most of the able bodied men into local militia groups and the arrival of Catholic 
and Protestent missionaries as well as American technical assistance personnel 
have undoubtedly been significant factors in the changes which have taken place. 

The most important question, however, is the extent to which the two 
tribes have been moving away from each other in terms of cultural orientation or 
have been following a similar path of cultural change. The Neru' stress over 
and over again the fact that their religious practices of many years ago were 
similar to the Hziny'’ practices of the present. Whereas they used to isolate an 
entire village during sacrificial ceremonies, as the Hziny’ continue to do, they 

now merely close off segments of a village or even an individual household. 
They appear more willing to consult village medics during the early stages of 
disease, whereas the Hzimy' will usually wait until all efforts to appease the 
spirits have failed. The Hziny’, however, give similar signs of wanting to re- 
duce their participation in religious activities. Americans who were present 

during Hziny' ceremonies often received complaints that the spirits were a 
nuisance and that they were being given less deference than they formerly enjoyed. 
The Americans occasiomally felt that faith in the spirits was being partially 
transferred to them; while some of this fe@ling was undoubtedly derived from an: 
overly optimistic appraisal of their effectiveness, it should have also been 
interpreted as a sign of increased dependence in lieu of self-reliance on the 
part of the tribesmen. Om ome occation an American suggested to a Hziny' leader 

that he round up all the troublesome spirits and send them out on a caribou , 
scheduled to deliver road-building equipment. The American forgot about his 
conversation, but as the plane took off several weeks later, his Hziny’ friend 
wishfully remarked "There go all the spirits.” 

However inconclusive the data it nevertheless appears that the two 
tribes are undergoing the process of cultural change at wnequal paces. The 

matter of village consolidation and housebuilding is a case in point. Whereas the 
Neru' have come to build almost all their new houses of wood and to settle in 
well established locations, the Hziny’ persist in using bamboo construction and 
tend to move as frequently as they always have. The Neru' have also become much 
more "Laotianized; in the sense that a greater number are fluent in Lao and have 
more frequent contact with the Lao. Several of the Neru' have become traders and 
others have become skilled carpenters along patterns of specialization that are 
rarely found outside Lao villages. Neru’ agriculture is also much more diversified 
in that vegetable gardens separate from the swidden are fairly common, and coffee, 
pineapples, kapok and other crops are raised. 

The Neru' have also taken pains to disassociate themselves from the 
Hziny' in enterprises in which both groups would have clearly benefited from _ 
working together. In 1962 a group of thirty Hziny’ began work on a wet rice ‘ 

project under the urging and support of an American military advisor. The 
experiment was enough of a success by 1964 that several of the participants had 
abandoned their swidden to grow padi rice exclusively. The Ncru' had by this 
time become quite interested in the project and in mid-1964 a group of fourteen 
men asked the Americans to assist them in the same way that the military adviser
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had helped the Hziny'’ set up their project. Since only a small portion of the 
valley at Thong Houng had been put under cultivation by the Hziny’ the Americans 
urged that the Neru’ join the first group in order to take advantage of their 
experience and the economies of scale that would result from the concentration 

of buffalo and farming implements. No amount of prodding, however, could con- 
vince the Neru' to join the Hziny'. They set up their padis at Thong Vai, a new 
and less readily accessible area and began the difficult task of learning padi 
cultivation om their om. The feeling that Thong Vai was more properly Neru' 
(it had once been farmed by the Neru' leader Komandam) and that the Hziny’ had 
leid claim to Thong Houng might have accounted for Neru' reluctance to join the 
first group; but it is more probable that the central role of farming in the 
culture and the desire of the Neru’ to emphasize their cultural uniqueness 
accounted for their desire to work independently of the Hziny’. 

While the two tribes keep to their own ways in more sensitive areas of 
culture - intermarriage, for example, is almost unheard of - they get along 
relatively well in the local political and military organizations. The com- 
mander of the local home guard forces is a Hziny' who is respected and obeyed 
by soldiers of both tribes. Companies, however, are organized along tribal lines - 
four Hziny' and one Neru' - and they take responsibility for the security of 
rather distinct areas and seldom go out on mixed patrols. The district chief, or 
Naikong is also Hziny' while his assistant is Neru'. The Naikong, however, is 
quite elderly and is kept from retiring only by pressure from his deputy and the 

‘Hziny' village chiefs. Almost all bis responsibilities are carried out by the 

deputy, or Little Naikong, while the Big Naikong remains in office as more of a 
venerated leader than as an active administrator. The Little Naikong is an 
industrious and able leader who both respects and is respected by the members of 
both tribes. It should be noted that the Neru’ villages comprising Tasseng 
Hovei Kong joined the political unit of Kong Se Nam Noi only in 1951, and it is 
probably that the Little Naikong, who was then the Tasseng chief, was instrumen- 
tal in effecting the administrative consolidation of the two tribes. 

The Neru' and Hziny', in keeping with their other cultural differences, 
exhibit considerably different personality typese The Neru' are more assertive, 
competive, confident and extroverted than the Hziny’, while the latter people 
exhibit a personality type that may be described as more reserved, submissive, 
self-effacing and introverted. The leadership of the Hziny’, however, tends more 
toward the personality type of the Neru’. The Americans working om the Bolovens 
Plateau found it much easier to obtain opinions and advice from the Neru' than 
from the Hziny’ but they also found the information obtained from the Hziny’ to 
be generally more reliable. Similarly, those members of both groups who were the 
most willing to volumteer information, especially at an early date, tended to 
tell the Americans what they (the informants) thought they wanted to hear rather 
then what they knew to be more accurate. 

At this point it would be appropriate to begin a discussion of the 
experiences of the Americans - International Voluntary Services and A.I.D. 
personnel - who worked im Kong Se Nem Nol during the period Sept. 1963 through 
Sept. 1964. No attempt will be made to give a complete description of their 
activities, as none has been made to present a complete picture of the Neru' 
and Hziny' cultures. The emphasis will be on the most notable projects they 
engaged in, their successes and failures, their knowledge and ignorance about
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local conditions, their understanding of their own role as agents of change, and the 

, degree to which they accomplished their objectives. 

Two I.V.S. men who hed spent about a year in Laos were assigned to Kong 
Se Nem Noi to find out as much as they could about the area and to recommend the 
sort of activities that should be undertaken. They held frequent talks with the 
tribespeople and their leaders and traveled to as many different villages as 
they could. They also gained the assistance of the five Sg chiefs in filling 
out rather extensive questiomaires; the Tassengs, in effect, were responsible 
for gathering almost all the statistical information which went into the 12,000 
word survey. The performance of the Tassengs in providing the information 
requested of them gave preliminary indications of their attitudes toward the Amer- 
ican presence aud their interest in participating in community development 
activities. The survey, in short, was as important as an exercise in itself as 
was the information which it disclosed. 

fhe first "mistake" that the IVS personnel made was in placing too much 
reliance on a particularly outgoing leader in the village (Nong Ioi) where they 
rented temporary quarters. WNim', an officer in the local militia and a powerful 
figure in the village, was the first person to actively cultivate their friend- 
ship and the first to offer his services in assisting them in whatever they did. 
He chose the two boys whom they hired to cook rice and wash clothes and he made 
@ point of asking that they bring any problems they might have to him. Nim' was 
not the village chief, but the IVS men took him to be the "hidden leader" who is 
often found outside the formal political structure of Lao villages. 

Following up his offer, the IVS personnel asked for his assistance in 
improving a jeep trail to several of the villages south of Nong Ioi. He promptly 
provided about fifteen men and valuable explosives for leveling steep river banks 
at fording places. Within two days the group had cleared eight kilometers of 
trail. The work was undertaken as more of a military operation than as a com- 
munity development activity and was of clearly greater benefit to the Americans 
than to the villagers, who had no difficulty in travelling on foot or bicycle 
along the unimproved trails. More importantly, however, the project gave Nim" 
an opportunity to assert his authority and to gain prestige for himself because 
of the respect paid him by IVS. Nim’ continued to exhibit this tendency to 
compulsively seek deference, authority and prestige im a way which established 
him as a fringe member of the society, and it is certian that had the Americans 
continued to follow his advice as closely as they had in the beginning they would 
have encountered far greater difficulties in gaining acceptance amd in accomplish- 
ing their long range objectives im Kong Se Nem Noi. 

The first "successful project" of any importance was the installation of 
a culvert on the road to Paksong. As the most important commercial link with the 
rest of Laos, the 32 kilometer road was passeble throughout the dry season and 

most of the rainy season except for a washout several hundred yards from the 
village of Houei Kong. The only vehicles which had no difficulty in getting 
through the washout were bicycles, which meant that the Chinese merchant's truck 
and jeep were prevented from making regular runs from Paksong and were thus 
unable to bring in merchandise on as regular a basis as they did during the dry 
season. The nuisence and embarassment that the fifty-foot mudhole caused were
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probably the most important factors, however, in prodding the villagers to repair it. 
American encouragement to improve the road played on local embarassment about its 
condition and proved to be the catalyst needed to realize a latent desire to fill 
in the washout. About fifty men from the five Neru' villages closest to the road 
worked on it for three days, preparing the approaches and laying the culvert pipe; 
the Americans, the Little Naikong, and the local Protestant missionary all worked 
along with them, while the Chinese merchant hauled rock fill to the site in his 
truck. The IVS persomnel had wanted to use locally available gasoline drums for the 
culvert pipe, but AID decided to use corrugated steel sections imported from the 

U.S. Work was halted for eight days to wait for the culvert material, but aside 
from this delay the project emerged as a successful community effort. It showed 
that the villagers, at least the Neru', were concerned about community problems 
outside thet# immediate interests and were willing to work together to solve them. 

The first major project that was undertaken was directed toward improv- 
ing the medical facilities of Kong Se Nam Noi. It was felt that initial activities 

should be designed to produce maximum benefit to the tribesmen with minimum strain 
on their part in order to cultivate trust in American intentions and to thus lay 
the groundwork for future projects. The dispensary at Houel Kong, which had been 
organized by an American Special Forces team in 1962, was accessible to the 
Neru' villages in the immediate vicinity, but most of Kong Se Nam Noi had been left 
untouched by medical services. Discussions with the Naikongs, the dispensary 
personnel and the local military leaders indicated that the establishment of branch 
dispensaries in each of the four other Tassengs - ell, Hziny'i-:would be a pop-. « 
ular and worthwhile program. The project’ agreement, which was reached at the top 
levels of local goverument before it was presented to the Tasseng chiefs, provided 
that the villagers should construct the buildings, feed the medics and transport 
the medicines from the airstrip at Houel Kong to the branch dispensaries. AID, 

on the dther hand, would provide the medicines, train the medics and pay them a 
nominal salery. The mddics were to be chosen locally by the Tasseng chiefs and 
and tue militia officers for a six-month training program at the 0.B. hospital | 
in Paksong. In the meanwhile, the dispensaries were to be staffed with personnel 
arawn from the Houei Kong clinic. It was decided to omit the Hziny’ Tasseng 
nearest to Houei Kong at the beginming of the program because of the relatively 
easy access which it had to the existing facility. 

This was undoubtedly a mistake, in that the criterion of immediate need 
was placed above that of willingness to participate in the project. Im general, 
the IVS group tended to place too little emphasis on local initiative and group 
decision making; the ee were consulted on separate trips by Americans to 
their home villages and little effort was made to determine the real nature of 
their attitudes toward the project. Similarly, the ways in which the dispensaries 
were actually built, i.e., which leaders within each Tasseng took the initiative, 
how many men from which villages participated in the project, etc., remained 
much of a mystery. The Americans did find out that the villages near the site 

at Ban Nam Ngo provided various kinds of building materials - one village the 
posts, another the siding, another the shingles, etc. - but the manner in which 
the villagers organized themselves was never clarified. It was also noted that 
the militia captain and the soldiers at Sakae a ee of the work on the 
building, while individual villagers were responsible for specific quotas of
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roofing shingles; almost nothing was learned about the dispensary at Houei Sol, the 

first to be completed. Little attempt was made to ascertain either the ways in 

which community projects were organized or the attitudes of the tribesmen to- 

ward the collective approach to solving common problems. Thus although the 

services of the dispensaries were well received and the morale among the medics 
remained high, many of the lessons that the project had to offer were lost by 
default. It should be emphasized, however, thatmust of the Americans’ short- 
comings in this regard were due to the pressure they were under to achieve 
“results” in many different fields of activity. (Similar pressure caused AID, 
against IVS sdvice, to provide galvanized roofing material to the dispensary at 

Nong Mek, thus giving preferential treatment to one of the Tagsengs o) 

fhe Nexu' padi project et Thong Vai mentioned earlier came closest to 
fulfilling the model of an “ideal” community development effort. The demonstra- 
tion effect of the Hziny’ project apparently prodded the fourteen Neru' villagers 
into organizing themselves and coming up with a definite plan of action prior 
to approaching the Americans for assistance. By the time they came to ask 
for outside cooperation they had reached agreement on their objectives, their 
strategies, their resources and their needs;* they were thus able to show 

greater confidence and protect thier own values more effectively than if the IVS 
team had Been engaged im planming at an earlier stage. It is im fact probable 
that early insistence that the Neru’ join the project at Thong Houmg as a con- 
dition of assistance might have discouraged the project from being undertaken at 
all, The point is not, of course, that outside advice is detrimental, but that 
technical assistance workers must try to fully understand all the reasons behind 
individual and group behavior before they pass judgement on policies or programs 
which significantly affect local conditions. 

The least successful project begua during the year was aimed at improv- 
ing the roads and bridges im the western section of the Komg. As in the case of 
the jeep trail south of Nong Ioi, the benefit to the villagers was far removed 
from presently felt needs, while the goal of easier travel to a greater number 
of villages was given excessive priority by the Americans. This was a "self- 
help" project, im which local labor was to combine with externally provided 

technicians and equipment in improving transportation facilities. 

Even though the Tasstngs and village chiefs participated frequently in 
planning sessions, the greatest amount of advice and encouragement came from 

the top leadership. The Little Naikong, who was more farsighted than the bulk 
of the villagers in realizing the ultimate value of the roads and more aware of 
the unpredictable nature of American assistance, supported the project to the 
extent that he gave a false picture of the villager’s willingness to contribute 
labor. The IVS group, on the other hand, felt that a program of such high 
American priority but low native priority would fail as a self-help activity, and 
that the leiiorers shoulll be paid if it were undertaken at all. AID maintained its 
policy of trying to implement a non-essential self-help project - a contradiction 
in terms. 

* Buffalo, tools and Lao instructors - the same assistance that had been given to 
the Hziny’ project by the U.S. military adviser.
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When the specified quota of villagers failed to show up for work, parti- 

cularly those from the areas farthest from the road, the project became an AID 
"training program,” in which funds to make up for lost Gime im the fields were 

. paid out to the "traimees.” Thai and American technicians, a pile-driver, bull- 
dozer and related equipment were brought in, the bridges were built and the roads 
cut, but the values of self-reliamce and local innovation were all but forgotten 
im the rush to get the job done. It is difficult to say how much pride the inhab- . 
itants of Kong Se Nam Noi have in the physical results of thier work; the real 
test will come when the bridges begin to need repair and the problem of upkeep 
demands a local solution. 

Another approach to technical change was taken in the establishment of 

an agricultural demonstration area. Supervised by a full-time IVS agriculturist, 
the two-acre plot featured field corn for fodder, soybeams, mumgbeans, and various 
other kinds of vegetables. A fish pond ami a model pig sty to serve as distri- 
bution centers to interested villagers were nearing completion by the end of 1964. 

In addition, a water wheel was built to demonstrate the possibilities of dry 
season vegetable garden irrigation and the local IVS assistants and soldiers 
were encouraged to try out new seeds and techniques in their own gardens on 
the plot. To the extent that the demonstration area cam béome a showplace of 
valuable techniques, and to the extent that local "extension agents” can be 
inspired to act as immovaters, the project may prove to be one of the most 

effective long range activities of the American advisors. A notable shortcoming 
in 1964, however, was the lack of information of local agricultural practices 
and the broader cultural attitudes associated with swidden techniques - in particu- 
lar, the culif¥ural implications of the experiments in padi farming. 

The areas of American concern which were the most severely neglected, 
however, were not ones of technical assistance but were rather matters of politi- 
cal and military significance. Largely because of pressures to produce tangible 
results and to do things which could be reported quantitatively, the more impor- 
tant socio-political and military considerations which waderlay the American ’ 
reine in Kong Se Nam Noiwere largely ignored. The only attempt of any signi- 
fPicéhte that was made to extend pro-govermment influguce to areas outside the Kong 
took the form of a proposal te establish a branch dispensary in one of the vil- 
lages (Nong Kheuang) under moderate Pathet Lao influence to the Southwest. A 
vote among the villagers showed that about a third of the population was oppoded 
to the dispensary, primarily becuase of fear of Pathet Lao reprisals, and the 
village chief decided to hold off on the project wotil greater local support 
could be gathered. Aside from this one step toward the “other side” the energies 
of the Americans were confined to working in the Kong proper. 

The Neru' population im Kong Se Nem Noi forms but a small part of the 
Neru' tribe as a whole. Predominantly Pathet Lao - Viet Minh, the Neru' huve 
remained under much the same leadership (Komandem, now dead, his son Si Thon and 
his grandson Sang Kham) that led early uprieings against the French and which now 
holds en important position im the PL-VM hierarchy in southern Laos. The Neru’ 
of the Kong are thus separated from the bulk of the tribe but appear to have the 
potential of acting as the nucleus of a pro-govermment (or at least anti-PL-VM) 
rallying point for the Neru’ who become disillusioned with PL-VM rule. The Kong
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leadership, however, is more prone to live and let live than to actively seek the 
allegiance of villagers outside its jurisdiction. 

The role that American advice and assistance can play in improving local 
security, in spreading the benefits of external assistanae.to fringe areas, and 
in generally undermining support for the Pathet Lao - Viet Minh, both internally 
and externally, depends on the extent to which not merely economic or technical 
put political considerations for a basis for programs and projects. This ap- 
proach to community development was rarely emphasized, and to illustrate the 
extent of American ignorance in these matters, the follaving examples of un- 
answered questions is presented: 

How unified are the Neru’ as a tribe; how close are the contacts bet- 
ween those in the Kong and those outside? 

How successful have Komandam and his followers been in exerting authority 
over the bulk of the Neru’ 

Why are the Neru’ in Kong Se Nam Nol under negligible Komandam influence; 
to what extent did they formerly follow him, and if there was a split, when 
did it occur and who was responsible? 

What are the weaknesses of Pathet Lao - Viet Minh control over the Neru' 
i.e., to what extent do they use terror, conscription, taxation, or other forms 
of control which can be exploited in undermining their influence? To what extent 
have PL-WM efforts to gain control in Neru' villages alienated the traditional 
leadership by usurping their power? 

How aud why did Tasseng Houei Kong join Kong Se Nam Noi; what were the 
roles of the Naikong, the Little Naikong, Prince Boum Ou, and the local military 

leaders in bringiug about this consolidation? 

How was the new Tasseng of Upassa chosen; what authority and responsibility 
do Tassengs have? 

Why did the Neru’ village of Nong Nyao join the Hzimy’ Tasseng of Nong 
Mek; why was the chief shot and what part did this play im the village's move to 
Tasseng Nong Mek? 

Why did the Neru’ village consolidation of 1949 take place? The widespread 
Hziny'’ moves of 1953-557 

r How will a successor to the Little Naikong be chosen, and who are the 

most probable candidated? 

Why did the Fifth Company (armed and trained by U.S. Special Forces in 
1962) defect to the Pathet Lao; why did some of the men from this unit later de- 
fect to the Royal Lao Army at Paksong? 

It is known that a number of local men defected to the Viet Miuh - six
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from Nong Panuen in i9h9, 1950 and 1959, four men from Tasseng Din Deng in 1950, 

1959 and 1961, and two men from Houel Soi in 1950. What were their reasons for 

Leaving? 

Similarly, Fong and Sek from Ban Nam Tang, Dek from Nong Panuan, end 
Kham Chan from Houi Kong returned home in 1957 after seven, three, and eight 

years respectively with the Viet Minh. Why did they come back? 

a The Hziny' militia officers are known to distrust the Neru’ because of 

their tribal comections with villages friendly to the PL-VM. During the Viet 
Minh occupation of Feb. 3 to Aug. 10, 1954, to what extent did the Hziny’ put 
up stiffer resistance to the invaders and to what extent did Neru’ villages, 
particularly those outside the Kong, raceive the Viets openly? 

These are only a few of the rather crucial questions that had gone 

unanswered in 1964, but they do point up the greatest need of the cluster pro- 
ject in Kong Se Nem Noi: knowledge. Not enough was learned about the effects 
of the various projects on the villagers both in and around the Kong. How 
do the villagers feel, for example, about the rice mill at Houei Kong; do 
the co-op members really feel that they om it collectively or do they see it 
as an externally owned service for which they must pay? The effects which 
projects have must not be judged in terms of Kong Se Nam Noi alone; but must 
be seen in the revolutionary context of the Bolovens Plateau as a whole. 
These activities do not occur inka vacuum, but take part in a competition with 
the Pathet Lao - Viet Minh for the allegiance of the tribespeople. At the same 
time, however, the political commitments that are sought must not be gained at 

_ the expense of the increased self-reliance that community development programs 
- must foster. There is no necessary connection between external assistance and 

: external dependence, but a conscious effort must always be made to see that 
such dependence is not encouraged. The dispensary program, for example, presents 10°~ 
meny difficulties in this regard, but it is correctly felt that the values of 
the medicines in achieying both political and humanitarian goals override the 
short-run considerations of external dependence. Nevertheless, every attempt 
should be made to insure that payment of one sort or another, i.e.,room and 
board for the medics, is made in exchange for medical services. 

Reports on political and military development must be made along with 
project or activity reports; to assume that such considerations are not within 
the proper sphere of AID-IVS, responsibilities is to assume an automatic con- 
nection between beneficial efonomic change and fayorable political development, 
e.g-, between the number of vegetable gardens and attitudes toward the Pathet Lao. 

The mimeographed newspaper (in Lao) which was begun in late 1964 should 
be continued and its circulation expanded to the fringe areas, and the study of 

Neru' language, which was begun slightly earlier, should be continued. A unique 
opportunity to gain the support of uncommitted Neru” villagers is presented by 
the chance to develop a written layguage and to establish Kong Se Nem Noi as 
the center from which Neru’ literacy as well as formel Lao education would spread. 

The written language which the Lao enjoy has often been viewed with envy by the
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Neru’ and the brief work that was dene with an Neru' alphabet received support and 

interest from both the informants and the Neru’' leadership. Furthermore, it is a 
well known linguistic principle that non-literate peoples are able to learn a 
second Langiage (Lao) better if they have learned their native tongue in written 
form first. 

The most important considerations, however, are political, as demon- 
strated by the political successes which the Viet Minh hed in developing writing 
systems for several of the hill tritles in South Viet-Nem. By attracting adoles- 
cents from the fringe areas to study at Houed Kong, or preferably, by training them 
to teach in their own villages (which presently have po schools) the influence 
which the Neru’ im Kong Se Nam Noi exert on the Neru¥ as a whole could be 
increased considerably and the support which the Pathet Lao enjoy, mainly through 
coercion, could probably be dampened in the short rum and considerably reduced 
in the long rum. The Pathet Lao stress opposition to the Lao Government, but 
they would be hard pressed to oppose the strictly tribal advancement which Neru' 
literacy and Lao education programs taught by Neru’ would imply. 

Similarly, it would seem advisable to investigate the possibility of 
establishing a branch dispensary at Meun Hua Meung; the Hziny’ in this area 
are presently without any medical service to speak of and it is possible that 
uncomited tribesmen from this region could be brought into greater contact with the 
Kong. Proposals of this nature, however, should be carefully discussed with local 
political and military Leaders at all levels before a decision is taken. 

By and large, the pee oa that were undertaken in Kong Se Nam Noi 
during the first year of concenirated AID-IVS activity were impressive by both 
American and local standards. The road and bridge projects, for example, were 
probably of considerable importance to the villagers in terms of the status 
derived from the development of internal transporgation, in spite of the 
negative aspects associated with the unilateral nature of the program. The 
real impact of these and other projects, however, was never clarified in terms of 
the way the villagers viewed them. Thus the greatest need, as previously outlined, 
is for greater understanding of the influence that community development projects 
have on cultural and political values and the extent to which they are consistent 
with the objectives of the American effort.
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: Mr. Joseph A. Mendenhall, Director March 17, 1966 
Thru : Dr. Howard E. Thomas, AD/RD 

E, G. Ruoff, Chief, Refugee Relief & Resettlement Branch, RD 

Attopeu Refugees in Pakse 

On March 14 and 15 Mr. Phillip Gullion of this office accompanied the 
Director of Social Welfare, Mr. Houmpheng Prathoumvan, to Pakse for a 
review of the Attopeu refugee situation there. They found thetsome - 
480 families containing 2715 individuals located in Pakse. Of these 
480 families there are 87 dependents of functionaires, 23 of police, 
232 of FaR and 138 from villages of the Muong Cao area. The FaR / 

; families and police families have been cared for by their respective 
organizations in Pakse. The families of the functionaires and villagers 
are being looked after by the Chao Khoueng of Pakse and the regional 
Ministry of Social Welfare representative. A number of houses have 
been rented and relief supplies for approximately 500 familes have been 
sent to Pakse. 

It now appears that the Mirceeikean flight of many of these families 
from the Attopeu region was accomplished with very little or no 
advance planning. As a result many families have found that they 
left Attopeu when it was not necessary. Therefore many are now 
anxious to return to Attopeu. We have agreed with the Office of the | 
area Coordinator that, if security permits, these families should be | 
returned to Attopeu city. Only the 138 village families from Muong 
Cao are not expected to return to their original homes. However space 
for their temporary location is available in Attopeu Town at a former 
refugee site. We expect that the villagers will have to have ? 
assistance for sometime.to come due to the fact that they departed 
their homes with very few possessions and their crops have most 
probably been seized. ‘ 

RD: EGRuoff :mem:3-17-66 

ce : 

AC/Pakse
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te Me oe Cy : 

to te ‘have always found it difficult to make any meaningful projections of refugee 
_ movements e the Pakse region. However, there are a number of signs that indie 
te ‘wee here will be an increase in the number of refugees coming into 
hs ne Province, particularly from the Lao Ngam district which is almost midway 
a ana straight line between Pakse and Saravane. We feel here that up to a thousand 
* €amilies will be moving out of that area within the next 18-2) months and will 

> require rese ttlement. This would probably raise our commodity requirements by 
230% ini the Paks® region over the coming year and would be within the estimates 
Lah are ‘provided for the FYé PB. We anticipate increased refugee movements during 
© these next few months before harvest when the pressure for rice is most severe. 

Pes ae perimeter lines aromd the Wapi Project. come more and more under govern~. - 

.  *ment control, the PL have been forced into the Lao Ngam area and have come to 
ee ete on ‘the people for support. The flow of PL defectors from the 
~* area has been constant and they indicate that PL levies for rice, labor, and 

_ few recruitment have increased. Groups of refugees coming out of the area also : 
‘complain bitterly of the hardships. As they are resettled there is some 

-~  -gommunication with their old areas in lao Ngam that encourazes other refugee 
i, oe come oute 
4 B igterls > igh uaeay . i 

entre ‘The ihdigsen coming out of the area were relatively prosperous before the PL 
tee control and unlike most of the Mon-Khmer (Kha) refugees we deal with in 

<. . eastern Saravane and Attopeu Provinces, they have old established cultivated 
oe <td ‘close ties with the land end the people which make them more re- 
eee to move, sometimes to the point of suffering almost intolerable : 

~~ Con ions. By ; 2s 

This year USAID Public Works has been building an alleweather road in the 
general @irection of Lao Ngam from Km. 21 on the Pakse-Paksong Road, This — 
road skirts the edge of the Bolovens Plateau and is opening up large areas of 
excellent soil ideal for resettlement projects. We have been resettling the , 

_ Lao Ngam refugees along this road (Ban Oudomsouk, Ban Vane Keune) because it 
’ is within walking distance from the old villages and has similar soil and 

terrain. With the new road and access to oublic services the area has a good 
potential for development. The Chao Muong, Captain Khamkha, also is an asset 
= to resettlement projects. Last week USIS interviewed some of these refugees 

’ for Voice of America. They a highly of the care and assistance the 
A government has given then. ese factors will undoubtedly encourage potential 

refugees. le 
. e
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ee Gee ee tities og os ” se igi or nthity Report, Sept : ; 

eee er Se ' ree ee ees ae 2 8 s var 
a ee 
ee Du wig September 172 refugees. came out of Pl areas and were resettled at sites fad 
2" approved by Social Welfare, These refugees came in 27 separate movements or ae 
eel aa of & per day, Since January 1,580 refugees have come inte Sedone id 

pines noe in group ‘degs than 10 persons, We are making every effort to set ie 
(2 "ap machinery 'te-receive, process and resettle these small groups so they get aks 

;  : glialare Meek at the 1s groups of 100-500 people and can become self- Pee 
\(S. @uffiedent “inthe minimum + Bs Shae, ee eee poe cave etiam, climes oe 

"Wood waters. “enough people that some temporary housing and relief yids 
nil iprovided Tiere Rice became scarce on the market when it ee 

- © @§peared we might have severe flooding - prices rese somewhat but peredeg 
a wSth the waters» -Emergency cuarters were provided for about 200 peopleat 
Saget tb —— jor wats. Bu wheat, corn meal, and other commédities were . he 
Vigy “gtateibuted te ‘1,300 people, mainly day laborers and vegetable growers herd _ “Sai 3 
os 1 by the fleod. Ganned goods and fish provitied by the Mekong Commission “ete 
Facet ph Sie ar Be a oe x i S x 5 om 
sau Nel distributi: Seateieae ; ae Bae Se 7 Ea 

ke Aes BRS al eee He as. & : < eas ee 

ae ¥ re » tising prices‘ and” esibility that relief rice might be sold efter = 

5" Beettibdleh. Pronk ap -apr out our insufficient rice supply and, of .. © 
|. \geurse, is more nutritious than rice. There has been sone resistance to pre- ces 
&  pixing from Jecal officials, but the refugees have not found @ particular = «i 
i  hardshi ps nee tamcnt boundaries is being prepared for the six southern” i m 

_§ alld Teaching agreement with local officials as to which areas are legitinate wg 
"*S  pefugee areas, Along these lines, two groups of refugees were officially, . oa 
& «pinto pals tenth whe after investigation were found to be local residents. oe 
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- TOs 8, G, Ruote, thief, Refugee Helief % Resettlement DATE: October 26, 1946 é 

‘THRU: J. W. Mectween, AC Pakse 4 

Prov: Mike Nurphy, Ares Operations beeper , ‘ 3 

_ $85; Fionthiy Report, October : $ 

Refugee movements were relatively silat during October due to the start of ee 
. the harvest season. A total of 136 refugees were procesyed in 10 movemants : ‘a 
in Saravane, Attopeu and Sedone Provinces. Sixty refugees from the Lao Nan Sie 

| afea were resettled along the Pakse-Paksong Road, sixty-two others are at A eas 
-. temporary sites and will probably be resettled next month, For the first a ee 
) time in several months, small groups of refugees began coming out of hard- * 

. gore PL arees in eastern Saravane which may indicate larger moverents for Poo 
the coming dry season. 4 a 

- Refugee rice harvests will enable us to cut the amount of rica distributed : 
from November to February. Dua to increased rice needs in other parts of a 

_) the country as # result of the flood, the Pakse rice quote has been ent by 2 fat hee 
y/ 46% for the coming quarter. This quota is below minimum reauirements and 
makes no provision for emergency relief victims, always high during these : i 
months, and for the resettlement program in Attopeu and Sarevane if and when - , 9 
it is approved and initiated, After February with the usual large influx ; 2S 

bot refugees ard when tie 1966 refugees exlavst their snall first year a 
'- harvest, rice nesds will be up to or beyoad the previous level of 35 tons : Sa 

We month. 2 is: Be 

4 small. took production program by resetticd refugees was etarted in October : cates 
for the manufacture of 300 knives, axes and hoes per month. ‘The possibility 
of refugee production of other relief comundities such as cloth and sleeping ° 
mats is being studied. Refugees who arrived too late to plant a crop this 7 
year and now have tive an their hands until the next planting seasor. will be at 
encouraged to partially pay for their rice ration with bamboo beards and ; * gi 
building timbers which will be stockpiled st the resettlement centers for use : 

_. by refugees arriving next spring too late to collect houss bailding mterials 4 
and also clear land for plantings : ; 

And intensive vegetable raising program has been started with particular emphasis : 
on Nong Boua, Saravanc, where floods destroyed mich of this year's rice crop 
and at Kong My, Attopeu, a rice lend deficient area where the 718 refugess . 
have already cleared a tan sere island for vegetable cultivation and constricted - : 
a oemil irrigation canal, : ; 
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TO: E.C. Ruoff, Chief Refugee Relief & Resettlement, RDD Dec 1, 1966 

THRU: John W. MacQueen, AC/Pakse 

FROM: Mike Murphy, Area Operations Officer/Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report, November 1966 

General: 

Most refugee areas reported fairly good harvests this year, The paddy self-help 
project for Lao-Theung refugees at Attopeu had a good harvest but is still 
hampered by lack of manposwer and buffalo, The refugees at Nong Eoua. 
Saravane, lost much of their rice during a flood earlier this year; they are 
now concentrating on a dry season vegetable program, 

A total of 234 refugees in 12 movements were received and processed in 4 
provinces during November, Refugee movements are usually slow during 
November because of rice harvesting. 

Attopeu: 

Three groups totaling 44 Alak and Lave refugees reported to military units in 

remote areas of Attopeu Province during the month. As these areas are com— 
pletely inaccessible to mrketing areas, some clothing, soap, and other 
essential items provided through the VDAL Coop were sold to the villagers when 
distribution of relief commodities were made to the refugees, The villagers 
greatly appreciated the opportunity to purchase these essentials and the sale had 
a tendency to blunt some of the often heard criticisms madely villagers, who 
have been consistently loyal to the government and received nothing, when they see 
refugees who until recently were helping the enemy, receive free goods from the 
government, The profits from the sale in each case were given back to the . 
villages as community use items such as pressure lamps and carpenter tools. 

Saravane: About 200 Ta-Oy refugees are at atemporary location in northern Saravan. 
Attempts are being made in cooperation with the Chao Khoueng to find a suitable 
resettlement site for this group, With approval and agreement on the resettle- 
ment activity plans for Saravane, work shoudd start immediately on land clearing 
and moving in the sixty families now scattered around the province attemporary 
locations. 

Sedone Valley Program Area: 

Refugees coming out of the enemy controlled areas encircling lao Ngam indicate 
that the PL are finding it increasingly difficult to operate and find food. Nine 
groups totaling 188 refugees came from the Lao Ngam area into Souvannakhili, 
Thateng, Saraveane, and Pakse during the month. They all indicated that PL demands 
for rice, money and men and restrictions on their Zreedom of movement are making 
life unbearable in this formerly prosperous area that has long been able to pay 
PL rice taxes and till have sufficient food for their own needs, 

ORA:ps:5-18-71



TO: E.G. Ruoff, Chief, Relief & Resettlement December 31, 1966 | 

FROM: Mike Murphy, Area Operations Officer, Pakse | 
1Gg6 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report, December 1968 (Exerpts) | 

Refugee Movements: 

A total of 472 new refugees in 14 seperate movements were processed in Saravane 
Attopeu and Sedone Provinces during December, Military inactivity and political 
tension before the elections kept refugee movements to a minimum. In previous 
years there has usually been a military crisic of some sort in Attopeu Province 
during December when the PL pass through to pick up part of the new rice harvest. 
Since they did not come this month the area is rife with rumore about an imidnent 
attack. The people are very littery and busy digging deeper foxholes for use in 
January. 

New refugee groups from Lao Ngam, Saravane area indicate that the PL may be 
changing their rice collection technique. Formerly, the PL would ask for donations 
of rice and food at irrigular intervals. These donations, while a nuisance, . 
were no great hardship for the villagers. As the PL's movements became more 
restricted they began making regular collections of increasingly larger quantities 
of rice and food that alrenated the villagers and geopardized the villagers' 
standing with the Lao government, FAR troops on accasional sweeps would see that 
the village rice was obviously going to the enemy which would often result in 
T-28 atrikes in the vicinity of the village aimed at suspected PL concentrations. 
The air strikes also contributed to the PL's loss of control over the villagers, 
with diminishing support among the people, the PL evidently decided to produce 
more of their own food. Recent refugee groups indicate, that year the PL, in 

. effect, kidnapped a number of groups of 75~100 people, kept them under armed 

guard and used them for forced labor in intensive food production centers, 
These farming areas are seattered under the forest canopy and not noticeable 
from the air. Villagers at these "people's refugee villagers" would be given 
only minimal sustenance, all the refugees coming from these areas have been in 
raye and extremely poor physical condition. 

Resettlement: 

In Saravane twelve families have moved into a new site which is part of the 
National Resettlement Program. An additional 30 families will move into the 
project in January. There may be some difficulty in finding sufficient building 
materials in the area. Transportation both of refugee supplies and Social 
Welfare personnel is a problem in Saravane. 

Clearing work has begaun on the sites for the two new resettlement villages near | 
Muong Mai, Attopeu. The settlers will probably begin to contruct their permanent | 
houses in January. This should be the assist resettlement project in the region 
as all the settlers are experienced paddy farmers and have sufficient cleared 
land for their first crop.
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An OB physician held an excellent two day clinic for the 900 refugees at 
Kong My, a remots site near the Cambodian border in attopeu Province. It is 
planned to continue this program on a monthly basis. The villagers have 
requested tin roofing to bould a second school as there are now over 100 
students. Their now one-half acre fish pond will probably be stocked in 
Janurry. 

No new projects were started at the 0,doumsouk resettlement area near Pakse 
as the Chao Muong and Operations Assistant Vo Viet Phong were undergoing 
medical treatment. During the next few months when the settlers will not 
be working in their fields, efforts will be concentrated on zesettlement 
projects, emphasizing a day's food for a day's labor, 

Administrative: 

During December the RLG Social Welfare Office decided to stop making unilateral 

distributions of commodities to various indefinite refugee groups in Pakse 
town. Introduction of new refugee processing procedures and commodity ware- 
housing arrangements to insure strict end-use control of U.S. supplied com 
modities have been relatively painless. 

ORA: ps 25-26-71 
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|
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BE. 0. Ruoff Chief Refugee Branch, RDD 6 January 1967 i 

Thru + H.E, Dieffenderfer AC/ Pakse 

Mike Murphy—/\\Operations afficer/ Pakse | 

; Refugee Reception Center for Pakae 

Im 1967 we processed 312 groupsof refugees ranging from 5 to 6e0 people, It 
has been my experience that sual 1 groups of refugees require almost asmuch time 
qt logistic suppert as large grouups, We therefere spend a disproportionate 
amount of time in precessing and routine paper wrk with new arrivals. 

While it is fortunate that there is plenty of good land for resettlemept in the 
south, the fact that there are so many mall and diverse groups often means that 
the refugees get started on the wrong foct at the wrong location. This’ occasionally 
creates a nuisance relief problem and more often causes unnesessary suffering for 
the refugees, 

It simply takes a few days to gather the stragglers and cAllect enough information 
for our counterparts to make a logical long-term relocation decision rather than 
solve a short term emergency, Since we have no place to care for refugees in Pakss, 

| they are usually moved te relocation sites on the day or night of their arrival 
without proper screening, Last year there were several unpleasant incidents in the 
resettlement areas where PL sympathizers and agents among new refugees stirred up 
trouble, After considerable trouble these elements were isolated but many were 
able to defect back to PL areas. 

These incidents point out a real danger for the resettlement program in 1968. 
Nearly all of the refugees we are now processing,while not all pro-Pl, are 
almost always 100% antieRLG. Friendly people have all refuged in previous years, 
these new refugees are being driven out by T-26 raids or forced evacuations, In 
the past few months we have also been receiving increasing numbers of questionable 
people from the infiltration routes area, They arrive in destitute and malnprishead 
condition at the airport with only what they happen to be wearing. We cannot 
continue to turm these people loose the same day. 

RLG officials are beginning to understand that they are dealing with refugees of 
a different and hostile attitude that will require closer contrel on movements ad 
activities as well miindoctrination and active cultivation of the less hostile 
leaders, 

As you know, up to Amw we have relied on a crose-indexing system to moniter the 
movements and progress of these small groups. I now belhéve it isnecessary to 
establish a center to process new refugees before uwwing them inte the secure ei tess, 
In previous discussions you pointed out the basic argument against a center is
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that once the people are in, they often refuse to leave, I think we can 

overcome this problem in Pakse as new gro.ps will constantly be forcing the 
older ones ont of the facilities, Furthermore the revolving stock of 2500 

_ roofing sheets for temporary shelters is now working well following our hard 
nose approach on recovering them from the firgt loan group, A center would 
alse free USAID from dealing with adaily seriesof emergencies that puts usiamex 
too much in view of the new refugees. 

I am attaching a brief outline on how such a center might be managed, At 
the present time I don't think it would be necessary to have a full tine 
employee at the center but a firm agreement would be needed with either the 

‘army or pelice te provide adequate security and control. 

The Chae Khoueng of Sedone hasprovided an excellent site at ™ 4 south of Pakee. 
During the recent crisis in Saravane the RLG was able to gather enough wood and 
tin reofing for the construction of twelve barracks-typs buildings, Since that 
crisis haspassed temporarily, they have agreed that the buildings can be used : 
asx a refugee reception center, They have requested that USAID provide the nails and 
hardware for the construction. For a proper center additional input may be 
required for fencing, cooking and sanitary facilities. 

This memo was prepared at the request of AAC/ Adams for backgroun!infommation 
prior te the AC conference at Savannakhet, I would appreciate your comnents 
on the subjecte



Suggested Procedures for Refugee Recepticn and Contre] 

Reception at Center: Hither cewing in on their ow: or by truck or aireraft. 

Tempexary Food aud Shenker Im disinfected buildings with oecking pote, blankets, 
- and lamps on a cormmity use lean bas. 

Registration: A fullreport and background of movement, co-erdinates, numbars ef 
people remaining in village, motivation, complete fa:ily listings amd 
comodity requirenents. 

Medical Cheeks Bvacuate or treat sick, Issue soap, start malnuurished groupe 
on Ceprapro high protein diet, 

RLG Discusaien with lero Future relocation of the group, alternatives 
a e ures or visit by leaders to resettlement areas. 
Information input with movies, tapes, speeches or handouts. 

nolies Teeter Temporary number anc pass issued, Phete taken fer permanent 
Aty gard. 

Relocation decision and Guseitinations 
° amen’ i a until first crep with project labor 

during the slack season. 
2. Unassisted resettlement - one dicot or 3 months ration with plans for 

follew up on group after 3 months. Attempt to find off season employmmt. 
3. Military dependents - Degree of support if any needed, 
4. Widows, welfare cases - individually decided. 

Resettlement Logie ies: Movement to resettlement site and assignment ef home lot. 
of hawehold good. Agreement on tine and amount of : 

monthly distributions. Issue ef lean tools for building homes, 

Prepar. ation of File Index Cards: Summarising basic information md crosafiling. - 
tg re-survey, estimate self sufficiency, distribute 

seeds, pick up loan tools arrange USIS movies etc. Man days : 
ava lable for commmity pfojects during slack season.



TO: E.G, Ruoff, Refugee & Resettlement, RDD January 31, 1967 ° | 

FROM: Mike Murphy, Area Operations Officer /Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report, January 1967 

The most significant event during January was the movement of refugees 
generated by military operations in Saravane and Attopeu Provinces. A 
total of 1,147 refugees in 23 separate movements were processed and 

temporarily resettled during the month. The biggest single movement 

was the airlift evacuation of 497 women and children from Lao Ngam. 
The men of these refugee families volunteered to follow the army on the i 

current operation and join up with their families tn February. While 
waiting for the men, the families are being housed at the Circle Lao 
in downtown Pakse. Civilian and military authorities have done a very 
impressive job of taking care of the people and providing fresh food 
and medical care. It is planned to resettle all refugees fleeing the Lao 
Ngam area at Phataoudom about 25 kilometers east of Pakse. USAID 

TP and FAR are cooperating in construction of three access roads into 
the new resettlement sites and the old refugees at Oudomesouk and 
along the Paksong Road are cutting bamboo and building temporary 

housing for the newly arrived refugees and dor those expected next month. | 
+ 

Following fighting in Attopeu Province two refugee sites were lost and 
approximately 250 new refugees moved up to three locations on the 
Plateua behind Houei Kong. 

Anticipated Movements: 

In February 2,000 additiomal refugees are expected to leave the Lao Ngam | 
region as the military operation continues through the area. Groups | 

of refugees have already been spotted walking toward Lao Ngam, Paksong. 
and towards the road south of Tha Theng. There is also the pos- 

sibility of another big movement from Attopeu town again this year 
if the situation there deteriorates further. 

Movements of groups of 500 and more people are unusual in the south | 

and present problems in providing transportation and temporary shelters as well 
as coordination of civilian and military thinking. Fortunately enough food | 
and commotities were on hand to handle the iflux in January, but quick i 

delivery of emergency supplies may be needed next month. Rice requirements | 
will definitely be higher. Details of requirements will be provided as the | 

situation develops. | 

| 
| 

! 
\ 
| 
| 

|
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Resettlement: 

The settlers continue to clear land at the Oudomsouk, Km 34 and Saravane 

resettlement projects. The well at Oudomsouk was finished during the 
month. Because of emergency relief work the project at Attopeu was not | 
begun; however, the settlers there already have cleared land for paddy | 
cultivation so a delaly will not hurt the program. | 

The refugee tool production program continued stiafactorily. Production 
will be stepped up next month to meet the needs of the new groups. 
Several villages are discussing the possibility of manufacturing sleeping 
mate for the relief program. | 

Other: Miss Southorn, Director of Relief, and Mr. Pheng from the 

Ministry of Social Welfare, surveyed the refugee situation in Pakse and 

Lao Ngam on January 31. Meetings were held with General Phasouk and . 
USAID officials to develop a program for the new refugees. Mr. Larson 
and his staff from the Controller's office made an extensive audit of 
USAID Social Welfare records. 

. | 
ORA:ps:5-11-71 
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TO: Pwter M. Cody, Chairman, IKPC March 14, 1967 

FROMP Frederick C. Hubig, CDA/Houei Kong 

, SUBJECT: Evaluation of Houel Kong Cluster (Exerpts) 
| 

Houei Kong Cluster was initiated in September 1963 with the arrival of IVS | 
personnel to conduct surveys and establish repport with the Loven and Nyaheune | 
population. Strategic considerations of the Boloven Plateau area played a 
large part in the selection of the cluster site. RIG played almost no part 

: in the initial planning, a fact which caused Keo Viphakone to say in 1964 
that he would never have anything to do with the Cluster, since he had nothing 
to do with its selection, He did visit Houei Kong late in 1966, which perhaps 
illustrates some enlightement on the part of at least a few RLG officials, 
RLG has played a minor role in this program. All programs have been USAID 
initiated, supported, and directed with local assistance. 

I.1 Local leadership is personified in two Naikongs, one Nyaheune and one 
Loven. The former, Nun, is over 70 and has asked several times to be relieved. 
His logical successor is It. Thong, who is considered the real leader of the 
Nyaheune people. Nun has made this recommendation to the Chao Khoueng who is 
presently considering the proposal. The CDA feale that this move would be the 
best possible solution. Thong ia nearing 55 and is not quite as active as he 

: was in his younger daye. Two local men are being groomed to take his place 
as military chief, Thong was thé" Naikong's clerk for 12 years during the late 
"30's and 40's. Thong has requested retirement from the army. He is the fore- 
most supporter of the cluster program, and while committed to certain tra- 
ditional practices, such as a lack of decisiveness (in our frame of reference), 
he has demonstrated a considerable degree of administrative competence and 
leadership. 

The Loven Naikong, Meun, is also competent administratively. He is a "wheeler~ 
dealer" type. While this entreprensurship is commendable, Meun seems to reap 
condierable economic benefit by virtus of his position. He is a good organiser 
and "empire builder". Tupically, when jobs or positions become available, he 
invariably proposes one of his relatives to fill the slot. He has shown con- 
siderable energy and initiative in advancing the cluster program. He is a 

i real politician in "our" sense of the tern. 

I.3 The security situation has had its ups and downs. It canbe fairly 
stated that Houei Kong itself has never been seriously threatened by PL/VM 
forces in the past three years. 

I.4 Population density is rather low. Most of the 44 villages have less 
than 100 inhabitants. This gives rise to the need for mechanization in 

order to schieve large-scale agricultural production. 

1.6 Frankly, from what this CDA has seen of RLG officialdom and bureacracy, 
the RLG has little to offier, even if they were inclined to do 30, which 
doesn't seem to be the case here. As for as the Nyaheune are concerned, they 

: are loyal and will continue tobe as long as RIG does not attempt to impose | 
: restrictions. Lt. Thong is considered to be a "son" of General Phasouk. 

Loyalty, therefore, follows the traditional pattern of loyalty to individuals 
@ho can protect and assist the group in question.



' . = | 

The loven, on the other hard, are not so simple. Traditionally, they are 
anti-establishment, having always resisted any attempt to colonialize or subdue | 
them. In recent years this resistence has led the majority of Loven into the i 

: PL camp. Sithone Kommadan is one of the leading members of the Commmnist 
; Central Committee of Indo Chine. This puts considerable pressure on any 
: Leven to support the PL. In regards to the Houei Kong Loven, who form the 

. SuenSSpoecixkxsuy easternmost group of that tribe, the CDA is inclined to believe 
: that they would switch sides in a minute if the political-military situation 
: began to overwhelmingly favor the PL/VM = who wouldn't? 

: 1.7 However, the tide has certainly swung towards the RLG/USA side. The 
influence of Sithone has diminished in areas that were once considered his 
stronghold. Loven villages are being resettled into more easily securable 
locations. Such leaders as Naikong Meun have made numerous trips into these 
"gray" arpas and as the months past, definite progress with these former PL 

: villagers in observed. There is no question but that the success of the cluster 
; program has contributed to this positive turn of events, 

ORAs ps 25-14-72
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_ THRU: Bruce Bailey, AAC/Pakes = ;, 

* (FROM: Mile Murphy, Area Operations ofticeryfev ; wee | 

~ >” BuBy:  Nonthly Report, March ee 

rege: A Refugee movements were ouleter in March. A total of 452 refugees in 9 ; “ 
Sg “separate movements were processed in Saravane, Attopeu, and Sedone Provinces, = = 
_|. .. The largest movement was of 208 lave refugees into Kong My in southern Attopen j 
/. |. Province. An additional 285 fire victims were also provided assistance in a 

i 4. The 2,000 new refugees at Oudownsouk are still concentrating on clearing rice” « ae 
. ffelds, although a few are begining to upgrade their temporary shelters. Cok 

| The villagers with the help of the military have constructed a temporary e" 
ie ree and dispensary. Both should be in operation by the end of the month. . ie 

ee ee Eales extension agents have tarted an intensive dry season vegetable = 
See , Program for the refugeese : ~~ : we 

a é “iat the end of the month the most serious concern was the possibility of anew 
5 gutbreak of Cholera in the overcrowied camps. Wow that the resettlement ~ ty 
“". project manager has arrived, better organization of the Oudoumsouk area should 3, 
|)” ‘be: possible. ie Se Pugt og 

; ©". “the biggest problem during March continuaito be getting sufficient ries. Many | ©” 
ise people went hungry azain this month because of delays in amending the rice ite 

s ’ In february regular relief programs required 35 tons of rice. New refugees 
_... avriving during theyionth needed an additional 23 tons for a total of 58 tens : 

 @uring February, as only 20 tons were available for distribution, all regular’ _-- 
commitments to the resettlement and dependent programs were cancelled and many i 

. of the new refugees were given only a partial ration, ’ Mie 

D te numerous requests, in March there was again only 20 tons available . 
for distribution, althougn the minimm reoulrenents called~fo tons with — ; 

4 an additional 2 tons needed during the month for emergency relier-to ne 
a vals. ; Tee 
—_—_—_————— ? oi
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0 t E.G. hnoff Chief RR, & Ry ° i biny 1967 

FIRB s Kro Louis Werhmund C/Pakse 

FROM s Mike luxrphy Area operations Officer. 

* SUBJ KOT + Monthly Report April 1967. 

KEW LEVUGES KOVAMUNTS 

During April 727 new refugees wers processed and relocated in 12 sopevate 
movements. Modt of the refugees were a direct result of tiie curren! uilitery 
operztion in the exen. At Kong ily in southern Attopeu province, 4. now refugees 
sere processed and 250 mede have been spotted moving into the aves. a sumber 
of village fire victims ani Pi, defectors were also assisted during ihe wonth- 

AGE ; 
Gritical shortages of relief rice remained a problem in April. iJihe avursgs 

daily vation for the refugees thst received assistunce fell te 155 grasa. 
Nearly all the dependants went fox the third atraight mont withont Pood. 
sufficient rice arrived at the end of ths month to mest all ey cowaittronte 
and no further problems are anticipseted with rice distribution#. The orolenged 
shortage bee had @ detrimental effect on the resattlenent projecte ov a number 
of people have left the projects to leek for food. ‘the shortage “luo pointed 

out once again the need to maintain an adequate rice reserve to meet emergencies, 

; LAO SGM ; 

At month's end surprisingly few refugees hed been generated in this area. 
4 plan hae been proposed to regroup the civilian pepuletion of mucng Lao Nham . 
into six aseure centera. If the program is carried out there will be up to 
8,000 peopis who will not be able to plant @ crop this year and would require 
some food assistance. Pershaps some flood relief bulgar wheat could be diverted ‘ 
to Leo Nam if the nesd arises. At the moment a civilian relies? committee is ; 
being set up in Lao ligam hendle assistance to villegers who have guthered vith 
the troops. It is planned to provide the committes with 5 tons of rice mixed 
504 with bulgar for distribution in slay. 

artorw) 
The 5) settler families are cusy clearing land for this planting seasun. If 
buffalo sare available this year through the ADO program, this project should 
be the most successful in the region. When Chao hiemh, Director of Heseitiement « 

visited Attopou, it was decided to provide roofing sheets to the attopeu settlers 
3a there were no loval roofing wateriale available. 

SARAVANI 

Clenving work continues at the Houei Soung resettlewent village. Because of 
the deteriorating sscurity at Senamens valley, it has been decided to close 
down the pilot resettlement project there and move the 12 families to Saravane - 
%oun 25 ACO as possible. 112 new refugees moved into the Houei >ai relocation
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center on the bedone-Seravane border. It hae been tentatively decided to 
open a temporary school and dispensary for the 1200 refugees there. 33.6 tons 
of unmilled rice are being purchased from ADO for use in the refugee program in 
caravans province. 

RICK SEED PURCHASE 

A TOTAL OF 15" ‘TONS OF AICK SHED HAS BSN PURCHASED TO DATE. IT Id PLANNED 

to purchase another 50 tone to meet the planting needs of the Pakse and 

fhakhet xefugees, The work of collecting the seed from villages, nogotieting 

@ price and transporting it has gone wach slower than anticipated since it is 

impossible to devote full time to the project. he price has also bean running 
about 40 kip a killo instead of the previously estimated 35 kip. 

OUDCHDOUK 

Mormel resettlement activities coutinued with refuees concentrating on 
upgredizug their temporary housing. luring the month tvo temporary schools 
end dispensarice were huilt at the new cumps. The medical prebloms reported 

_ ast month have iwproved considerably. ir. Pol Deule on TDY from Vientiane , 

hee completed Inying out two 100 Lot village sites and will lay out at least 
teo move villages before shifting to the farming area. A preliminary study 
was osde fer the inatallation of a hydraulio rem jot for a villeg vater supply 
ard ierigation system for two of the qamps. With « propsrly desigmd systen, 

Oudengouk should be able to supply tho fekse marker with a lot of vegetables. 
The complete system may require up to 600 meters of water pipe. 

The two RLG resettlement agents have been doing reasonably good work in 
: oxganizing the villagers and developing the resettlement program that has been 

sariously neglected to date. A motar bike is.needed so they can supzyvise the — 
various projects at Oudomsouk., : 

HOi# INDUSTRIES at 
For several months, refugee Dlacksmiths have been producing enough handtools 
to meet the needs of the region-A tes month program is now being developed 
to ivcr@ase tool production to 1500 uomthly. Vientiane approval is also being 
eought for monthly production of 200,000 shingles, 500 sleepingmata ani 100 sets 
of clothing. iforts were 2l1s0 made to expand the home industries program at — 

é the Leper Colonies. Sone 

QEHER 

Mr. Boum Nhout, Social Welfare Representative for the southern region since 1961 
has been transferred to Thalhek to open 5 regional office av of May 1. 

With the opening of the new OS Warehouse in Pakse, many of the stock control 
problems hag disappeared. ; - ; 

During April the region was visited by Director-Geusral Houmpheng, Director 
of Kesestlement Menh, UsAID Resettlement advis@r lir, Jan Lang and Columbo 

Plen Advisor Mr. Myles Osbourne. ‘ .
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; May 31, 1967 

TO : Mr. Eo G. Ruoff, Chief, Refugee Resettlement Br/Vientiane f 

THRU : Mr. Le M. Wahrmund, AC/Pakse 

FROM : Hr. Lawrence Mo Murphy, Area Operations Officer/Pakse 

: SUBJECT: Nonthly Revort, May 1967 

NEW MOVEMENTS: 

Fefugee movements continued to be quiet. 82h new refugees were pro- 
cessed and resettled in 1h separate movements during May. Nearly 
all the refugees were from insecure areas around the perimeter of 
Young Lao Ngam. 

RESHITLEMENT = SEDONE: : 

Another two villares were surveyed and marked off during the month. : 
The Chao Khoueng of Sedone varticipated in a ceremony to distribute 
home lots to 200 new refugee families at Oudoumsouk, Survey work 
is now concentrating on a general plan of the farming areas and 
layout of an 8 kilometer access road into the farming areas west of 
Oudoumsouk. Other major activities at Oudoumsouk included introduc- ; 
tion of a high protein food supplement program to a group of 300 
refugees who are suffering from severe malnutrition, completion of 
a well at Moung Sewn village, five village leaders sent to Vientiene 
for training, survey of land under cultivation and distribution of 

rice seed, construction of a temporary office for resettlement agents, 
a. construction of a temporary shelter for 300 anticipated refugees, and 

. distribution of vegetable seeds and potato cuttings. 

Sevéral meetings were held regarding the purchase of buffalo for j 
22 settler families at the KM 3k Resettlement Project. 

SARAVANE: 

The Lao Ngan Pacification Program presented the most problems during 

May. At the moment it is now planned to relocate 10,600 people in 
10 population centers, The physical relocation has gone well in 
seven of the ten areas and while the actual number of people re. 
located will undoubtedly be less than the present, 10,600 estimate, 
the attitude of the people is generally positive and pro government. 
One site to the north cf Lao Ngam is hampered by the lack of road 
communication and two sites to tne west along the Wapikhamthong 
border are forming up very slowly, partly because of the strong PL 
influence in the area, Detailed swevey work was begun te obtain 
accurate population and ethnic distribution figures. 

Approximately 6 tons of commercial rice has been imported into the 
area and solid, and |: tons of relief food as been distributed. 
Transportation of supplies into Lao Ngam is the current major problem.
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TO: E.G. Ruoff, Chief, Ref. R1f. & Resettlement, Vientiane 
° 

FROM: Lawrence M, Murphy, Operations Officer Area/Bakse 

SUBJECT: Montply Report, June 1967 

NoW MOVEMENTS : 

A total of 413 new refugees were processed during dune, Most of the 
refugees came from areas beyond the security perimeter of the Lao Ngam 
region and joined groups of old refugees in Sedone Province. 

LAQ NCAM RELOCATION TROCRAM: 

There were no significant developments in the Social Welfare aspects of 
the program in Lao Ngam, Ten tons of emergency food supplies were 
released for distribution during the month. 

RESETTLEMENTS : : 

The authorized quotas for purchase of buffalo for the resettlement 
projects in Saravane, ittopeu and Sedone were not met because of high 
eeeececcccesese? Of buffalo. It is believed, however, that enough 
buffalo ure available to cultivate the cleared land at the ¢ resettlement 
sites. Distribution of upland and lowland rice seed has been completed 
at all resettlement sites, Currently there is a severe insect infesta~ 
tion at Oudomsouk and if may be necessary to replant part of the crop. 

All surveyors assigned to resettlement projects have returned to Vientiane 
without completing their assignments. It is hoped that their work will be 
resumed soon. 

OTHER: 

The new RLC Social Welfare representative is keeping excellent records 
fidp which reduces the workload of USiID personnel. The major disagreement 
of the month concerned the policy of pre-mixing rice with balcsr with 
distribution, The matter hes been Corwards for decision. 

ORA: Ps:5-21-71
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Cluaters-villages Gat hering Project 

Different cluster-villages have been remeved and gat’ peved inte 7 Tassengs and there are 
9 areas as follews: i 

ee 

Area Ho. 1: Previously cxnted omg Lae ean ash becomes Muong Oudom Sinh. : 

Previously called Tasseng Lao Ngam new becomes Tasseng Oudom Simh 
Previeusly called Ban Lae Ngan now becemes Ban Oudom 3inh - has 63 families having 05 persons 
Previously called Ben Sengtheng Nhay new becomes Ban Khoum - has 43 families having 248 persons 

Sangthong 
Previously called Ban Ngiu now becomes Bam Khoum Siboun Heuang - has 28 families having 129 persons 
Previously called Ban Len now becomes Ban Khoum Vilay Sinh ~ has 35 families having 149 persons 

189 families having 931 persons 

Avea Ne. 2: Previously called Tasseng Pholeng now becowes Tasseng Mum Houa Muong (Set up at its own request) 

Previously called Ban Pheleng new Becenes Ban Mun Houa Mueng - has 55 families of 268 persons 
Previously called Ban Deng Bang new becomes Ban Kheum Deng Bang - has 27 families of 12) persons 
Previously called Ban Na Bene now becomes Ban Khowm Na Bone - has i families of 17 persons 
Previously called Ban Neng Dewa new becomes Ban Khoum Nomg Deum ~ has 13 families of 61 persons 
Previously called Ban Kapo new becemes Ban Khounm Kape - haa 32 families of 137 persons 
Previously called Ban Neng Takay now becomes Ban Khown Nong Takay- has 35 families of 217 persens 

166 families of 834 persons
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Area lis, 3: Previously called Tasseng Ban Theung now becomes Taseeng Sivilay 

Previously called Ban Bak now becomes Ban Sivilay ~ has 37 families of 187 persens 
Previously called Ban Vang Peuai now becomes Ban Khoum Vang Peuai < has 17 families of 69 persons 

) Previously called Bam Pho Housne now becomes Ban Khoun Phe Newame < hag 35 families of 135 persona 
Previously called Ben Sandeng new becomes Ban Kheum Sandeng - has 27 families of 139 persons 
Previously called Ban Nam Theuame new becomes Bar. Khoum Thinoudom - has 13 families sf 189 persons 
Previously celled Ban Samimmok now becowes Ban Khoun Sem Saat - has 22 families of 105 persons 
Previously called Ban Photek now becomes Ban Khoum At Villay - has 12 families ef 100 persons 
Previously called Bam Mowane Teub now becomes Ran Khoum Mouane Teub= has 18 families ef 88 persons 
Previously called Ban Inh Peng now becomes Ban Khoum Inh Pong - has 22 families ef 83 personas 
Previeusly calied Ban I Leung now becomes Ban Khoum I leung - has 18 families ef 81 persona 
Previously called Ban Te Me Phepowm now becomes Ban Khoum Te Me - has 6 families of 206 persons 
Phopeum. , i : 

Previously called Ban Sanim Na now becomes Ban Sanim Na - has 17 families of 49 persons 
(Ban Sanim Na is a village of leprows, so it is not included in thia project, all the leprous will be sent 
te this village). 

268 families of 1,4h9 persons 

Area No. 4: Previously called Tasseng Phouak Nhay new becomes Tasseng Mun Pakdy 

Previously called Ban Mum Pakdy now becomes Ban Mum Pakdy - has 65 families of 06 persons 
Previously celled Ban Lau Neng now becomes Ban Kheum Lau Neng - has 39 families of 198 persons 
Previously called Ban Louang Sena new becemes Ban Khowm Louang Sena- has 25 families of 69 persons 
Previously called Ban Meueng Sown I now becomes Ban Khoum Mouang - has 22 families of 1:8 persons 

Soun 
Previously called Ban Thebsombat May now becomes Ban Khewn Theb=- < has 37 families of 199 persons 

sombat Hay : 

) Se ae 

208 families of 1,049 persons
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Area No. 5: Previously called Tasseng Meuane The now becomes Tasseng Thi Pha Ned s 

Previously called Ban Takid Whay now becomes Ban Thi Pha Ned - has 65 families of 509 persens 
Previously called Bam Takid Hoi new becemes Ban Khoum Sommai - has 36 families of 173 persona 

| Previously called Ban Meuane The now becomes Ban Khoum Mouane The - has 62 families of 460 persons 
Previously called Ban Da Sia Nhay new becomes Ban Sophaphene = hasllO families of 757 persons ; 
Previously called Ban Da Sia Hay now becomes Ban Khoum Dendou - has 22 families of 148 persons 

295 families of 2,046 persons 

Area No. 6: Previously called Tasseng Khi On Nhay now becomes Tasseng Settha, lecated at Point wey 
~0 

Previously called Ban Khi On Nhay now becomes Ban Settha - has 97 families of 57 persons 
Previously called Ban Hokeng now becemes Ban Khew Hokeng - has 87 families of h2h persons 
Previously called Ban Phonak Noi now becemes Ban Khoum Phouak Nei - has 32 families of 141 persons 
Freviously called Ban Sisieng May now becomes Ben Kheum Sisieng May bas 15 families of h6 persens 
Previously called Ban Khi Om Nei now becomes Ban Khoum Phon Phakdy- has 27 families of 95 persons 
Previously called Ban Touk Louk now becomes Ban Khoum Touk Louk - has 39 families of 176 persons 
Previously called Ban Phouak Nhay new becomes Ban Khoum Phouak Whay has 30 families ef 185 persons 
Previeusly called Ben Neng Beua Thaxang now becomes Ban Khown - has 49 families of 231 persons 

Neng Boua 
Previously called Ban Phia Lad Kao now becomes Ban Khoum Phia Lad - has 33 families of 149 persons 
Previously called Ban Ka Pheu mew becomes Ban Khoum Ka Pheu - has 17 families of 7) persons 

26 families of 1,980 persons
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Area No, 7: Previously called Tasseng Khamthong Nei sine:bepenie Tasseng Khamtheng Hoi 

Previewsly called Ban Khamthong Nei now becomes Bam Khamthong Noi - has 53 families of 305 persons 
Previously called Ban Namy new becomes Ban Khow Nany - has 12 families ef 87 persons 
Previously called Ban Keb Pheung new becomes Ban Khoum Keb Pheung - has 2 families of 262 persons 
Previeusly called Jan Naphang iam now becomes Ban Khoum Naphang Raw has 35 families of 180 persons 
Previously called Ban Houai Pao now becomes Ean Khown Heuai Pao - bas 28 families of 98 persens 
Previously called Ben Santheng now becomes Ban Kheum Santhong . has 29 families ef 188 persons 

_ Previsusly called Ban Kamg new becomes Bam Khoum Ban Kang ~ haa 41 families ef 157 persens 

2hO families ef 1,278 persons 

Area No, 8: Which is a special Area under the administration of Tasseng Oudomsinh. 

Previeusly called Ban Patchum now becomes Ban Souksam Ran - has 20 families of 132 persons 
Previously called Ban Phao new becomes Ban Khoum Phone Ngan - has 33 families of 123 persons ~ 
Previously called Ban Tem new becemes Ban Khewn Ban Tem > has 37 families of 149 persone 
Previously called Ben Deng Tong Nhay now becomes Ban Khoum Deng has 29 families of 2h1 persons 

Tong 
Previously called Ban Theng Ke now becomes Ban Khoum Thong Ko - has 48 families of 297 persons 
Previously called Ban Phia Lad May now becomes Ban Kheum Sisemsun - has 13 families of 62 persons 
Previously called Ban Nomg Toua new becomes Ban Khowm Vilayleut <- has 20 families of 60 persons 

: ‘ i 260 families of 1,084 persons
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Mr. Bruce Bailey, Acting AC/Pekse July 32, 1967 

” Mike Murphy, A00/Pakee 

Lao Hgam Ueo Situation ’ 

After visiting all the major aress involved in the Lao gam progran 
; it appear that the situation and irements are basically the same 

as ‘ring Hay vban OF BCR propomswlocetins the popslatici lao 
Ngan is now able to supply less than 30 percent of its rice needs. 

- While there are no indications of severe malgutrition, the majority 
ji of the people are eating a stew mace from forest tubers, leaves, 
bE insects and occasionally some corn, “his diet is inadequate and 

quines a lot of searching for forest products andtime for pre- 
Be a ratie Sa 

Sor four ddyse, 

; The outimated 1500 hectares of rice now planted will be harvested 
in mid-October. The crop locks good and should yield the equivalent 

: ef 1200 metric tone of nilledrice er about S52 of the rice needs of 
the area until the 1965 hsrveste 

The reacons for the unusually severe rice shortage this year aras 

le A very poor uplam! rice harvest in 196 due tw drouhé. areas 
North and Sast ef Lao Ngan harvested only 20 to 3% ev the usual 
erape 

2. for a variety ef reasone the PL increasedrice taxes andoriered 
all rice to be stored ovtside the village wwre it was expose to : 
mozw water aryl pest demaye arm! is now inaccessible. 

3. Sespite centrery clains, the aajor rice producing and exporting 
areas of Lao Scam have not oeen secured. The fiong Ne area to the best 
and Khantionmad te the North traditionally made up the rice deficit 
in the coffee amd tebecco areag to the south and easte 

; he “here cre naw 700 to 1000 camp followrs antisilitary fanilies 
trying to ourchase rice on the lecel economy in Lee Ngai tom. This 
has caused prices to rise ag high ag 24,000 kip per bag of poor 
qualsty rice.
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S. Desire of weeted interests to restrict flow of inexpensive rice 
inte the area. Contiming pressure by USAID on RIO officials primarily 
the Assistant Chao Moung, has overcame this problem. 

Se aE aiftar, axtewtases thtoest estimate of the ith the Chao Hc Llitary authorities thebest estimate of the 
population now umier RID control is 9,000. Current RIO figures ani 
Picts pe go Aa pmgy ig agg eek A pee lege pig 
There ia no indkation that attitude of the people is souring because 
of goverment inaction to the food shortage, or the verious progrens 
intiated. The 10 tons of VDAL rice sok) to date has mde the greatest 
impression on the people. The 15 toms of reliof food dist~ibuted to 
date was spread so thin over eo many people that it has been little more . 
‘than @ propaganda effort with only token value towrds rélieving the 
shortages 

seared ts tie ime thea: cf Sesevens poeta that VID previae 
Khouene of Sarwvane proposed that asl! provide 

30 tons of relief food monthly and assist in the monthly importation of 
50 te 66. tons of commer.ial rice for a three month period ending in early 
August. They emphagined that the commercial rice munt be made svailable 
first as it wuld be ctherwise impossible to administer a relief progren. 
2, ce tuiae be ee eas cates eat hse a 
and only about 25% of the relief food been sent. After reviewing the 

' gituation with looal officials it is felt that a major relief ef ‘ort 
should be made during A cust and September regardiess of developments in 
the flew of commereial rice. It is now proposed to distribute a total of 
30 tons of rice : af bulger monthly for the next two montha. 

: nce wear Atte He propoeet have LOO nen wort diy 
community projects in exehange for 2 kgs of rice mixed 15% with bulyar : 
wheat for a total of about 25 tons. Three mejor areas east of Leo Ngan 
meee relief assistance and should receive 20 tons 2 month, This #11 : 
be primarily bulgar wheat or rice mixed et a higher perventage. These 
groups wild also be given instructions on the use of bulyar. The remaining 
§ tons will be traded with local blacksmithe who will produce 2500 ames 

amd coup-cups for the refugee program. If comodities are available 
this program cocld prebably be greatly expanded and alec include tailors 
and mat makers, unvertuately there is no suitable wood in the area for 
shingle production and the rains prevent work on a number of worthwhile 
projects such as lengthening the runway, cuttin, new roads and rebuilding 
a number of fishponds. Petallix of the relief provosel are attached. 
Col, Thanh of G! 202 and the Thao lioung are in full accord with the 
prepesal a:xt will not make any other counter proposals to their superiors. 
it has been ciscussed with Gemeral Phasouk and he has not made my objections 

to the general procram. A satisfactory agreement has bean made with regard 
to trangpo;tation of supplies te villages and joint distrilution: which 
OM 802 is now doing to the best of thedr ability. Traneportation still 
remains the major problem. Col, Thanh is eonfident that he can move the 

: suppliep ‘rum Saravane to Lao Scam, howsver with continuing reine trane-
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TO: &.C. Ruoff, Acting ADPD/Vientiane July 31, 1967 

THRU: Bruse Reiley, AAC/Pakse 

FROM: Mike Murphy, Area Operations Officer/Pakse 

SBJECT: Monthly Teport + July 1967 

NaW MOVEMENTS : 

A total of 621 refugees in 43 movements were processed during the month. 
One Hundred Sixty-Six (166) of the refugees were from Ban Fhone on the 
Sekong River. Nearly all the refugees were resettled in the Pakse area, 

LAC NCAM: 

A reavaluation of the relief program in Lao Ngam was made during the 
monthly and it was concluded that the 9,000 peoyle in the 9 relocation centers 
were able to supply less than 30% of their total food needs. The 3&00 / 
people to the east of Lao Ngam are particularly hard hit and in need of 
relief assistance for 2 months until the October harvest, It was decided 
to proved 60 tons of rice and 40 tons of bulgar for relief over the next 
two months, Most of the rice will be used for public works type projects 
with 100 men receiving 2 kilograms daily for work on various projects pro- 
posed by the Chao Muong. Transportation remains the main difficualty and 
there apperas to be no quick solution to the problem. 

OTHER: 

All assistnace to groups of dependents has been stopped. Nearly all remaining 
refugees in Attopeu Province should be self sufficient by November, 

Village layouts were completed for the resettlement centers in Attopue and , 
KM 15 and KM 34 in Sedone. Home lots will be distributed in August. The 
project of cutting a 24 kilometer perimeter line around the Oudoumsouk pro= 

jeab was abandaned until drier wég#dy/ weather. 

Refugee rice crops look good in 411 areas although there has been some 
insect problems. It should be possible todeclare another 5000 f¢fydd refugees 
self sufficient following the harvest, 

The Lao representative of the International Committee of the Red Cross 
visited Pakse for one week and provided some assistance to varicus new 
grous in Attopeu and Sedone Province. 

ORASPS 5 5418-71



TO: E.G. Ruoff, Acting ADRD, USAID Vientiane, Laos August 31, 1967 

FROM: Galen Beery, CDA, Saravane, Laos 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - August, 1967 

Refugee Resettlement: Rice for Tha Theng area refugees has not been de- 
lvered because of military activity. About 70 persons fled to Saravane 
after the lose of Ban Phone and are living with relatives. No action by 
RR yet. | 

Military Sitaution: The military situation in the Saravane area, as | 

reported elsewhere, remains fluid. A PL attack on Tha Theng early this 

month resulted in 16 FAR troops KIA and 41 wounded: a second attack was 
repulsed with l injury. In a heave action of several days, the Ban Phone area 
was lost to the PL/VC, Unconfirmed reports indicate that one PL group | 
may have moved northwest from Tha Theng to the Saravane- Lao Ngam border | 

region, An old woman spotted refugees traking up from Ban Phone and 
hysterically reported this as a PL invasion, causing a mild scare. There 
is no particular worry by officials or people in Saravane. A US helicopter 
crashed into a cliff nezr Tha Theng on August 8, killing 2, found after a 
3 day search. 

ORA:ps:5-l1-71



TO: E.G, Ruoff Acting ADRD August 31, 1967 | 

FROM: Mike Murphy Cperations Officer /Pakse | 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - August 1967 

NEW MOVEMENTS A total of 611 new refugees in 27 movements were processed 
during the moth. 277 refugees came from areas east of Thateng on the Bolovens 
Plateau. There were some problems in kprviding temporaty housing as all 
roofing sheets in the reserve for temporary shelters are now being used. 

ORA:rps:5-ll-71 
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TO: E.G, Ruoff, Acting ADRD September ll, 1967 | 

FROM: Mike Murphy, Operations Officer /Pakse | 

SUBJECT: Drilled Well Program for Lao Ngam 

As you know the 9,000 people at Lan Ngam were moved (somewhat against 
their will) into 9 camps which we are now trying to make into Tasseng | 

population centers. The camps at present are crowded and unhealthy as 
they are located along two main streams which will become more polluted | 

during the dry season. It is felt that a drilled well program will go far | 
towards making the villages more liveable and convincing the villagers to | 

remain at the sites permanently. 

A well program would also have great psychologial impact as the people 
have been subjected to years of intense PL progxpaganda that promised 
material goods and farming machinery after their victory and emphasized 
RLG inability to provide goods and services for the villagers. . 

ORA:ps:5-11-71 
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TO: E.G. Ruoff, Acting ADRD Oct. 2, 1967 

FROM: Mike Murphy, Area Operations Officer 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - September 1967 

, New Movements: 

During the month a total of 483 refugees in 23 separate movements were 
processed in Pakse. Nearly all the refugees came from the insecure area 
between Keng Nhao and Lao Ngam. Of the 2,100 people estimated in that 

: region in early June, 1,300 have become refugees or have been captured by 
the military during operations, leaving about 800 people in the area 

. under PL control, 

Resettlement: 

Rains held back progress on some resettlement projects. Fruit trees i 
a were distributed to 143 families at Oudomsouk and Oudounphanh. The | 

families were also given instructions on the planting aml care of | 
seedlings. | 

Tide Three agriculture/irrigation surveyors continued work on laying out | 
the perimeter of Oudoumsouk. A seventh villages site was surveyed at 
Oudoumsouk and the home lots were distributed to refugees who arrived 

: during August. 

Refugees who arrived earlier this year are now gathering materials to 
build their permanent houses, 

: Zao Ngam: 

: The xmfug Relief Program was phased out in Lao Ngam at the end of the month. 
Rice harvests have started in met areas of Lao Ngam and there should be 
no shortages among the population until next July or August. The 
2,000 military dependents will continue to import commercial rice from 
Pakse for their needs. The Relief Program was conducted surprisingly 

: well and ended with everyone happy despite a number of well known 
" difficulties. Most of the credit for the smooth flow of relief supplies 

goes}¥ to the capable Chao Mhong. 

Other: 

Mr. E.G. Ruoff and Director Samet Ganeral Houmpheng visited the area and | 
: reviewed aspects of the Social Welfare Program. | 

Discussions were held with the missionaries at the leper colonies about | 
increasing food production in the villages. The missionaries made a | 
number of suggestions that will be implemented in October, | 

| 

: | 
. ORA:ps : 5-13-71 |



TO: William H. Trayfors, Chief, RD Branch October 22, 1967 | 

FROM: F.C, Hubing, CDAA/Pakse 

SUBJECT: September Monthly Reports from Whalen and Murphy, your 
October 14, 67 memo. 

Neutralist troops: Were originally sent in for the unspecified duration of an 
operation to clear and hold the Lao Ngam area. At no time was a withdrawel 

. date indicated. This is the situation as it remains today, however there is a 

slight possibility that BN 802 will leave the Lao Ngam area for operations in 
the region. Should this occur, 802 will be replaced by another neutralist group. 

This is not likely to occur since to all appearances 802 seems to content with 
their present displacement and have agreed to remain in the area. 

ORA:5-11-71



TO: Robert Adams, Acting AC/Pakse December 28, 1967 

FROM: Lawrence M. Murphy, Area Operations Officer 

SUBJECT: Khongsedone, Refugees 

Yesterday I described a plan the provincial officials of wapikhamthong are 

implementing to relocate at WC9322 up to 1763 people from 8 villages to 
the east of Nathandong. 

I explained that the decision was made at a provincial meeting on 12 dec. 
but that no operational plan was made to provide facilities for the people. 
As of yesterday 330 villagers and had arrived and gave every appearance of 
being held against their will as they had been forced to leave at night 

leaving behind all their animals and rice. All of the villagers that have arrived 
are from area that were considered fairly secure is FAR troops 
reguadrly patrolled the area. 

I conservatively estimate that the 8 villages have stored the equivalent 
of 315 to 400 tons of milled rice. No plans have been made to move 
or destroy this rice. While there are good reasons for moving the 

people (to populate the natondong area, to clear the old area for large 
scale bombing) there is no exeuse or need to turn over so much rice 

to the enemy and present USAID with the burden of providing over 30 
tons of food monthly for at least a year. 

ORA:ps:5-1l-71 
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PAKSE AREA SOCIAL WELFARE OPERATIONS (1967) (Exerpts ) 

USAID Coopesates with the Ministry of Xoail Welfare and the six provincial 
governors in ddministering an emergency relief and resettlement program for 
refugees fleeing Pathet Lao controlled mountain regions of Attopeu and Saravane 
previnces which border on South Vietnam and Cambodia. Presently two to three 
hundred refugees are proxessed and resettled monthly with occassional larger 
influce following military operations. USAID also cooperates on social welfare 
program for the relief of 500 lepers and a monthly average of 200 indigents and 
diseate victims. 

Annually these programs involve distribution of 450 matric tons of rice and salt, 
350 ton of PL-480 foodstuffs, and clothing, household goods, and tools for a yearly 
influx of 4,500 new refugees, About 20% of the distributions are made by air-~drop 

: or STOL-type aircraft. 

The refugee program in the South differs from the North in that there are smaller 
numbers of refugees from a number of tribal groups in many separete locations, and 
that all refugees assistance is handled through provincial Lao government offices. 
The ....is fortunate to have sufficient secure land available for resettlement 
so that refugees after moving and resettling are generaly not disrupted again by ‘ 
military activity. A few groups, however, are in insecure locations and are unable 
to become completely self=sufficient under the present circumstances. 

Over 80% of the refugees in the wgion are Mon-Khmer tribal people or derogatively 
: called "KHA"., In Saravane and Attopeu provinces there are over 40 different tribal 

group with more or lees different languages who are only very loodely aware of a 
commen tribal relationship. Their slash and burn method of agriculture, strong 
animal religion with ita taboos and animal sacrifices and thetribla people's 
traditional bottom rung on the Laotian social ladder present difficult problems 

; for effective resettlement of refugees in lowland Lao areas. Tribal refugees are 
faced with an abrupt change in climate, soils and food, the cultural shock of 

: which is frequently compounded by a hostile or exploitive attitude by the people 
in the surrounding Lao environment. Proper resettlement programs with emphasis 
on changing these shifting cultivators to permanent cultivators by teaching them 
yo grow paddy rice have been successful in helping the wefugees become self- 
sufficient and contributors to the economy as repidiy as possible (usually less 
than one year). Refugees left on their own after being given minor assistance 
do reach a precariour state of self-sufficiency after some time, but often they 
become a continueing drain on social welfare resources or ieturn to their communist 
controlled tribal areas. 

In recent years 15,000 refugees have been given varying amounts of assistance, 
resettled and declared self-sufficient by the Lao government. USAID has assisted 
in three resettlement projects gf for 493 families. Projects are now being 
implemented for 406 families in three provines. In Saravane 60 tribal families 
are learning paddy rice cultivation, in Attopeu 48 Lao and tribal families will 
be planting paddy rice. In Sedone 200 families are planting upland cash crops 
and 100 families are learning paddy cultivation. 

A typecal resettlement project would include programs for a regular supply of rice, 
house building assistance, household goods, tools, farm animals, self-help 
schools, dispensary, drilled well, vegetable gardens, opportunity to make money 
forging knives or collecting building supplies and secess to inecpensive goods | 
at a VDAL co-operative store. 

(ORA: ps : 525-71)
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fo: ¢ Mre E.G. Ruoff Chief m/ 1 Jamary 1966 Pcobhiot 

Thru oo: Mr. HE. Mffenderfer Pakow “/) 1/67 

Frem = 3 «Mike Murphy Area Operations oreicayt Re 

Subject: Monthly Repart, December #67. R 

: Relief — ; > | ? 

Military activity eroated several relief problems disrupting about 6200 ed 
refugees daring the month, 

1OQL Refugees from 9 locations were at Qudounsouk. 
There were no major lo Astics problems % nes wore able to 
walk to relocation sites. 

A plan te relocatat 8 villages at Ban Nathanlong to the east of of Khongsvdone 
ended abruptly with e PL attack on tie relocation site. The 1713 refugees 
temporarily housed in the village fled during the attack, They had been 
iseued a week's supply of rice ceversl days before the attack, The 287 
permanent villagers at Ban ‘iethandong came to Khongsedone after the village 
was destroyed and were issued relief supplies, TY the RIG is able to 
yegather the 1.713 refugees. support will be requested fro USAID. 

The attack on Lao Ngam carsed some shifting of population, but there bashot 
yet been need to provide relief supplies. 119 refugees walked to Oudoumeouk 
and another 32.00 are seeking shelter in Lao Ngam town. Tally with the Chao 
Moung and military officers indicate that mersie is very low in the villages. 

1227 military dependents evacuatsd from Saravane province were procassed and 
given a two wook ration at a temporary camp in Pakse. F.A.R. hasncw assumed 
responsibility for these people. 

The PL attacked sbmall outpost near Oudoumpouk end carried off 222 refugees 
in the resettlement program. Another group of 90 refugees were captured 

by the PL while fleeing their village 21 kilousters sact of Lao Ngam. i 

Tn January Charles Whalen will begin work as CDA of Oucoumsouk, Thies is a 
good time to begin projects az tho settlers have just hervested a bumper crop 
aid are now interested in ccammnity projecte. The settlers who arrived 5.19 
monthe ago have a 30 tons surplvse of rico they waht to gall to the relief program. 

The face of Oudoumnoui changed this month as settlers moved onte their permanent 
homelote and er7sctei houses. Several model vegetehle plots are being 
Ostablighed to amphecize the area’s potential for the Pakes market. A pilot 
suine project was started with two villagers, If it is successful, it vil) 
be used as @ model for the other nine villages. Several refugees experienced 
tn tinbering will be working with the Mity M;te samnili to supply lumber for 
schools and projccts. 

Gollectionghave begun on the 1957 ADO buffalo loans, AIG officials have egreed 
to insist cn payment in wood aingles if money cr rica is not available. Two 
surveying crew: continued to lay out farming areas for the villages. A photo 
mosaic was prepared of the regettlnont area to assist in land distribution.
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A upefal seeting vanhelé with xarlovs officials concerned with the leper 
cofienies, An screement vas mace iv redues USal)’s rice contribsides by having 
the Ministry of Nealth take charge of projects to make the villages more 
self-eufficient. Mrs, Adame ond fs. Geirian disivibvted some clothing ad 

toye provided by the American Wonen's Club te 509 refnvor, 

Relief easistance ———- following several village fires in Gampassac 
and Sithm done, two refugee blacismiths in Attopeu begen producing 
tools for the relief program. Refugee tailorp are num supplying all the 
men'g clothing for the program and are aso doing mime? contract work for 
the army. 

Pour refugees veturned from tm months training at Ban Amone sentar, & 
proposal will ve made to train two boys with a Pakse tinemith so thet they 
cen produce water paile and other utensils for the progrem. 

Other 

There are several indicatione that g proximately 2000 Loven a: the nortinvestern 
corner of the platesu may decide to nove within the next few months, If this 
developa « relocation site wil be started near Paksong. 

RLO officials are increasingly concerned with thi attitude and activities of 
refugees cocting from hardecors areas. The military md provincial officials 
are buildin: a camp four kilometers outside Pakes to process the refugees 
before moving into the relocation sitos. USAID has bosn asked to supply 
bolts and nails fcr the tweive barracks type buildings. 

Warehousing of relief commodities haz been ametier o! ciscussion for sonetims. 
The Regional Social vielfare Repreacvntative hag kindly agreed in principle to 
allow OSH to mmage the Prevoyance Sociale warehouse and train higpersonmmel.
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H. B. Diffenderfer A0/Pakse 25 January 1968 

| Mike Murphy Area Operations Officer : 

| Request fer Special Issue ef POL te Prevayance Seciale/ Pukse. 

le Mm 16 Jan 66 elements of Neutralist GH 80), evacuated the village ef Ban Thengeme 
| (WB9983)and ferced marched then te Ban Sole Nghai (WB9895). Approximately 
| 150 men wemen and children were invelved in this operation. Some ef the mn 

were later permitted te return with a military escort to collect peraaal 
wvelengings and animals. 

2. At a mesting en 23 Jan in the office of the Regional Chief ef Prevoyance Secials 
the question ef permanent relocation ef this village was discussed. It was 
agreed by all parties that the people should be resettled hear te Ban Khenlai 
WBS 888), aequickly as pessible. By remaining in Ban Sele Nghai, it was highly 

; likely the Pathet Lee weuld attempt to recapture the refugees asthe refugees 
‘gre suspected ef actively assisting the Pathet Las, Ban Khenlai was the 

eheiee fer relecation asthere are sufficient military persomel te contre] 
their activities and there is land available fer the refugees to begin clearing 
immediately fer next year's crep. 

3. During the digcugsien en logistics of the neve, the Preveyance Seciale Chief 
pointed out that his truck would be unable te move the refugees as the trusk 
was in pear mechanical condition, currently had a heavy werk lead as wmilled 
instead ef milled rice was being distributed this moth and that his monthly 
Se ee He stated he had ne funds for purchase ef 

he Majer Luckee, Coumander of FAR G-5 suggested army trucks could be used te make 
the meve. The FAR transportation section advised it had 6 trucks avaiidble fer 
the meve but could net provide the gaseline. A jeint request by the uilitaty 
and civilian authorities was then made te USAID for a special issue ef POL. 

Se On 2h Jan in a discuseion with you, I was referred to Mr. John Davis te verify 
that the PAR was wmable to provide the gaseline fer the meve. This merning 
Mr. Davies confirmed that although FAR new has 9,660 liters ef gascline on had, 
the Chief of Staff, Cel. Khan felt it was net the responsibility ef the military 
te provide the gasoline. 5 

6. &lthough this move is the responsibility ef Preveyance Seciale and the reasons 
for the move are for military security, I suggest that USAID previdea three drums ¢/ 
gaseline for six army trucks so that the refugees can be moved teday. 

Ce i ae <4 

®



E. G. Ruoff, Chief RR/RD 5 February 1968 

Thru: A. FE. Diffenderfer, AC/Pakse 

Mike Murphy, A00/Pakse 

‘ Additional information requested about December novenents 

Reference: Your “emorandum of 23 January 1968 

Here is the additional information you requested about refugee activities reported in 
my December monthly report. 

1. The 6,200 figure is the total of all groups subsequently mentioned in the report. 
A detailed breakdown of these groups is attached to this memo. Briefly, the 
groups fell into five categories. 

Type Number 

Assisted Refugees 1011 
_ Unassisted Refugees 1100 

Captured Refugees 2455 
Military Dependents 1227 
Disaster Victins 408 

Some support will probably be recuested for categories two and three within a 
few months. 

2. The 1011 refugees resettled at Oudoumsouk during December are not yet included 
in a resettlement activity plan. They are part of the total 6200 processed 
during the month. The original village locations are listed on the attached 
oumery. I have also attached to this memo some notes and recommendations for 
the resettlement program at Oudoumsouk. You may desire further elaboration on 
some of the points. i 

3. The 1743 refugees captured hy the PL near “athnadong have not been located. 
I have made an aerial survey of the abandoned villages and likely regroupment 
locations and did not note any activity. The 287 refugees from the village of 
Watandong have dispersed around Khong Sedone. Supplies were distributed to 
about 150 of these people and the Chao Khoueng has enough supplies fer the other 
137 if support is requested. 

4. In Paragraph Pour, I originally intended to describe the current situation in 
the Moung of Lao Ngam and wake suggestions for a continuing program based on my 
experiences with the people and the local officials. It was decided that this 
should not be ineluded in the report and I prepared a separate memorandum to 
the Area Coordinator. 

The | group mentioned in Paragraph Four referred to 119 refugees from 

Aw



e | 
2 | 

villages in the Lao Ngam area that moved to Pakse and were relocated at Oudom- | 
souk. They are included in the 1011 refugees of Paragraph 2. The 1100 refugees | 

now in Lao Ngam town are not the residents of Lao Ngam, but refugees from Ban 
“Holing XC230) (recently destroyed) and from several Phoux Tai villages to the | 
west of Lao Ngam. These people are suspected of assisting the enemy on the | 
attack at Lao Ngam and are being closely watched by the neutralists. This is | 
a touchy problem and I am trying to avoid getting USAID involved in a civilian- | 
military squabble. I estimate this group will need about 50% ration for four | 
months before the harvest but plan to wait until tempers cool before discussing 
anything. These people are now being supported by the residents of Lao Ngam 
town. 

5S. The 222 refugees captured by the PL had been at Oudoumsouk less than two months 
and were not included in the activity plan or the revised figures recently supplied | 
to your office. 

Last year in several of my reports I mentioned that the PL spent so much time | 
requisitioning and searching for food that they had decided toproduce their own 
food using forced labor to cultivate a number of tiny plots under medium forest | 
canopy midway between ‘ac Ngam and Khong Sedone. Every two weeks a group of 10 
to 15 PL would be rotated from combat or heavy duty areas to rest at one of these 
intensive cultivation centers. There they would guard about 50 captive villagers 
as they tended the plots. Some of the villagers were able to escape during a | 

PL troop rotation mix-up and report the camps. It may be that the refugees | 
captured last month are being held at similar camps. The refugees captured 
at Oudoumsouk, however, were suspected of being families of PL soldiers and | 
were therefore relocated away from the other refugees. A platoon of neutralists | 
was assigned to control their movements. | 

6. The RLO social welfare chief is currently drawing up a list of the quantities and 
lecations of surplus refugee rice and seed as well as listing our current rice | 
seed requirements. We will buy from refugees who have enough rice for their own : 
needs and will not pay more than current market or ADO prices. I will advise you | 
when funds are needed. | 

7. Wo exchanges for shingles on the buffalo loan program have been made. The 
refugees are still considering the various possibilities, although it now appears | 
that at least Saravane will be able topay the required amount of rice and several 
of the Attopeu buffalo have been shot by the army. I intend to make every effort | 

to get a reasonable payment on every loan, but we will not be able to complete | 
collections by the 1 February deadline. RIG/AGR, ADO, and social welfare are 
emphasising that new loans will be considered on the basis of this year's repay- | 
ments and that repossession or resale of the buffalo are among the options for | 
ae | 

8. In the rai paragraph of the report I mentioned the possiblity of 2000 Loven 
shifting from the northwest corner of the Plateau. Large refugee movements 

‘ 
%,
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ATTACHMENT 1 

Present Location 

ASSISTED REFUOEES - 1011 

“119 = XC2610 - Lao Ngam Area - at Oudoumsouk 
| 336 - XCO801 - Moung Khai " 

266 - WB9895 - Thong Sone = 
hS = XC2897 - Kang Nbao " 
68 - xB8028 - Pouey n 

| 70 - WB9390 - Kheng Keun = 
147 - WB9591 - Mong Khang * 

j UNASSISTED REFUOQEES = 1100 

| 800 = XC2304 - Hokong (Approximate) at Lao Ngam 
160 ~ XC1907 - Phialat a 
140 - XC2102 - Khion . 

CAPTURED REFUGEES = 2155 

222 - xB0188 - Nong Boua - Unknow 
490 - XB0002 - Khoung Sy " 
250 = XC1216 - Gnan n 
336 - XC1321 - Natabeng " 
342 ~ XCO714 - Uangkhanan " 
101 - xCO718 - Daxe " 
281 - xC1123 - Katuat " 

| 120 = XC0219 - Nasiet « 
123 - x00623 - Nachan " 
120 - SC1026 - Nathoat ® 
70 - XCO0121 - Done Keo . 

MILITARY DEPENDENTS - 1227 

1000 - XC2610 - Lao Ngam ~ (Approximate) at Pakse 
208 - 05338 - Saravane " 
19 - %B84\91 - Done Chanh " 

| DISASTER VICTIMS 

10h - WCO8903 - Khamyat - at Souvannakhili 
287 ~ wC9820 - Natandong - at Khong Sedone



| 

ATTACHMENT 2 

Notes on Oudoumsouk Resettlement | 

Whether or not certain refugee groups are included in the Oudoumsouk resettlement 
* program is largely an academic question as long as the responsible civilian and 
military officials are determined to resettle all new tribal refugees at Oudowmsouk 
and do not feel bound by numbers included in the activity plan. Considering the 
actual difference in input between the resettlement and relief programs, perhaps } 

the area should not be covered by an activity plan. | 

Oudoumsouk is an uplandarea and does not require buffalo loans for paddy cultiva- 
tion. Short term cash crops and the regular rice crop enable the refugees to 
become self-sufficient within twelve months and many groups only require food 
assistance for three or four months. Since the activity plan written in 1965 
was not approved until late 1967, all wells, schools, dispensaries and roads were 
funded either by RSH or special FAR programs. Now that a CDA has been assigned | 
to the area, additional inputs of this nature (if needed) presumably will be 
funded through RSH. Therefore the only resettlement inputs that have been made 
in the area other than those authorized by relief program guidelines have been 
steking out eight simple grid-iron villages, cutting a line around the area the 
Chao Khoueng has reserved for refugees and distributing fruit tree seedlines to 
200 families. 

The roofing, ducks and pigs authorised in unspecified amounts in the activity 
Plan have not yet been provided. I feel that it would be a mistake for USAID 
to provide funds for roofing materials as the refugees can easily make bamboo 
shingles and have not shown a real desire to use wooden shingles. Most of the 
refugees will also prefer to purchase tin roofing after their second harvest. 
As you know wooden shingle projects bring forth a number of social antipolitical 
problems and irregularities that are best avoided if possible. I do feel, how- 
ever, that it would be worthwhile to start a shingle industry for projects-other 
than refugee housing at Oudoumsouk. 

We have started a small co-operative pig project at Oudoumsouk and will 
probably request funds from refugee resettlement to develop this project. No 
suitable duck or fishponds sites have been found. 

I have a number of suggestions which I feel should be considered for the 
National Resettlement Program. However, taking into account the current 
resettlement guidelines and the constantly changing situation at Oudoumsouk, 
I recommend that we follow theprocedures listed below for Oudoumsouk, (but not 
the other four resettlement sites). 

1. Continue to stake our simple village plans for new groups, make one 
distribution of relief suppliesand handtools and provide food for twelve 
months or until the first harvest, whichever is sooner.
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TO: 8. G. Ruoff, Chief RR/RD 5 February 1968 A 

TWRU: A. Karl Miffenderfrr, 1¢/Pakse 

FRY!: Bike .furphy, A00/Pakse Tin 

3MRj: Monthly Report - January, 1968 

Movements 

A total of 1146 new refugees fro: 28 locations were processed end relocated 

during the month. They were mostly victims of military actions and presented 

some medical and shelter problems. 

USAID also assisted the RLG in orgenising registrations and temporary shelter 

for about 1,000 civilians fleeing contested areas 4n jaravane and Attonreu 

provinces. No commoditios were distributed. 4 

370 refugees resettling on the Oudoumsouk road at KM 15 were moved back to the 
military camp at Houei Champi for security reasons. 

n bere have heen ge scale refugse movemonts in the Pakse region in the last 
0 month: -has—beon_fortum h oat groups will not require long-term assis- 
nce. We do not anticinate a rice shortage in February but additional rice will 

Be needed in March. 

Attopeu 
Arrangements were made to stockpile extra commodities in Attopeu for possible 
emergencies. For official families and civilians fleeing Attopeu an unwritten ae { 
agreement was made to allow them to deposit their surplus rice with the Chao 
Khoueng and claim an equivalent amount of rice in Pakse. This arrangement, / / 
involving less than_5 tons to date, has lessened anxiety in Attopeu and reduced 
relief problems in Pakse. Row 

An activity plan was submitted to rebuild 5 schools northwest of Attopeu./ A i‘ 
Seon po’ ve e at 

g Mai. The villagers will build two additional classrooms in February under 
small projects funding. Hefugees at the two other resettlement villages were 
provided loan tools to cut planking and other materials for their permanent 
homes. 

Negotiations on the collection of 1967 buffalo loans continued. I estimate about 
75% of the loans will be paid, but there are complications as there was a bad 
harvest and the army hae shot several of the buffalo. 

There were some minor shifts of population in the Kong My area soutl of Moung 
Mei. Dry season vegetables were distributed and the villagers are constructing 
@ second fish pond. A Jac woman has been recruited to teach sewing and cooking 
skills to the ave women. 

Yaravane é 

Arrangements were made ‘or relocating 302 new refugees now in ‘aravane town and 
resetiling another 25 at thse Housi So ttilemant villege. It was necessary 
to airlift supplies from Pakse as the road tas been closeu”
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. ADO refugee buffalo loans in ths rovince will be paid <3 schoiled. A workable 
m was drewn up with provincial officials for the processing or evacuation of a 
iaible large influx of refugees in the city. 

we 

we 300 indigents, fire victims and others received supplics at the Prevoyance 
tiale office. The two-week ration of rice was extended another 10 days for 
yut half of the ncutralist dependents from Lao Ngam who have been umable to re~ 
tablish thamselveg in P, eo There will be no more rice distributions to this 
UP. a / ¥Y 7 er “ Wa : ‘ 60% 
} over 7 tone of paddy rice which wan distributed to cligible refugees, — 5 Sy, 
Seions province. It is planned te purchase 23 tons of uplend rice seed in a7 27. 

Granny for distraction ts OO wee fouse a0 Bae CE t 

arles Whalen assumed responsibility for C)) activities at Oudoumsouk and has way se 
omitted activity plans for wells and schools for both the refugee and non- 250, hp 

areas. Irrigation surveyors completed the outside perimeter line of the 
‘@ Kilometer annex to the Oudoumsouk reserve and two villages were staked 

t 30 X 20 meter homelots. Provincial officials distributed houselots to 
families. 

e RLO continusd construction of « refugee reception center east of Pakse. The ip ? 
o Red Cross has provided funds for roofing material. 

per Colony 

out 20 leper families moved into the colonies from contested areas in Saravane. 
ey are now receiving the same support as new refugees, but their continued 
pport will be an item for discussion in April. Ministry of Health officers 
ve indicated that they may move up to 300 additional lepers into the colony. 
ese lepers, now under the care of missionaries in Lao Ngam and Thateng, would 
esent a real problem for the already overcrowded village in Sedane. 

2 protestant missionaries have proposed to build a new village 5 kilometers 
gide the reserve. 30 families of partislly disabled lepers have expressed a 
sire to plant paddy rice at the new site. A request has been made for USAID te 
sist by providing a bulldoser for ten days to push a pioneer track to the new 
te. Further action on the proposal is delayed until responsible RIG officials 
bide whether the new site will pollute river water used hy non: leper vill ges 
mstrean. 

ner 
ere were no significant developments regarding the refugees captured in December, 
yeral planned distributions in Wapikhamtong were cancelled dus to the fluid mili- 
“y and political situation.
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79: Fritz Benson March 1, 1968 

FROM: “ike Murphy, A00/Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report — February 1968 

A total of 972 refugees and 1424 temporarily dislocated people were 
processed during the month. Wo logistics problems were encountered 
as all distributions were made in Pakse. Most of the refugees came 
from the other areas of Lao Ngam and Tha Teng. 

There were no significant accomplishments in areas outside of Pakse 
due to travel restictions, Most relief supplies were depleted during 
the month but a newshipment for 500 families is expected soon, i 

Program estimate for FY 69 was prepared for a probable 12CO families 
in of which about 500 are expected to require resettlement. These 
estimates are tentative pending developments in Saravane and Attopeu. 
Eowever, the new system of having field personnel prepare detailed esti- 

mates should help the country program. : 

A small attack on the Neutralist outpost at the northern end of Oudounsouk 

(Houei Champi) dislocated 1500 refugees who are now being housed at 
Oudomsouk village. There were several refugees casualties ana the irri- 
gation survey team suffered sone material loses during their quick exit. 
The team has been ressigned to Thakhek until security improves. 

There is room for less than 200 additional families at Oudomsouk as 
that area can only accommodate 1000 families. A search has begun for 
new irrigatable resettlement areas for FY 69, There are several sites 
being studied but now of the areas indeal for irrigation are being 
reforested with teak, The most promising possibility is a 2000 hectares 
site at Km 24 (Saigon Road) that would provide for 500 families of 
paddy cultivaters, Very preliminary field investigations indicate that 
the entire area could be irrigated for off-season cropping. The Chao 
Khoueng and the Torestry Department have given clearance and assistance 
to continge the investigation. This is a fairly long-range program, 
It will probably also be necessary to develop another high altitude 
reservation for refugees fromsome lessedeveloped tribles. 

A committee has been formed to look after? the welfare of official and 
civilian families evacuated from Saravane and Abtopeu. A direct grunt 
of 10 tons of rice to the committee reportedly improved the morale of 
the family heads who have been armed to devend the cities. This assistance 
arrangement appears tobe more satisfactory than the previous method of 
processing t hrough socall welfare channels, 

The Chao Muong has made a proposal to relocate outside of Lao Ngam district 
about 200 families who cannot be trusted. Developments will be reported by 

memorandu:. 

It will be necessary to locally purchase about 30 tons of rice for March 
requirements, ‘shen autorization is received, the sale will probable be 

handled by ADL.
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4 satisfactory repayment schedule for Euffalo Loans in Attopeu was reach 
during the month. ‘Sedone loans are the only remaining problem. It has 
been proposed that the buffalo owners made 4000 pieces of thatch for new 
refugee housing in lieu of cash or rice payment. Funds will then be 

transferred from the roofing program. 

Normal tool and clothing production programs continued. A plan is being 
considered to place a number of younger refixree boys with local commercial 
vegetable gardeners, pig and chicken farms, blacksmiths, tinsmiths and 
charcoal factories for on-the~jot training. Several boys and merchants 
have expreseed enthusiasm for the idea, This informal arrangement may 
develop into arealistic training program with only refugee program 

inputs, 

It was fortunate to have visits by Mr. Ruoff, ifr. Brady, and RuG Director 
of Resettlement Manh, Plans were developedfor future programs and contia-~ 
gencies, 

ORA:ps:5=21-71



TOs Mr. William R. Lorvan, IVS/COP Date: sygitst’3, 1968 | 
\ | 

FROM: John Murdoch, IVS/Khong Sedone | 

( 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report for August, 1968 (exerpts) 

Refugees | 
During August there were approximately 400 refugees from Ban | 
Bung Khem and Ban Keng Chalouang (XC~2337) in Saravane Province | 
that came over into Wapikhamthong. Most of them were brought 
to Khong Sedone. 
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TOs Dr. H.E. Thomas, AD/RA Date: August 5, 1968 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDA/Ondomsouk 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ July, 1968 (exerpts) 

The withdrawl of the RLG forces from the Lao Ngam area into 
the Oudomsouk are was certainly the most significant change. 

ORA $FCBenson:ch: 7~9-71



TOs Dr. H.E. Thomas, AD/RD Date September 5, 1968 

FROME: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudoumsouk 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - August, 1968 § (Exerpts) | 
| 
| 

Refugees | 

During the month we received more than 400 refugees from the | 
Saravane area, most of whom were forced to leave their homes | 
because of military preswure, Of the 400 or more, about 140 
are now located in the refugee reception center in Pakse, and 
about 240 are located in Khong Sedone. Plans are being made ta@ 
move most of these people into the Nam Phak refugee resettle- 
ment area at Kn~-25 south of Pakse. 

A second groups of refugees who we are plarming to resettle 
are now situatéd near the town of chong My in Attopeu Pro- 

‘vinee. This groups of about 400 was force to heave its village 
near the Cambodian border because of military activities in , 
the area. It has been suggested that this group will be 
brought into Pakse for a short period of time and then moved 
to a resettlement area about 12 Km. West of Houei Khong. 

A third group, consisting of about 380 villagers, is now 
living in the town of Attopeu and has been receiving refugee 
support for almost six months. Because of militiary security 
this groups was unable to plant rice this year and thus will 
not be able to support itself within the preseeable future. 
In discussions with the Social Welfare director of Pakse and the 
Chao Khoueng of Attopeu, it was decided that refugee support 
will be cut off to these villagers unless they agree to move 
to a more secure are and begin working on a dry season rice 
cbop immediately. Several locations have been suggested. 
However, nothing can be done until the villagers decide their 
own fate for themselves. 

The last and cetainly the smallest group to come in was group 
from the LaoNgam area. These people have been trickling into 
the refugee areast Oudomsouk ever since the attacks began 
last December. iReports from the Chao Muong and other of- 
ficials indicate that there are still more than three thousand 
persons inhabiting the area even though it fell under enemy 
control in the larter part of July. 

ORAsFCBensont cht 7=9=71



TOs Dr. H. E. Thomas, AD/RA Date October 8, 1968 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudomsouk 

SUBJCT: Monthly Report = September 1968 (exerpts) 

Refugee Relief 

People continue to trickle in from areas around Lao Ngam, Attopeu 
and Saravane with reports that they are unable to harvest a rice 
crop this year because of security problems. At the same time 
most of them are hesitant to resettle and begin building homes 
around Pakse and Oudomsouk because they believe that security 
will improve enough for them to return within the near future. 
As the situation now stands, it cooks as if we will have to | 
job of supporting a minimum of two thousand persons through- 
out the next dry season, and if enemy activity increases, this 
figure could increase. | 
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TOs Dr. H.E. Thomas, AD/RD Date November 6, 1968 
| 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudomsouk eo | 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ October 1968 (exerpts) | 

Refugees. | 

Refugee continued to trickle into the Pakse and Khong Sedone | 

areas at a much lesser rate than during the previous two 
months. Bung Kham, a village located near Saravane, contributed 
the greatest number with Attoppuu accounting for the second 
largest figure. About all that may be said of the refugee 
situation is that it is still extremely fl&i and wmpredicat- | 
able. 
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TO: Dr. H.E. Thomas, AD/RD December 3, 1968 

FROM: Herbert N. Miller, CDAA/Paksong 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - November, 1968 

Security in the area is rapidly detercorating to its normal 
dry. Season level. On the 28th the villages of Phou Khong 
Toung (XB-4287) north of Paksong was entered by enemy troops 
who captured one of the medics and confiscated all of the 
medical supplies from the despensary. The other medic was 
able to escape. 

ORA: FEBensonscht 7=9=71



TOs Dr. H. E. Thomps, AD/RA Date December 13, 1968 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudemsouk 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - November 1968 

Refugees 

Approximately 200 new refugees arrived in Sithandone Province | 
apparently fleeing from Cambodia and the border areas of Laos. | 

ORA:FCBensontcht7~9-71 | 
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TOs Dr. HE. Thomas, AD/RA Date January 3, 1969 

THUR: Mr. H. Earl Diffenderfer, AC/Pakse 

FROM: Herbert N. Milles, CDAA/Paksong 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - December, 1968 (exerpts) 

Security considerations in the Plateau are have seriously 
slowed down operations in the countryside. Houei Khong 
personnel were evacuated to Pakse for a period of one day 
and Paksong personnel, including OB/Paksong, were evacuated 
for approxémately four days, at the present it is not possible 
to travel outside of Paksong to wither the north, south or 
east. 

. The Bailey Bridge at the Houei Machan on the Paksong - Houei 
Kong Road was blown by the enmmy during the first part of 
December. Damage was severe enough to prevent large vehicu- 
lar traffic from cursing it. This has presented considerable 
difficulties in giving commodit; support to Houei Kong cluster 
since military convoys are no longer able to get in. 

ORA:FCBenson:ch: 7-9-71 
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TO: Dr. H.E. Thomas, ADRD January 9, 1969 | 

: FROM: Charles C, Whalen, CDAA/Oudomsouk 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - December 1968 (Exerpts) 

: Tha Theng: 

The battle at Tha Theng which took place during theearly part of this 
month will long be remembered it for no ether reasonthan that it caused 
such a complete and total destruction tothe town itself. More than two 
thousand people found their way into the city of Pakse, most of whom 
manged to save little more than the clothingwhéch they were wearing or 
money which they had in their pockets. The sesult is, ofcource, that we 
are committed to support these people until theyan harvest a rice crop 
or find some other means of support. The best estimate that I can give 
is that we will have to increase our rice allotments by at least twenty 
tons per month to handle this new group. 

Khong Sedone Reguess: 

After five months of waiting for a pump project, which never materialised 
the refugees from Beung Kham finally mewmr began leaving Khong Sedone and 
moving into Pakse. Reports are that more than three hundred people #11 
make the trip during the early part of January. Mr. Phent, my counterpart, 
and I have already begun mking plans fortheir permanet resettlement 
outside of Pakse. More on thés next month. 

Attopeu: 

The town of Attopeu is completely surrounded by enemey troops, as everyone 
well knows. As such, the people living within are unable to trade rice or 
any other commodities with the outeide world except when they are provided 
with mxkcxm air support. The town itself is said to have a population of 
almost 6,000 civilians. Basing our figures an a rice consumption rate 
of 400 grams per person per day, it is easy to see that the tron wquires 
about 75 tons of rice per month in erder to survive. Negotiations are 
now underway to decided how the different RIG agencies will divide up the 
responsibility so that each takes his own share. 

ORA: ps 25-13-71 
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TO: Dr. H.E. Thomas, ADRD Feb 7, 1969 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudomgouk | 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ January 1969 

: General: 

In an effort to help alleviate the rice shortage problem in Attopeu, 
; USAID/RIG refugee relief delivered thirty-five tons of rice to that 

stricken town. As a result of this move, rice distributions for southern 
: Laos readhed a record high. Additional groups from Saravane, Thateng 
4 and Cambodia added another eight hundred persons to the rolls bringing 
: the total number of persons receiving support to more than seven thousand. 

| 
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TOs Mr. Phillip Gullion, A- AD/RA Date March 1969 

THUR: H. Earl Diffenderfer, AC/Pakse | 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudemsouk 
| 

SUBJSCT: Monthly Report - February 1969 (exerpts) ! 

Attopeu | 

The town of Attqpap.is still under constant harassment from | 
anemy troops, and consequently almost all development activi- | 
ties have come to a standstill. | 

| 
i 
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TOs Mr. Phillip Gullion, Act, AD/RA Date: April 8, 1969 | 

THRU: H. Earl Difendefer, A6/Pakse | 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudomsouk | 

SUBJECT: = Monthly Report - March 1969 (exerpts) 

' Refugees 

Refugee movements continued to increase during the month of March. 
In addition to these persons coming into the Pakee area, a large 

™ group consisting of persons from more than twenty-five villages 
began moving their effects from areas least of the Sedone River | 
to more secure areas on the western side. Raeportiis also indicate 
that at wast two thousand persons have fled their homes in the 
la Khone Pheng (WC-6157) and Ban Taphan (WC-3862) areas to seek 
Safety in nearly Thailand. To handle these and the previously 
arrived groups it was necessary to increase rice distributions. 

Qudemsouk 

On March 27, enemy forces attacked and partially destroyed one 
of the two Bailey Bridges in the Oudomsouk area. Several days 
later they ambushed an army jeep on the Oudomsouk road two Km, 
north of the KM~21 intersection. One man died in each of the 
incidents, and several were injured. Consequently our development 
activilies have been curtailed pending an improvement in security. . 

| 
This month a groups of unknown persens entered the refugee | 
resettlement village at Ban Na Syak and set fire to a few of 
the houses after telling the inhabitants to remove all their | 
possesions. As a result, the villagers packed up all their 
belongings and moved to a new location adjacent to the Mekong, 
This, the only major refugee resettlement village in S5ithandene, 
consists of about thirty-five families. 

ORAsFCBenson seh: 7~9~-71 
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18 April 1969: 

| 
In southern Laos enemy skirmishes continue to force people to evacuate 
their villages and fled foward Pakse, latest number of new refugees 
exceeds 1,500, the 6,000 civilians surrounded in the areas of Attopeu 
and Saravane age at present being supported ly relief assistance. 
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2us mr, Milip Wullion, Acting AD/RA Date: May 8, 1969 | 

THRU: Mr. H. Earl Diffendefea, AC/Pakee | 

FRO? Charles C. Whalen, CDAA/Oudonsouk | 
| 
| 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report = April, 1969 (exerpte) | 

. | 

Refuceos | 
Hes eetehs ten wah none Clean’ teovinacl tune the lunge 
Bans Saphat, San amd Tabag (Wapi Province) were the largest | 
contribution after eneay forces burned most of the village | 
bulldings. King My (Attopen Province) and Sa#avane added 
another 400 persons to the dupport list. 

Resettlenent 1 

Approximately 200 families were resettled in areas along the | 
Pakse Pakeong read during the month. | 

CRAtFCBensons ch: 7-971 | 
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TOs Mr. Phillip @. Gullion Daget dine 10, 1989 | 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, RDD/Pakse | 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ May, 1969 (exerpts) | 
| 

The inflex of refugees into provincial capitals in southern 
Lao has decreased to a msre trickle. In some places around | 
Wapikhamthong, the refugees returned to their old villages | 
(4.¢., Ban Saphat, Lakhone Pheng, etc) set up their houses, | 
and began planting rice. In all, things have quieted dow 
to the most ranquiel state since the middle of August, 1968. 
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TOs Mr. Walt Johnson AC/XK Date: July 1, 1969 

FROM: Bill Sage, IVS/Houei Kong 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ June 1969 (exerpts) 

As of June 24, we are now Muong Sayasila. The Chao Khoueng and 
General Phasouk arrived here for the instalation ceremony of 
Tong as Chao Muang. | 

! 
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Age | 
TO: Mr. John MacQueen, AD/RA Date: July 8, 1%92 | 

FROM: Charles C. Whalen, RDD/Pakse | 
| 

| 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report for June 1969 (exerpts) | 

Ban Sapha 

This month the Chao Khoueng of Wapi the Chief of Social Welfare, Refugee 
from Pakse, and I, flew to the village of Ban Saphat (XC-0435) for an 
inspection tour of the damages sustained during the attack last April, 
More than 40 houses were completed destroyed in the main village along 

with the USAID school and despensary. Plans are now being formulated 
for the reconstruction which is expected to begin after the rice 
harvest in October. 

Refugees 

The influx of new refugees has diminished little more than two or three 
families per week. 

ORAs FCBensonsch?: 7-10-71



TO: Gordon B. Ramsey, Program Officer September 22, 1969 | 

| 
FROM: Phillip P. Gullion, Chief RR&R Branch, RDD | 

SUBJECT: Briefing Paper - Pakse Area Refugee Relief & Resettlement (Exerpts) 

Current Relief Activities: 

Seone Prowince 
Families People 

a. Houei Nam Phak Resettlement Km 25 South 66 395 
: b. Oudomsouk Km 21 East 93 4,60 
‘ ec. Pak Song Road East 163. 789 

d. Saigon Read South 38 244 
e. Pakse Area (Temporary) 294, 1,820 

Attopeu Province: 

a. Muong Mai (Unconfirmed) 437 2,342 
b. Recent Arrival (Unconfirmed) 
ce. .Keng Mg 28 197 

Raravane (Unconfirmed) 190 928 

Sithandone 8 42 

Waphi khamthong 133 680 

Champassak 9 0 

TOTAL: 1,450 8,546 : 

ORA: pe5~lh-71
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TOs Mr. John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Date: October 6, 1969 | 

FROM: Herbebt N. Miller CDAA/Paksong | 
| 

SUBJECT t Monthly Report, September 1969 (exerpts) | 
| 
1 

Refugees 

On the 24 on of September the CDAA went into Attopeu via RLAF | 
helicopter to take a first- hand work at the refugee situa- 
tion. One USAID/RR Field assistant and one RLC/SW assistant | 
went along and were left in Attopwe for one week to make a | 
complete survey of existing refugees, Upon their return | 
they reports that there were a total of 2616 refugees. After | 
the rice harvest in November the total should be reduced to 
1500. 

This same survey team will be sent to Saravane to get a comple- 
te list of refugees. 

In Ban Saphat (Wapikhamthong) a request has come in for con- 
tinuing support for one more month's distribtution for ap- 
proximately 675 villagers to tide themover until next month's 
harvest. These people lost a considerable amount of their 
rice stores and houses during last dry season's fighting. 

In addition, there are appreximately 175 persons who have recent 
ly entered Khong Sedone after having Sojourned with the PL for 
several months. 

ORAsFCBensonsch3:7+1l0—71



TOs Mr. John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Date: November 1, 1969 

FROM: H.N. Miller, CDAA/Paksong 

SUBJECT? Monthly Report = October 1969 (exerpts) 

To. date 24 tons of the 35 tons promised for Attopeu has been 
delivered by RLAF C~75. This procedure has proven to be slow | 
in implementation, but controls are easier to maintain. | 

Seven tons of rice were promised to Saravane for the months | 
of October but to date the RLAF has only sent in four. Dis~ 
tribution is handled by both USAID and the RLG with the Chao 
Khoueng of Saravane supervising. \ 

The CDAA has been invited by the Chao Khoueng of Saravane to 
‘investigate a proposed refugee resettlement site in Saravane. 

Observation from the air showns that there is a good rice 
crop in the Attopeu area. However, colonel Kong indicates 
that it may prove impossible to bring the rice in. We will 
have to wait to see if this rice becomes available for consump- 
tion and whether there will be a continuing need for rice 
support in Attopeu. 

ORA?FCBensons cht 7-10-71 
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TO: Phillip P. Gullion, Chief RR itPate: November 6,1969 | 

| FROM: PF. C. Hubig, CDAA/Pakse 

| 
SUBJECT s Monthly Report for October (exerpts) | 

Several groups of refugees resently have been arriving due 
to combat action in the Paksong area. 

| ORA: FCBensonsch:7=10~71 | 
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| 
TOr Mr. John W. MacQueen, AD/RA ‘Date: December 6, 1969 | 

FROM: H.N. Millier, CDAA/Paksong | 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - November 1969 (exurpts) 

The rice harvest in Attopeu seems to be going well despite = 
increased enemy activity. Only these refugees from villages 
adjacent to Muong Mai itself were able to harvest rice al- 
though this group accounts for over half of the refugees. 

Increasing numbers of refugees are coming into Saravane 
from Outhaying villages. The assidant Chao Khoueng has pro- 
posed a new relocation Site on the outskirts of Saravane 
and a visit to the proposed Site was made last week. A 
small relocation AP will be submitted to Vientiane in the near 
future. 

Three more tons of rice were airlifted into Saravane by 
RLAF during November completing the seven - ton allotment 
for October. 

39 refugees arrived in Souvarmakhili from Seno after three 
neutralist army trucks were sent up from Sauvannakhili to 
pick them up. The refugees were from Muong Phine and claimed 
to have spent 3 or 4 days in Seno befowe being picked up to 
join relatives in Souvannekhili. 

The residents of Ban Saphat are presently ready to start 
reconstructing their homes which were estrpyed during last 
dry season's fighting. 

ORA: FCBensonrch: 7=-10~71



TOs Mr. Charles A. Mann, OD Date: December 10, 1969 | 

FROMs H. Earl Diffendeger, AC/Pakse - 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report = November 1969 (exerpts) 

— | 
The transfers of four Chao Khouengs have been announced during | 
the month. Three have now been made offical. Col. Khong is now | 
the Chao Khoueng of Attopeu, Col. Vang for Samwane, Mr. Khamphoui | 
(formerly at Saravane) has been reassigned to Sithandone, Mr. 
Kykeo (formerly at Sithandone) will be assigned to Vientiane, | 
Mr. Sithat, currently assigned to Chamspassak, has indicated | 
that he, too, will be transfened to Vientiane. | 

ORAFCBensonteh: 7-10-71 | 
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(27) 

Qld Location No. of Family No, of Persons Date Arr. 

TOTAL Refugee moved from Ban Ta Youn Neua, Muong Tha Teng Khoueng Saravane, 

came into Ban Oudomsouk, on dated June 4, 1969. 

Ban Ta Youn Neus 26 130 6/t,/69. 

Refugees from Ban Na Khok, Tasseng Na Khok Muong Natane Dong Khoueng Wapikhamthong, 
came into Ban Oudomphanh KM-34. 

Ban Na Khok 18 128 6/4/69. 

These refugees moved from Ban Dong Ko, Tasseng and Muong Soutabaly Khoueng Saravane 
came into KM~9 Muong Pakse grea on deted 24/6/69. 

Ban Dong Ko n 49 6/4/69. 

The villagers moved from Ban Nong Boua, came into Ban Kang, Muong Pakse area. 

Ban Nong Boua 19 106 - 

The refugee moved from Nuong Tha Teng area ariived to Pakse from December 17-31,68. 

Ban Muong Tha Teng 221 1348 17/31/68. 

fiat | 

Refugees moved from Ban Nong Boua came into KM-4. | 

Ban Nong Boua 17 89 - | 

| 
These refugees moved from Ban Cha Ho. | 

Ban Cha Ho 29 134 “ |



TOs Mr. John W. MacQueen, Chief/RDB Date: January 5, 1970 

FROM: Herbert Miller, CDAA/Paksong 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - December 1969 (exerpts) 

Refugees 

Thirty - three new refugees arrived in Khong Sedone from Nathan- 
dong sast of the Sedone River. 

Since Col. Vang has assumed the position of Chao Khoueng/Sara- 
vane, it has proven easier to get assistance from the RLAF 
to transport refugee rice into Saravane. 

ORA: FCBensontchs 7-10-71 
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| 
TOs Mr. John W. MacQueen, Chief/RDD Date February 4, 1970 

FROM: Herbert Miller AC/Pakse | 

SSBJECT: Monthly Report ~ January 1970 (exerpts) | 

Refugees 

117 new refugees arrived in Pakee during January, | 

152 families were brought out of the area between Souvannakhili 
and Oudomsouk. These people were able to bring their rice and 
belonging with them and so the Social Welfare role was limited 
to providing them mosquito nets. 

Pakse was rocketed on night of 8-9 January. 

oRA:FCBensontch:7=10-71 
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TO2 Mr. Fred Hubig, CDAA/Pakse Date: Bebruary 28, 1970 

FROM: Khamtanh Mounivong. 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - February 1970 (exerpts) 

New Refugees 

During the month 4/31 new refugees came from Bungxay to Km 4 
(Binsadeth). ‘The total number of refugees supported this month 
is 1,933. 

Fire Victing 

On 16 February 10 houese were burned following a P.L. motar 
attack in Pakse (B. Phone Ngam). On 17 February the MSW distri- 
butéd rice and refugee kite to the victims. 

ORA: FCBensonsch: 7-10-71 
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TO: ‘Charles A. Mann, Direetor Date March 9, 1970 

FROM: H. Earl Diffenderfer, AC/Pakse 

SUBJECT! Monthly Report = February, 1970 (exerpts) 

Rocket attack on Pakse during night of 15-16 February. 

The enemy blew the bridge between Paksong and Houei 
Kong. 

ORA: FCBensonsch:7=10~71
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TO: Fred Hubig, AC/Pakse Date: April 1, 1970 

FROMs Khamtanh Moumvong 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report = March 1970 (exerpts) 

LL. Refugees | 

1. Old Refugees - 103/1,483 . 

2. New Refugees ~ 6/ 30 | 

3. Special Refugess ~ 49/ 278 peopke from Ban Thong Thing | 
moved from their village to new land at KM-9. | 

4. Other areas: Sc, Wes | 

A. Sarvane 58/286 | 

B. Khong Sedone 9/52 | 

ORA: FCBenson:ch! 7-10-71 . | 
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TOs Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director Date: April 7, 1970 

FROM: Earl Diffenderfer, AC/Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - March, 1970 (exerpts) 

Security 

This has been one of the most quiet months during May 27 month 
tour, Enemy activity has been negligible. A wondering group 
of propagandizing P.L. started some of the Houei Khong area | 
residents. However, all is quiet again. Route 13 south is | 
again open to momal traffice. No rocket attacks during. | 

| 
ORA:FCBensonscht 7~10—71 
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TOs Mr. John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Date: April 7, 19p 

FROM: Millers, AC/Pakse 7 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report = March, 1970 (exmrpts) 

Refugees 
3,600 Kg, of rice were airlifted into Saravane along with 50 
bags of conmmeal to feed a total of 58 families comprising 
286 people. Of these, 29/130 are at the new relocation settle- 
ment at Ban Kengkhatiam (XC-5433); 8/49 are newly arrived in 
Saramane city from Ban Lavang. 21/107 are victims of an air 
stuke on their village of Ban Chakéng (XC-2738) which completed 
destroyed the village. They have temporarily resettled in 
Ban Xapone (XC-2740). 

A meeting was held with Mr. Pheng, RLG/MSW, and the combined 
Khoueng Council of Attopeu to discuss the continuing problem 
of the 1,000 refugees in Muong May who do not have sufficient 
food. There has not been a rice drop into Attopeu since last 
November. 

ORAsFCBensons ch: 7-10-71 
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TO Mr. Charles A. Mann, Director Date: May 13, 1970 

FROM: Diffenderfes, Pakse | 

| 

| 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report - April, 1970 | 

| 

Security 

As the month drew to a close., the previously prevarling calm 
if not shaltered - was certainly disturbed. Attopeu - long in 
a@ precarious position - was lost to the enemny, Increased enemy | 
movement were reported on the Platean. A rocket attack on | 
Paksg, in the early morning hours of 1 May helped to sbart the 
month off with a bang. 

ORAsFCBensonschs 7-10-71 
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TOs* Mr. John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Dates June 1, 1970 

FROM: Miller AC/Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - May, 1970 

Thus far, of the 3,303 refugess newly arrived from Saravane, 
RLG/SW has had to provide shelter for 711 persons at the 
refugee reception center at Km 4. 247 people are being housed at 
Km 63 74 people from Nong Boua are with relatives at KM 15 | 
(Paksong Ra.) and the remainder of 2,019 people are with re- | 
latives or friends in Pakse. 

A one ~ time distribution was made to the male functionaires 
and police arriving from Attopeu and then dropped from the rolls. 
Of the remaining refugees from Attopeu, there are 61/200 still 
receiving support. 

Seven new familice of 47 people arrived in Khinak from Cabox- 
dia given a grand total of 44/235 curently receiving support. 

ORAsFCBenson3 ch: 7-10-71



ROYAL KINGDOM REFUGEE SERVEY FORM USAID TO LAOS 
Of Laos vestideddbvaneabeOien DATE 7/5/1970 

1. Present location of refugee group (insofar is as possible this servey is by 
village group). Village group name and/or other designition used Km-4 (Dinsdeth) 
and Km-6 Map coordinates of village site (WB-8971)&(WB-9171) Tasseng Pakse Muong 
Pakse Khoueng Sedone. 

2, Original location of this refugee group. Village name, and/or other designation 
Ban Bungkham Map coordinates (XC-2237) Tasseng Bungkham Muong Southabali Khoueng 
Saravane. 

3. Village or group leaders of importance, their Litles, present whereabouts and 
other info. of interest concerning them: Mr. Tasssang of the Tesseng Bungkham who 
is presently living at Km-} (Dinadeth) and had arrived in Pakse with the other 
refugees from various villages of the Tasseng Bungkham, such as those on the list 
that attaches, since 1968 7 until now. 

lk. Population. Total families at present location: 16 families Individuals 120 
people. Pior to magration what was the total families at origiaal location? 90 
families Individual 900 people. If the present population is more of less than 
the original population, give a brief expelanation. The number of the resent 
population as less than the origigal location because all the rest that are 
remaining in the original location mow did not want to leave their farm lands and 
houses, And partly because they thought that the condition was not too terrible 
for them. Therefore, Mr. Nai Ban of Bean Bungkham did not esscape. 

$. What is the ethnic compostion of this refugee group? They are Souri, Lao and | 
Katang. Give reasons expressed by village leaders why the original location and 
interest locations prior to the present one were abandoned. It was ther first 
movement in their life, and the reason for the flight is that all over the area 
of the Tasseng Bungkham was bloodly attac ed by the PL & NVN on March of 1568 as 
their first attack in Saravane province, therefere these people had escpped to 
Sarayane as the PL. & NVN took over the whole area of the Tasseng Bungkham. Rith | 
away, some of them came along on foot to Saravane then to Khongsedone and then to 
Pakse either by Taxi or by trucks provided by the Chao Khoueng of Saravane. 
Unfortunately, those who escaped to Saravane and stayed there did not last any 
longer. By the month of March 8th 1970, they had to make another trip and flight 
to Khong Sedone and then to Pakse because saravene city was attacked and taken | 

over. However most of these people have arived in Pakse considuticly groups by i 
eroups, between March 1968 and 1970. Presently, all together there are 74 families 
of 780 people now living at Km-4 (Dinadeth) (W8-8971) and Km-6 (WB-9171). Especi- 
ally those who lived at Km- (Dinsdeth) are not sure whether they can live there 

forever or not, becuas that place of land belongs to the Prime Boun Oume. Hoever i 
the situation in this site is good now they are not supported any more. All of them | 
are civilian and they make aliving either by farming or working as soolie. There 
are availabel places for them to find food, wither in the forest and mountian or 
in the river Mekong river, and the river that runs through the village near by 
Ban Na Hek) on the contrary, I think the idea that they we put in there is good 
pecause partly once when the refugees have settled down in such a good place as 
this one they will never want to leave. And they are not sure that for how long 
they can live there. It is up to the Prince Boune Oume. Also, they cann't make 
hai fiedl nor rice paddy on the Prince's land. Although those who qdwere allowed 
to do so, they will never own it. For Km-6, the situation is good. They are not
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supported any more. These wiso hav available land to make hai field but rice does | 
not grow will because of the insects and the unfertility fo the soil. Some of them | 
became a smith and they are making tools an equipments for sale such as knives, | 
piow, local hoe. etc... For the girls, the RIG/##/ AGR has sent the teahers out 
thereto teach them lessons and preaticla works on home. econimics. This is being 
done in the school, rooms of this village. Altogeht there were five teachers 
and fifty three students. 

6. Describe the movements of this refugee group as they smoved from one locatio 
to the next until arriving at the present one. Inlcudes dates, routes, means of 
transportation, deaths and other significant aspects. They did not remove to any 
other place exc Sar@vane, Kho g Sedone, and Pakse. People from this villa, 
began ta move between January and March of 1968, on foot, to Saravane, but all 
of the later grous came directly, on foot, to Khongsedone, which is closer than 
to Saravane, along the route No. 96. They took only one day to walk. When the 
arrived tn Khongsedone, at Ban Laou (WC-9522). they caught a Taxi and rode along 
to Khongsedone and then to pPakse. As arived in Pakse th resented them-~ 
self to the Social Welfare in Pakse and were put into Km-1 where they Bredeneed 

living at now. 

7. Driefly describe conditions in previous location especially what life was like 
with Pathet Lao and NVA force. 
Part of details given by Mr. Deu, The Tasseng to Tasseng Bungkham: Originally, 
when they were in the original village, which was in the sara of the Tasseng 
Bungkham. They were under the control of tke royal Lao Government. But as far 
back as 30 years ago the villagers of most of the villages in this tasseng were 
used to co-@perating and working for Ihe PL while the PL or the "Phak Lao Issara” 
were fighting for Lao Indipendence. Later as the RIG ahs got an Independence in 
1947 those people truen back in and joined the RLG, evenso still some wre remiz= 
ning as PL living in their native village as if they were villagers. by that time 
they were not insuch a big groups, therefore they wrernot able to make a chaos. 
And the villagers was also living in a good condition. Those who were remaining 
as the PL were mostly the villagers of Ban Nong Hine Cnai, Ban Nong Hine Noi, 
Ban Na Pholeune, Ban Naphanouane, Ban Na Done Bong, and Ban Nong Mo. Later on as 
the phlitical situation in Laos because more and more serious all those people from 
the above villages gathered in big roup and starled to communicate with the PL 
and NVA in the other raeas such as Muong Phine, Muong nong and Attope area. 
Therefore by this time they began to grow bigger and Bigger as a big troop and 
at the same time, most of the aud ADC sodlers turn against the adminstration, 
Nai Ban and Tasseng. For instruance like Ban Mong Hine Gnai, Nong Hine Noi, 
Naphaoliene and Na Done Bong. They bagen to act and tun against lithe governemen r 
rith before the PL and NVA took over the ara of Tasseng Bung Kham, on March 1968. 

8. What is the general attitude of these refugees towards their present location? 
Do they feel the prosent location and conditins are satisfactory or not? What 
do they feel are the prospects for the future.? 
They are satisfied to live in these places because it closed to the city. In the 
contrary they don't want to move to Hovei INam Phak, becuase some of them who 
used to have a frustration and conflict with the PL and NVA, are sfraid to see 
them again. For tinstrnace Mr. Deu, the Tasseng himself is afraid incase he has 

& background with the PL before. For the future life, some of them like a job 
in the city, and some like to farm but lack of land.
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9. What agricultural activttty has been is or will be feasible at this location? | 
Agriculturally, they cann't provide sufficient food a for temselves. This is 

because of o14 hai field and insects. | 

10, Wheat facilities and personnel are available to meet the medical needs? 

There is not very ofteen medical treatment. Usually they have to buy the medicine | 

themselves because the dedics don't have the medicine that they need. | 

ll. What facilities and personnel are availabel to meet the education needs: | 
There is a two-rooms school at Km-6. And all children go to this school there 
is o one teacher of rh is chool It is a frist grade class. So for the hikher 

livel students have to school in town. 

12. Special remarks concerning this group of refugees. | 
| 

| 
| 

| 
| 
| 

| 
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| 
TOs John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Date: July 6, 1970 

| 

FROM: Miller | 
| 

| 
SUBJECT: Monthly Report - June 1970 (exert) 

| 
Refugees: | 

During the month of June, 1,070 families consisting of | 

| 
5,976 people arrived from the Saravane area. | 

ORAsFCBenson:ch:7-9-71 | 
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TOs Mr. John W. MacQueen, AD/RA Date: July 9, 1971 

FROM: Herb Miller Pakse 

SUBdECT: Monthly Report - April, 1970 (exmrpts) 

Refugece » 

Rice was distributed during April to 370/2315 refugees. The ma- 
jority of these were in the envious of Pakse 132/families were 
in the outer provinces. 

37/188 ethnic Lao arrived in Khinak, Sithandone, from Cambodia. 
15 of these families have found shelter with relatives in the 
Khinak area and the remaining 22 families will be resettled 

Mm government land approxktately 3 Km, South of Khinak. 

A total of 242 people have arrived thus far as a result of the 
fighting in Attopeu. Of this total, 32 families are military 
dependents, 21 persons are dependents of Attopeu officials and 
92 are male officials and police who came out with the retreating 
in Vientiane to request special permission from USAID to receive 
the officals on the refugee rolls. 

ORAsFCBenson: cht7-9+71 
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TOs Mr. Charles A. Mann, OD Date: August 6, 19) 

FROM: Christopher H. Russell, AC/Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - July 1970 (exerpts) 

The evacuation of OB personnel from Paksong was specifically 
requested by the lecal commander of FAR forees in Paksong 
and by Gen. Phasouk, after a period of intensive guayehdigical 
warfare by the enemy. 

The significant aspect of the attack on Souvarmakhily was the 
use of 122 mm, rockets against civillams killing 10 of the, 
The P.L. later expressed their regrets for the civilian 
casualties, but said that Souvannakhily must now be considered 
a war gone. 

" ORAtFCBenson:ch:7-9-71 
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TOs Mr. Loren E. Haffner, AD/FO September 8, 1970 | 

FROM: Miller | 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report - August, 1970 (exerpts) | 

| 
Baning new arrivals during September, there are presently 11,415 
refugees on the Pakse rolls. | 

In the Sithedone area, RLAF air stnkes 61/325 people to flee from 
their villages at Ban Saphangtai (WA~9077) and Ban Nong Hol (WA~ 
8369). They ere presenthly located both at Khong Island and at 
Ban Donsan (WA-9277). They are to supported on a temporary 
basis until it can be determined if it is feasible for them to 
return to their homes. | 

During August, 108/746 refugees arrived from the Sarvane area 
(and some who were flom in from PS-38 near Attopeu). Of this 
Lotal 20/125 elected to stay in Khong Sedone for possible re~ 
settlement. | 

ORA?FCBensontch?7-9~71 | 
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TO: Mr. Charles A. Mann, OD Dates: September 10, 1971 

FROM: Christopher H. Russell, AC/Pakse | 

4 

SUBJECT: Monthly Report ~ August 1970 (exBepts) | 

Security: 

| 
: In early August the military situation in the areas of Paksong | 

and Khong Island stabilized, and we decided to permit OB per= 
sonnel to start residing again at the hospital in Pxksong and 
to permit americans to visit Khong Island without requindige 
aireraft to remain on the ground during thbir stay. 

_ ORASFCBenson: eh 7~9-71. 
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TOs Mr. Loren E. Haffner, AD/FO 

FROM: «=. Greenough, Pakse 

SUBJECT: Monthly, Report - September 1970 (exerpts) 

The refugee witwatiéer: in Region IV has stabilised. | 

ORAtFCBensonich:7-9-71 
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Chyauelogy Mfloyed 
; > 

Meves (7 fe ge) 

December 8 - 15 5/24 from Pan Lavi, Tass. Lavi, M. Ta Oy, 
(xc-6771) 
4/20 to Km 154 
1/4 into Oudomsouk 
3/19 from Ban Kengsim, Tass, Keng Sim, M. Saravan 
to Pakse town. 
1/5 from Ban. Na Xai Nhai, Tass. Soutabaly, 
Saravane into Pakse town. 
1/8 from Ban Khenthalath, Tass. Saravane. (XC-4938) to 
Km 13 Saigon Road. 

December 16 - 23 1/5 from Ban Nabone, Tass. Kengsim, Saravane to 
Pakse. 
1/7 from Ban Nagheng, Tass. Mdfelié Napheng, 
Saravane tePakse (XC-09h01). 
1/7 from Ban Phone Phay, Tass. Saravane, 
Saravane to Pakse. 
1/6 from Ban Khoknhal, Tasa. Khok Nhai, 
Saravane to Km 6. 
2/14 from Ban Dongnong, Tass. Dongnong, Saravane, 
to Pakge. 

. 2/15 from Nethoune, Tass. Nathoune. Saravane 
to Pakse (XC~305706). 
1/6 from Saravane Tass. Saravane to Pakse 
(xc-308402). 
2/10 from M. May, Tase. Attopeu to Pakse (¥B-008908) 
114/543 from Ban Phokhem Nhai, Tass. Phokhem, 
M. Laongam, Saravane to Houel Set. 

17/84 from Ban Teayoune, Tass. Thateng, Saravane¥, 
to Houei Set. 
4h/192 from Ban Nong Soung, Tass. Thateng to 
Houet Set. 
34/164 from Ban Phokhem Noi, Tasa. Phokhem, 
M. Laongam, Saravane. 

December 2h ~ 31 No new refugees reported. 
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Hones Nan Thes Sotblvent Project - Pakse. Laos 

Te Pagisroine and Objcetivs © The Houei Nam Phak Relocation and Settlement 
Projecs. origisaily was only pext of a lengerange plen of the Royal Lac 
Govern ent =. e pilot offert .« utilising refugees, disabled war veterans 

. and available lsné enc vatex roeourees for the iatensive egricultureal ds~ 
welépenhwend ssttlexcat of 12, G0Qshectares of atate~owned lasd ia the 
Dakee arca, Dsevyaloprpnt plans would tnelude esteblishwent of economicaliy 
Tid poliiieolly steble faxing communities Im thie most strategic erea 
ecrbh af the elty of Pakze, 

The Houet Naw Phak pilot project Brea, itself, is situated 25 kileveters 
earth of Peles along Raste 15 toward Cambodia, The project's iumsdiate 
oljecbive ig implencntation and evaluation of the settlement of 200 
yerugee and 100 Gisabled war veteran families on 1600 hectares of a 
#000 traces of forest résérve provided to the Ministry of Scclal Yelfere 
in Februsry, 1962. ’ 

inp ptojact expansion up to 5,000 kectares or more is contingent upon: 
(1) expsrience geined Fran the pilot project (2) available USAID and Reyel 
Lao Govevnmant regeurees, and (3) future vefuges relocation of rescttlenent, 
roquiveusnts in the Pekeo Aree, 

if, SOministretion ant Stuff = The Hous) Nag Phek project. is the direct reve 
poncibility of the Royal bao Gevermmant's Ministry of Sosial Welfarc, 
Aw the fares level, project policy end eupervisicn is conducted By an 
SL6/US2T subscemmittes chaired by the District Officer of Fakae aid 

‘ assisted br the Regional Social Welfare Officer and other Service Chiefs. 

At the project alte, the Ziret 79 refugee families (selected fran 1,200) 
Soe ae diavecsiveady slectsd their own officere ine Cooperative Asoscintt ch toy 
Se cee ge HES we So Hanan ET —aathissete See ee oy a 

adhezgnes 59 saszosiation byoLawe. ‘ 

Ths Royal Leo Government has aseigced (1) 2 ancisl welfare worker, (2) 
a cowmnltr develope st worker, (3)(eight teachers, (J) 4 Leo Aray 
operttione sergeent to help impleamsat-the project and (5) one company 
of troops trex BY!)2 for security, . 

USAT) Devsonnel inputa ineludes «@) the part-tine gervicsa of one te? 
imevivza Community Development Adwigor, (2) ons ICN survey chief, (3) 
one TON ageiowlturist, (4} one FSL*f4eld asgistent and ($) 18 lees} hircs 

vedes  ERBO Record to Date « The fires 4 families have been moved ints permanent 
hereings @b the project site in v. Linge Fhe 

+ Clearing of the site for Villege #7 snd the construction ef 2 theese rson 
school, s dlapenss2y, 2 sooperatyye etora a training catter/offics, vil- 
lege streeta and community privies. is 100% complete. 

= Aiddsd eelfshelp housing is 100% Titers, ee 3 

‘ ;
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= Qvor 12 kilopoters of scse7s voad have bean constructed. 

= A Gem iss teeo completed ee well as clearing and surveying of @ canal 
Pmis to 3Pvicttisd 250 becteres, The canal mmy bo constrveted next dry 

geecci Gonencing on cstuvity and evallabiiity of equipment. 

= Mechanized cleatine of 250 hectares for rice and diversified crops, 
vaystable csrdent, Fruit orchards end fish ponds is now 70% ceuplete,, 
iStex olzaring sad burting ia completed, each fsmily will receive tua 

hectares of fara lend with fall title within three years, | 

- “etetlishmeat of comunity gaedens, trial lowland end uplend rice fields 
and Meh pond surveys ie completed, Villegers will be self-sufficient in 
wice after thie year’s harvest. . 

« Sf nll iprustries are being established with chargoal already being mannfac- 
tuved sad marke tad 

= icleetion ond eleering survey, of the site for Village #2 is also complete. 
4 Sobal of 105 cf a plamed total of 140 families are in sither temporary 
or pemusnent housing, 

- Centingency plone for pasaible future expansion are beiag drafted ty the 
RIG ang UEATD, { 

ily Einsrciel Guanary ~ (Cinwerted to dollars at 509 kip tc $2) 

ee ee = nd 
Dollar Aucunt 

jopat, Iso Governnent : $1,606 )b:50.- \ | 

WSATD 275 Tito % 

Refugee Seutlers inekind self-help : 

DOUG vote tg de ie fa) wl ele ten w- tee PL pode pag a= 

oe not include salaries for RIG, USA American, TON ov FSL employoss, 
/80 

S/S0:Pakes 2 Melson:kb:ll/is/l97i :
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STATISTICAL DATA | KM-25 RESEYTLEMFNTAREA (HOUIB NAMPHAK } | 

3 Vittege Noo 1 Nov of Families Nn. of Persons Pigs - Chickens  Dugks Area Rovated to Bice Ares Tewoted to Field Crops 

BUMOKHAM 2h X73 3 23. 27 h9 Vecteres ce Hectare | 

PHOLONG 22 : B35 \ 37 18 3200~CO om IM 
Shae : 

> Razos =e 133, ee ee aoe St gf 3.0" : 
atals 73 hol 1: 2, D6 19 Hevtares 309 Hectares 

oe Village No. % 
| eet 5 e Now 2 \ if 

: 
( 

| NAVONE 55 339 = = & 3.5 Heetares = | { ; 

SLAM PTC 39 ; 259 a 5 a wed. * & 
f 

pate ypT Tae "a5 ie5 i i oo: 3908 Hectares ° \ ee an ewe =. =. 274 pend 

Lobal: 327 783 0 a a 41,0 Hectares 0 | vi 

WPS KEIRA. 96 — 578 - “ ~ - 
bereits OO harem inti Seieasacas wefan usta, te eae j 

| CA grrr, 204 Families 2,122 Persons Ih pigs 21 chickensihi ducks 260 Hectares 3.9 Heatares f 

i Luts talon NeverketeIs, 107. . 

Z . 
|
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Chronology of Refugee Moves (Pakse - 1971) | 

Jan 1-7 4/18 from Ban Doo, Tass. Na Doo, Muong Phalithone, 
Saravane to Km 4 reception center. | 

2/25 from Ban Paksancho, Tass. Tangpling, Muong | 
Kreum, Saravene to Km 106 Saigon Road. | 

2/25 from Saravane, Tass, Saravane to Km 2 
Paksong Road (XC-508302). | 

2/18 from Ban Npholiun, Tass. Bung Kham, | 
Saravane to Nong Eleung. | 

| 
1/17 from Ban Dong Nong, Tass. Nakhoysao, 
Saravane to Pakse (XC-1533). | 

1/6 from Ban Nong Boua, Tass. Nong Boua, 
Saravane to Km 2 Paksong Road (XC-203309). 

1/7 from Ban Nakokho, Tass, Saravane to Km 2 | 
Paksong Road. 

1/7 from Ban Na Thoune Nhai, Teas. Saravane to 
Km 2 Paksong Road. | 

33/158 from Ban Donelanga, Tass. Palachanh, | 
Muong Palachanh, Khoveng Xiengteng, Cambodia, to 
Ban Donesadam and Ban Hong Khone, (xa-045396). | 

Jan 8 - 15 1/14 from Ban Nakhok, Tass. Saravane to Pakse | 
Houei Foon (XC-563%). | 

| 
1/6 trom Ban Dorn Khanhoong, Tass. Na Doo, 
Saravane to Km 17 Paksong Road. (XC-3756). 

| 
1/7 from Ban Khan Ngoua, Tass. Ne Pheng, 
Saravane to Ban Na Khok, Pakse (XC~4141). ! 

1/7 from Ban Na Thanko, Tass. Na Khoysac, 
Saravane to Pakse Ban Khankeung (XC-4733). 

1/4 from Ban Na Donkhouang, Tass. Na Pheng, | 
Saravane to Pakse (xc=-4337). 

1/9 from Ban Na Thenkouei, Tass. Ne Khoysao, 
Saravane to Pakse, B. Khankeung (XC-4631). 

2/11 from Ban Na Hong, Tass. Na Doo, Saravane 
to Km 17. Paksong Road (XC-303601). 

Jan 16 - 23 1/7 from Ban Phone Thanh, Tass. ey Bok, | 
Saravane to Km 9 Paksong Road (XC-5835). 

| 
|
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1/7 from Ban Saravane, Tass. Saravane to Km 15% 
Paksong Road (XC-508302). | 

2/14 from Ban Dong Nong, Tass. Na Khoysao, 
Saravane to Kokhamthep (xC-4533). 

1/4 from Ban Ne Thanko, Tass. Na Khoysao, | 
Saravane to Kokhamthep (x¢-h631). | 

1/8 from Ban Na Lat, Tass. Na Khoysao, Seravane 
to Kokhamthep (XC-5333). 

2/17 from Ban Keng Muong Lao, Tass. Saravane 
Kokhamthep (XC-4555). 

4/23 from Ban Poul Noi, Tess. Kadab, Saravane | 
to (XC-5343). | 

| 

Movement of Old Refugees to new Location: 
| 

XC_- 4997 Nong Soung 11/47 to Km 28 Paksong Road. | 

4/21 to Km 22 Paksong Road. | 
| 

25/97 to Ban Phine Km 21 Paksong Road. 
| 

XB - 3899 Phokhem 14/55 to Km 21 Pakeong Road. | 
| 

| 25/115 to Ban Phine Km 21. 

| 24/128 to Km 21 Ban Phine. 

| ; 19/98 to Km 18 Paksong Road. 

| Most of above refugees from Houei Set area near Paksong. | 

Jan 2h - 31 1/6 from Oan Nathanko, Tass. Naukhoisao, 
| Saravane )XC-4831) to Ban Khokko | 

1 2/1% from Ban Nakoo (XC@303601) Tass. Keng Sim, | 
| Muong Phalinthone, Saravene to Km 15 Paksong Road. | 

1/8 from Ban Saoukady, Tass. Napheng, Saravane | 
(XC-H148) to Khoumkokte, Pakse. | 

| 1/4 from Ban Lavy, Tass. Lavy, Saravane | 
(XC-505503) to Km 22 Paksong Road. | 

2/8 from Ban Nabone, Tass. Nadoo, Saravane to | 
Km 13 Saigon Road. |
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1/6 from Ban Keng Noi, Tass. Keng Sim, Muong 
Phalinthone, Saravane to Km 4 reception center. 

1/9 from Ban Nong Sai (XC-275377), Tass. 
Bungkham, Muong Soutabaly, Saravane to Km 4 
Dinsadeth. 

1/5 from Ban Thamounkao¥ (xXC-447389) Tass. Kengkaxe, 
Muong Saravane to Pakse area t Thao Soubon’s House. 

1/9 from Ban Nathoune (XC-88338) Tags. Nakhoisao, 
Muong Sazevane to Ban Khenkeung, Pakee. 

2/14 from Ban Senevang Noi, Tass. Saravane Muong 
Seutabaly, Saravane to Ban Theat Luang, Pakse. 

2/10 from Ban Nong Boua (XC-203209), Tasa. Nog 
Bous, Muong Saravane to Ban Muang, Champassak. 

6/41 from Ban Yangso, (XC-6148), Tass. Tan Eun, 
: Muong Ta~-Oy, Saravane, to Km 4. 

Feb1l-7 1/7 from Naay Nhat, Tasa. Southabaly, Muong 
Southabely, Saravane to Houei Keng Keung, 
Pakse (XC-209209). 

2/9 from Nong Kha, Tass. Napheng, Muong Saravane 
to Houei Nam Phak (XC-401308). 

1/10 from Nadone, Tass. Saravane, Muong 
Saravane to Km 3 (XC-505306). 

, 1/5 from Nong Boua, Tass. Nong Bova, Sarevane 
to Ban Muong Km 30 Saigon Road (XC~203309). 

2/15 from Tha Muong Kao, Tass, Kaxa, Mung | 
Seravane to Ban Kok Kham Thep, Pakse | 

(xC-447389). 

c |
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2/14 from Ban Sene Vang Noi, Tass. Sene Vang | 
M. Southabaly to Thelouang, Pakse (XC-302203). | 

Feb. 8- 15 1/4 from Ban Phone Phay, Tass. Phone Phay, 
Saravane (XC-408308) to Km 4. reception center. | 

1/9 from Ban Songkhone, Tass. Kawa, Saravane, | 
to Km h reception center. 

1/5 from Ban Phone Muang, Tass. Bungkham, 
Saravane (XC-299002) to Pakse Ban Khokhong. 

1/8 from Ban Pakhongxeng, Tass. Saravane (XC-501306) 
to Oudomsouk. i 

2/14 from Ban Nemkhethung, Tass. Southabaly, Saravane | 
to Km 15. | 

1/6 from Nong Boua, Tass. Nong Baua to Khoumkokpho, | 
Pakse. | 

1/8 from Ban Thazwong, Tass. Kaxa, Saravane 
(XC-l05001) to Kok Khamthep, Pakse. 

1/9 from Ban Naxay Nhai, Tass. Southabaly, 
Saravane (XC-209209) to Ban Khenkeung. Pakse. | 

12/6 from Ban Paksanoct, Tass. Kaxa, Saravane 
(x¢-408003) to Ban Khankeung, Pakae. ’ | 

19/85 from Ban Veunkham, Tass. Kahanh, Sithandone 
(WA-98-54) to Khinak. 

Feb 16 - 23 1/4 from Ban Kaxa, (XC-13%), Tass. Kaxa, 
M. Saravane to Ban ¢évig/(X¢4/ Nabok, Pakse. | 

1/9 from Ban Soung (XC-728), Taas. Nakhoisao, 
M. Saravane to Kok Khamthep, Pakse. | 

4/27 from Ban Nalan (XC-106502) Tass. Nakhoisao, | 
M. Saravane to Phone Koung, Pakee. | 

| 

4/32 from Ban Nakhoisao, (XC-034), Tass. Nekhoisac, M.| 
Saravane to airport, Pakse. | 

1/8 from Ban Phekba. Tass. Khoknoi, M. Saravane 
to Khong Sedone. | 

1/8 from Ban Khok Mai (XC- 5930), Tass. Khok Mai, | 
M. Saravane to Khong Sedone, 

1/7 from Ban Naxai Nhai (XC-209209), Tass. Southabaly. 
M. Saravane to Keng Keung. Pakse. i
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| 
2/22 from Ban Phone (XC~408308), Tass. Saravane, 
Muong Saravane to KokKHamthep, Pakse. 

Feb 2h - 28 2/15 from Ban Dane Paoub, Tass. Napheng, Saravane 
to Hovei Luou, Pakse. | 

1/7 from Ban Kadad (XC-7754) Tass. Kaddad, | 
Saravane to Oulomsouk. | 

1/5 from Ban Sao Kady, Tass. Napheng, Saravane 
(XC-4148) to Khowm Kok Khamthep, Pakse. 

2/15 from Ban Phone Phay (XC-08¢303) Tass. Napheng 
Saravane to Khoum Koktei, Pakse. 

1/5 from Ban Soung (XC-4728), Tassf. Nakhoysao, 
Saravane to Khoum Wat Phabat, Pakse. | 

1/9 from Ben Song Hong (XC-h05308), Tase. Mite 
: Napheng Saravane to Khoum Yotha, Pakse. | 

2/17 from Ban Leun Paoub, (XC-307405), Tass. 
Napheng, Saravane, to Khoum khankeung, Pakse. 

Mer 1-7 2/22 from Ban Hong Leck (XC-5437), Tass. Saravane | 
Muong Saravane to Khong Sedons. 

Mer 8 - 15 No new refugees. | 

Mar 16 - 23 1/7 from Tha Muong Se (XC-805001), Tass. Keng 
Kaxa, Muong Saravane to Ban Phine, Km 21 
Paksong Road. 

1/6 from Ban Nakhok (XC-5636), Tass. Saravane, to 
Wapi Km lL. 

2/14 from Ban Tonh (XC~302309), Tass. Eune, 
Muong Ta-Oy to Km 4 Reception center. 

i
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SUBJECT: KHONG SEDONE UPDATE: REFUGEES 

REF: VTE 3858; VTE-3684— 

1, Although Royal Lao Government forces re-entered Khong Sedone 

town on 18 June 1972, enemy elements in tHe immediate vicinity of 

town only driven out mid-August. MR IV military commander as-yet 

will not allow civilian officials to return to Khong Sedone town to resume . 

official duties. Some civilians drifting back to Khong Sedone town to 

survey homes and then returning to Pakse. 

2. Revised figures place total number people displaced at 28, 000. 

Estimated 3,000 people no longer require food support as they receive 

government salaries. Under RLG Ministry of Social Welfare pki policy 

not to provide continued food support to refugees within Pakse and Savannakhet 

cities, 11,000 people were removed from the rolls. It is expected that many 

of these will return to food support rolls if they move to relocation sites 

in Pakse area or can return home to assess rice supplies. Now providing 

food support to 10, 000 Khong denies refugees. Additional 4,000 refugees 

presently moving back to(éight old village sites south of Khong Sedone town. 

USAID/RLG personnel making survey to locate people and determine needed 

support. . 

\
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3. Seven temporary relocation a tes have been set up for people not able 

to return home and for new refugees generated by continued fighting 

around MuongWapi (WC 9834). Tenuous security in areas north, east, 
t i: , 

Curren Hy Plahrarefatinn ax 
and north-east of Khong Sedone townpreclude full survey of villages, destroyed, 

-at-this-time. \\ 
—— on 

4. Inability of refugees to plant rice in 1972/necessitatef food support 

\ 
‘\ 

until potential ric& harvest a November 1973 moe approximately 18, 000 people. 

\ \ 

y . \5. Implications for\FY 73 budget for food support, sat relocation areas or 
& / \ \ W | \ . 
’ \ possible lagen of destroyed villages\might require emergency 

\ i x \ 
| funding if added to heavy refugee movements from enemy initiated dry 

~~ \ \ \ 

3 | Stfensi imated ice and Target Ss season offensives. Estimated food support costs based on 50% rice and ata 
= : \ \ U i 

= 4 50% PL 480 commodities. \ 
= \ 4 a 
ps5 | Rice $ 225, 000." me 

| PL 480 Comm. ~ 380,000 \ of : 

Estimated possible reconstruction costs for 3, 600 families 

| Housing @ $20, 00/fam $ 72, 000 

‘: Buffalog @ 70. 00/fam 252, 000 

Rice Seed 6, 000 . 
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DRAFT CABLE:EKuhn:mhb:10/31/72 

SECSTATE 

VIENTIANE 

AIDAG | 

SUBJECT KHONG SEDONE AREA UPDATE - REFUGEES 

REF A) VTE 3858; B) VTE 3884; C) VTE 6840; D) VTE 7027 | 

1. ALL INFORMATION CURRENT 30 OCTOBER 1972. 

2. PERIOD OF 21 SEPTEMBER TO 05 OCTOBER MILITARY SITUATION 

STABLIIZED ALLOWING 814 REFUGEES TO RETURN HOME IN THE 

MUONG WAPI (WC 9833) - BAN NA PONG (WC 8728) AREA. REFTEL C | 

PARA 2 4283 ACTUAL FIGURE PEOPLE RETURNED HOME SOUTH | 

KHONG SEDONE# NO FOOD SUPPORT REQUIRED FOR RETURNEES AT 

THAT TIME. 

3. BY 10 OCTOBER MILITARY SITUATION DETERIORATED RAPIDLY 

IN MUONG WAPI WITH RLG FORCES WITHDRAWING FROM TOWN 

17 OCTOBER. 

4, 16 OCTOBER RLG FORCES SUSTAINED SETBACKS IN AREAS EAST =” 

KHONG SEDONE. CONTINUED FIGHTING CULMINATED IN RLG LOSS 
(68318), Ban Hi Sioy) 

OF KHONG SEDONE AND BAN HIN SIOU/RETAKEN BY RLG FORCES 
SECVEFY NoT SUITARLE FoR Qiurnrans +e 

21 OCTOBER BUT SHBUAFIONIN-AREA-GBRSEEPENTIOUS.  peyyAs) 1 RECA.) | 
) 

5. BY 26 OCTOBER 14 VILLAGES steamer Mme 

ARBA TOTAL 4846 PEOPLE HAD FLED SOUTHAM ARE TEMPORARILY 

Dita fog ee ED 
Nan he Lisa, f 

&
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RELOCATED ALONG ROUTE 13 FROM BAN TAT NGAO (WG 8302) SOUTH | 
Garial AAL | 

TO BAN NONG KHAM (WB 8697); TOPAi=e4846-REOPLE RECEIVING | 
{ 

FULL FOOD SUPPORT. 

6. IN SAVANNAKHET PROVINCE 1349 REFUGEES WHO HAD FLED NORTH 

FROM KHONG SEDONE - MUONG WAPI AREAS WERE RELOCATED IN | 

UNUSED FAR MILITARY CAMP FOUR KILOMETERS OUTSIDE KENGKOK | 

(WD 2218). THIS GROUP FORCED TO FLEE TOWARDS SAVANNAKHET | 

WHEN NVA OVERRAN KENGKOK TOWN ON MORNING 28 OCTOBER. | 

7. PRESENT TIME NVA CONTROL BAN SAPHAT (XC 0435), MUONG WAPI 

AND PHU KONG (WC 8323) WHICH OVERLOOKS KHONG SEDONE AND 
chance ftom tele href 

ROUTE 13, FORESEE LITTLE CHANGE OF cer oeaG/ aT 

HOME IN NEAR FUTURE. 

8. PEOPLE DISPLACED IN KHONG SEDONE AREA SHOW 16,471 PEOPLE 

RELOCATED IN PAKSE AREA AND 1349 IN SAVANNAKHET FOR GRAND 

TOTAL 17,820 PEOPLE ON FULL FOOD SUPPORT. 

GODLEY 
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| 
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ee a FACTS 

se es REFUGEES IN SOUTHERN LAOS 

Located at the confluence of the Se Done 40,000 to 50,000 people in the six prov- 

and Mekong rivers, Pakse is the capital inces have moved under the pressure of 

of Se Done Province and the commercial war since 1962; however, the resources of 

center of southern Laos. The economic the region allowed an assimilation into 

resources of the six small provinces that communities to the extent that by early 

make up this most southern region of 1970, refugees numbered 5,000. The sit- 

Laos exceed those of other provinces. The uation changed with the fall of Attopeu and 

lowland areas are suitable for rice, fruit, Saravane in June 1970 when 15,000 people 

and vegetable cultivation, and the region moved into the environs of Pakse. In the 

has produced a rice surplus as high as increased military activity of the past two 

35,000 MT in one year. The Bolovens years, the number of refugees has grown 

Plateau, which covers more than 4,000 sq until at present they total approximately 

km (1,544 sq mi) . ogreummmvecumenmmmuecmn 29,000 people. Of 
ie a Sean wah e f. a @ lg : oe this number, 8,691 

one of the largest | crm oe : oe people live in vil- 
agriculture poten- is Se |, __iages on land re- 
tials in Laos. Until <a 3 aa 2 7 sig served by ~_ the 
it came under Pat- ; a tel eas ii » Royal Lao Gov- 
het Lao and North (| 2. . PP CtéC«~~ ~sernment for the 
Vietnamese con- eae ot —- Fe. Br ae fis i, 4 permanent reset- 
trol in June 1971, fhe e P2@ | Ba a otlement of refu 
it was the center Ae ae yy =itl Jae (Mp gees: 3,017 at 
for livestock pro- ae te: i. — ie. 4 ‘99 Houei Nam Phak 

duction, coffee, @ = ES" giga aml FM xn the National 
vegetables, fruit, ——e. on “aay Forest Reserve, 
as wellasa limit ~ — ae : as 25 kn. (16 m1 ) 
ed amount of tea. —, ‘ : SC from Pakse, and 
A road network § at io a : oye oe 5,674 at Phou Ba 

links the prov- “]=aae , eee, Chiang, 12 km 
incesandconnects “2 23 ae (7mi) from Pakse. 
the region with Vietnam, Cambodia and The remaining number are in temporary 

Thailand. The Mekong is navigable from relocation in the environs of Pakse. 

one end of the region to the other. : 

In 1968, when deteriorating security con- 

An estimated 546,000 people live in the ditions on the Bolovens Plateau prevented 
six provinces. Of this number, about establishment of a pilot project in refugee 

320,000 are under Royal Lao Government resettlement, the Royal Lao Government 

control, 226,000 under Pathet Lao or authorized the use of 900 hectares (2,223 

North Vietnamese control. Of the total acres ) at Houei Nam Phak in the National 

population, about 180,000 are tribal people Forest Reserve as an alternate site. Houei 

of whom about 40,000 are under Royal Nam Phak was originally planned as an 

Lao Government control. An estimated experimental project in agriculture and



community development as well as refugee resettlement Se, 

for 300 families who were either refugees or the families re pe oe 

of disabled war veterans. The first 70 families who moved Liens SO) a ae 
into Houei Nam Phak in April 1969 were selected from ii a ve Wie \ ee 

among 1,200 applicants after agreement to plant their land | yp sie. a Se = 

for six years and to work cooperatively on community pro- Ae ee 
jects. Of the three villages planned, two have been com- eee eS 
pleted, and 214 families now live at Houei Nam Phak. The ay 8. 

. people are an ethnically diverse group - Lao, Lao Theung, Sf 
and Souei. Traditionally, each village in Laos is made up oS [2 
of one ethnic group. Houei Nam Phak is an experimental : ie oo 

project also in the sense that Lao and Mountain Mon-Khmer : = : eg : 

people live together in each of the two villages. : - . Se 

Resettlement costs at Houei Nam Phak fall into the two cat- . - oat 

egories of dollar expenditures and local currency expendi- i . ef : a 

tures. Dollar expenditures total $66,566 which cover the oo : . : 

cost of heavy equipment used in clearing land, constructing — oS 

roads, and drilling wells, and the purchase of commodities : ra 

not locally available. Local currency expenditures total a * 

Kip 58,621,300 or $244,255 which cover personnel costs 

and the purchase of local commodities. 1/ These funds » & oo 
have been used ; a — 

To clear 200 hectares (494 acres) of land; es ‘ he : ae 

To drill 3 wells; Ne y= oo 7 

To construct 1 dam; JA , aes 
To provide materials for the construction of 202 _! (T A Ss” 

houses, 3 classrooms, 1 dispensary, 1 office build- f i es a 

ing, 1 store for the Houei Nam Phak Cooperative . oo a 

Association ; a : ‘ a es 1, 
To construct 5 km (3 mi): of ig = ‘ ees ~ = = — 

Sah e 
The Phou Ba Chiang resettlement area lies at the base of 

the long, low mountain from which it takes its name. The Ea Ee 

site covers an area of approximately 10,000 hectares gaa F ay [ 

(24,700 acres), which is 10 km (6 mi) at its widest point " ae a a2 | ae Pauly 

and 15 km (9 mi) long. Phou Ba Chiang is planned for the oo i oe ; a 

resettlement of 1,500 families in 15 villages. During the is a . 
nine months since work began at Phou Ba Chiang, ll of these a > “Wide | f 

meme eS Le 
villages have been completed and 1,000 families now live in aay ~/ oS > “p> = ~° 

the resettlement area. Resettlement costs to date total Ta ee “* og 

COME RA 7, va 

l/ Kip 240 = $1.00, the official exchange rate until He re | . , 4} 

the unified conversion rate of Kip 605 = $1.00 was eae Sf zs 

established in April 1972. oe pr. —_—- 

oS Se
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<_< = ABOVE: At Hovei Nam Phak ee mem i | — 

 F Main road with houses (prefabricated =~ — “~ ge ue 
2 oe % Sp i Be al 
os ae by USAID carpenters and erected by % ~*~ “w'%._ ee — 

ew refugees). The center photo shows = A e =e a 

ew the school, and at the right is the dis- = a wa , 
oe pensary which serves the community. -— —. oe ‘’ - 

2 _) \ a... (we a 
a Be ee es eS...  ™ 

— | LEFT: Ata temporary village along “2 a s\ ~~ 
- a Route 13, a refugee builds a sidewall ~.8n@ — | —- 

: ay for a house with leaves and bamboo. oy, a2 | — Mar’ ee 
— a | = a 

¢ RIGHT: A member of one of the 27 fs ; oo 

€ a * Tau-Oi refugee families who live in S — Py | 
a ‘é ae ae —_ fF CG Po 

— a temporary village off Route 13. _. _ - Jf. 2 

; be BELOW: At Phou Ba Chiang _— - fF . 
: Roe = a [i  , oe 

re Refugees, who moved out of the set- » - 4 Po. 
. : — [8 -— | lezen, tlement, prepare to move back again. 4 ee -)6hOlU# 

cs = Center photo shows road construction — z Eee gee AN 
“~  *, and at right a woman works on thatch 2 a | pe] Nt _ 

+s alt to make roofing for her house. ae = = 1 
os —  — ee 

a S Ee ee 3 r peg Ls A ioe. 
. ae Se gis i: ~ TST A as ae 

ws “See SS 1 Rees aK — 
i ie 78 ee br me Da Ue i Cae ae Pe 

\ 1g iN cae ee ge ; ~ mi = eh ge ae yy by os eS 
- Y _—. oe OO eee eran Peeve Sees a CS 

o age ee ae oe ce oS . 2 ai ee ee iS =~ ss ; 

Fei, ee I — wer 1 8S 
ef Ce ee ee ee ee ee ee Hila Aan AN SAWS Pee 5 : 

ee ee Oe = 
[Ber oe ee ee TTT ST SSE a ee MIN ON S/R 

ee | ge Wee ee a TAIL Th SSR SS



$28,000 which cover the cost of equipment itures for commodities used in refugee 

use and purchase of commodities not lo- relief operations among these groups from 

cally available and Kip 11,300,000 or July 1, 1971 through June 30, 1972. 

$18,677 which cover personnel costs and 

locally purchased commodities.2/ These COMMODITIES FOR REFUGEE RELIEF 
funds have been used 

FY 1972 

To transport1,000 families from 

temporary relocation sites to Phou PAKSE 

Ba Chiang ; 

To construct ll km (6.8 mi) of a 20 $ Thousand 

km (12.4 mi) road, 3 of 5 bridges, a/ 

1 of 3 small earth dams ; Rice $ 143.8— 

To drill 3 of 20 wells; 

To provide nails,thatch roofing and Salt 2.0 

tools for constructing 1,000 houses 

and 3 dispensaries. Canned meat 15.9 
PL-480 foodstuffs 3.1 

Although located only slightly over seven Medical supplies 21.3 
miles from Pakse, lack of security is a b/ 

major problem at Phou Ba Chiang. Mil- Other — 29.4 
itary activity in and around the resettle- Total $ 215.5 
ment area has three times forced the re- 
moval of construction equipment and once a/ Includes transportation costs. 
the evacuation of refugees. A sense of 

unease pervades some of the villages in b/ Blankets, mosquito nets, sleep 

the resettlement area ; a few of the refu- ing mats, household utensils, cloth- 
gees leave, but they return. The future ing, plastic sheeting, tools. 

of Phou Ba Chiang is uncertain - depend- 

ent on security conditions. 2/ Kip 605 = $1.00, the present 
official exchange rate. [October,1972] 

Overl19,000 refugees are in temporary re- 

location sites in the environs of Pakse. a 
Among them are about 10,000 .refugees Refugees at Reception Center, Pakse. 

from Khong Se Done, which fell to North a fT ya © F 
Vietnamese forces in May of this year. i. dt a e 
They are reluctant to return although | ee , (es 4 
Khong Se Done has been retaken by Royal : 8 kn Py 7. ee 7 a « 
Lao Government forces. The refugees oe : mi . al i. = 

live in villages which theyhave built along | a yoEla a Ryn 7 
Route 13 for a distance as far as 34 km Le a: 2 [ae \G He: ; 

(21 mi) north of Pakse. About 3,000 are cf Cages = 3 i i i NS 

located at the site of the Selabam hydro- s Ww se P| ss E | 

electric project about 4 mi from Pakse. [RM AM cs BS eat Ie 
These refugees and those from Phou Ba p>. ; y 2 u i 35 oe] 
Chiang fall into the USAID category of Cod ae nf | oo font =~ > 
Full Support, which designates the degree - Uwe | 
of assistance which these refugee groups Bead . v : ~~ i : 
require. The table shows USAID expend- a Aetna Ba —
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